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ABSTRACT
Two principal areas of study were selected in this work;
1) The measurement of the local area presented hy the gas-liquid 
interface of the falling film.
2) The extension of present knowledge in order to explain the 
form of the wave motion on the surface of the film. j
The fulfilment of the former of these objectives commenced with a 
fundamental study of the area of random surfaces, and an experimental 
method of measuring this area was systematically developed. The method was 
based on the photography of a dyed falling film by transmitted light. The 
resulting specially prepared negatives, for a wide range of flow conditions 
were scanned by a microdensitometer, and the output was converted into digital 
form suitable for processing by an Elliot 503 computer. The computer was used
to calculate the surface area of the film over which mass and heat transfer
occur, as a function of the flow rate and distance below the distributor,
during cocurrent, countercurrent, and zero air velocity condi ions. The
results were compared with the predictions of the Portalski equation which 
has generally been used outside its range of validity, and it was shown that 
such general use produces gross errors.
In the second part of this work, a unit was designed and built which was 
able to sample the instantaneous film thickness and to punch the data onto 8II
channel computer tape. A method of constructing the original wave profiles
|
from the statistical information thereby obtained is described. The results
i.*
of this work also enabled measurement of 1) the mean film thickness at varying
\
. I
distances below the distributor, 2) the residual film thickness and maximum
!
wave peak displacement from the mean film thickness at varying distances below■ ]
the distributor, 3) the ratio of the mean positive wave slopes to ihean negative 
wave slopes at varying distances below the distributor. This information lead 
to a modified view of the flow of films based on an extension of the Kapitsa 
theory. A study of the developing wave motion was also carried out, based on
the clear wave profiles produced in the photographic part of this work.
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NOTATION
- Amplification experienced by a wave in travelling 10 cm, dimensionless. 
a - The varying thickness of the wave film, L 
aQ - Mean film thickness in wavy flow, L 
c - dye concentration, ML 
D - Photographic density, dimensionless
expressed as log^Q(incident light intensity/emergent light intensity)
2 -2 - Jkc- Rate of working of viscous forces, ML T
■ 2 -2 Ej - Rate of working of. volume forces, ML T
-1f - frequency of occurrence of a given range of film thicknesses, T 
1^ - Intensity of light incident on dyed film, lux 
1 - Intensity of light emergent from dyed film, lux
k , ~ phase velocity of wave motion, LT
3 - 1 - 1Q - Liquid flow rate per unit perimeter of wetted wall, L T L
R - ratio of mean wave rise time to mean wave fall time, dimensionless.
2 -1r^  - ratio of surface area to mass for whole film, L M
. 2 -1 r^ - ratio of surface area to mass for film ignoring Sublayer, 1 M
2S' - Interfacial area, L .
s - The instantaneous slope of the film surface, dimensionless. 
t - Time, T, also instantaneous film thickness. 
vq - Mean velocity of flow, LT
v - Velocity in x direction at a point, LT *
. « — 1 v - Velocity in y direction at a point, LT
x - distance across the wavy surfa.ee parallel to the direction of flow 
determined by a single densitometer traverse, L 
X - Average of all x's taken for a particular plate, L
y - distance across the wavy surface at right angles to the direction of 
flow, determined by a single densitometer traverse, L 
Y - Average of all y's taken for a particular plate,L
z - Ratio of phase velocity to mean stream velocity, k/v , dimensionless
Sh - Sherwood number, liquid phase, dimensionless
Sc - Gas phase Schmidt number, dimensionless g
Re^ - Gas phase Reynolds number, dimensionless
P-BM “ Log. Mean partial pressure of non-diffusing componeht, Atmospheres
P - Total pressure, Atmospheres.
r  / , ' 0  83 r  .
MTG~Mass trqnsf&r qroup t [Pun/pj
GREEK LETTERS
-1  - IRefractive index, dimensionless, also viscosity, ML T 
"}) - Kinematic viscosity, LT ^
^ - Liquid density, ML~^
r\
<5* - Surface tension, MT c
2 -1- Molar extinction coefficient, L M
J
P - Contrast coefficient for photographic negatives, dimensionless
INTRODUCTION
Thin films of liquids falling down solid surfaces are utilised
. iIthroughout the Chemical Industry in film cooling, the absorption of gases, and !
. • ' I
•i
the evaporation of liquids. Films of liquids are also formed naturally when
.• i
vapour condenses on solid surfaces, and they are an inherent feature of the 
flow of liquids over packing materials.
The importance of falling films in these applications lies in
• I
the fact that the internal resistance to heat and mass transfer is minimised
• - i
by the presence of a wave motion which is characteristic of these films, and
.  i
in that they present a. high transfer area per unit mass of the film, since they 
are normally very thin.
Unfortunately, a comprehensive analysis of the complex surface motion
. I
has not yet proved possible, and hence, mass and heat transfer coefficients 
cannot be calculated without recourse to empirical wox-k.
It has been shown experimentally (20, 21, 36) that the rates of
heat and mass transfer to falling films are consistently higher than those
- - „ _ ‘ 1 predicted using the assumptions that the film is waveless and laminar, and the •
iturbulence created by the interfacial waves, is knovai to be largely
I
responsible for this increase (5, 17, 36). It has been suggested (3, 36, 32)
j
that the interfacial area may be considerably extended by the presence of the i
Y/aves, but it is difficult to proportion the relative magnitudes of the effects 
due to interfacial turbulence and interfacial area increase resulting from 
these waves.
This work has been planned and cari-ied out to investigate the 
development and growth of the waves, to measure the extent by which the surface 
area is increased by their presence, and to provide an explanation of the 
existence of the ripples on the surface of thin films.
1
■ CHAPTER 1 '
A survey of the published work on falling films
1.1 Introduction '
The systematic study of the flow of liquid films down solid surfaces 
was initiated by Hopf (19) in 1910, and since this time, the subject has 
expanded into a vast literature. Much of this work has been directed towards 
the examination of the ripples,■which, with the exception of a short distance
below the distributor, cover the film surface at all but the lowest flow rates.
• ]
The analytical treatment of these films on a rigorous mathematical basis has 
been possible so far only for very low flow rates and small, wave amplitudes, 
and as a result of this, much experimental’data has been recorded in an attempt 
to understand the film flow mechanism. The presence of these ripples has also 
caused much difficulty in predicting theoretically, the practical values of 
heat and mass transfer coefficients to falling films.
The Reynolds number has been used by all workers in the field to 
characterise the film flow, and two forms of this dimensionless group are 
currently used:-
1) Re1 = Q/v?
2) H e * =  W i?
Fulford (6) has used the former of these in his thorough and extensive work 
on falling films, and he states in his review of the subject (7 ) that there 
is no advantage to be gained by the use of the latter of these. The Reynolds ' 
numbers calculated in this work, and those quoted from other sources will thus 
be based on the former expression.
1 .2 Film thickness
Much early work was directed towards finding the thickness of the 
film. There are, however, several meanings possible to the term 'film - : 
■thickness'., and these are detailed below:- . -
1 ) The maximum height of the Y/ave peaks.
2) The average thickness of the residual layer under the waves. ■ *
■ 2
3) The average thickness of the film over the entire surface, at 
any instant. .
4) The time .averaged thickness at any point on the column.
5) The R.M.S. thickness at any point on the column.
* ■ u
These quantities are all quite distinct, the difference between the first two
.  . *l
and the others being obvious, but 3) a-nd 4) differ, since the average thicknessj 
of the entire film includes the accelerating zone. It has also been shown by
. ■ 3 .
Dukler and Bergelin (32) that the time averaged thickness and the R.M.S.
thickness may differ by up to 10fo. The distinction between these values has 
not always been made clear, thus Fulford (7) has plotted on the same graph,
the data of Dukler and Bergelin (32), who. measured the R.M.S. film thickness
and also that of Fallah et al (26) whose hold up method gave the average values! 
(type 3), without making it clear that these values should not necessarily be
ithe same. .
The first recorded measurement of the film thickness was by Hopf 
(19) who used a micrometer probe designed to make contact with the wave peaks, 
and he was thus able to measure the maximum wave height. Chwang (28) and• I
Schoklitsch (29) also made measurements of this, type, but later workers (9,27) 
have improved the technique by incorporating an electrical circuit in order
1
to indicate a contact with a wave. More recently, Chien (2) has claimed to 1 
have measured the time averaged film thickness by the use of an electrical 
probe. He argues that when the probe is at such a distance from the wetted
wall that it is in contact with the waves for exactly half of the time of
sampling (this condition was assumed to prevail when the average current 
taken by the probe was a half of the maximum) then this distance is equal to 
the mean film thickness. Even if the disturbance to the film and the possibility 
of the pulling of'liquid threads' from the waves is ignored, Chien's method 
is open to criticism, since the idea is not correct in principle. This is 
best shown by a mathematical treatment
Consider a wave profile, y = f(t), such that t=0 when y=0, where y is
measured as a displacement from the free surface. ,
The time of a positive excursion of y must he equal to the time of a negative
excursion of y in order that the conditions of submersion of the probe for
half of the time shall be valid. If the period of the wave is T, then the
above condition can be expressed as:- 
pT/2 pT
I -f(t) dt + \ f(t) at = 0 
JO Jt/2
This statement is true in the case of a sine wave and a number of special cases 
but there is an infinite number of possible waveforms which will not satisfy 
the statement, and it is pure coincidence that it is true for a sine wave. The 
surface waves on falling films are of sine wave type only in the immediate 
vicinity of the line of inception, and since Chien has used his method to 
measure the change of mean film thickness with the distance below the 
distributor, his results can not be entirely correct. Nevertheless, Chien's 
results are of some interest since he has reported the presence of a maximum 
in the film thickness at a point just below the first appearance of waves.
This maximum is of some importance, since it will be shown later that it is 
at variance with the results of an analysis due to Kapitsa (l). In order to 
resolve this point, the film thickness measurements of Chien have been 
repeated in this work using an entirely new method of film thickness 
determination which will also be described later.
Nusselt (1 6 ) has presented an analysis of the flow of liquids
r ,down inclined plates, and he has derived the expression ra - ( 3V Q ) for the
V s jthickness of the flowing film in the laminar region, making the assumption 
that there were no ripples on the film and that there was no surface shear.
The first methods-which were used to test this theory were of the type where 
the film flow was stopped suddenly, and the liquid which drained from the 
column was collected. Early versions of this technique were subject to error 
since no-allowance was made for the head of liquid remaining over the distrib­
utor when the flow was cut off. This method was used by Brtitz (25), Claassen 
(22), Cooper et al (31 ), Fallah et al (26), and Warden (54), but the weii’
4
head has been taken into account by more recent workers (45,6,3,4). The 
latest modification to this technique has been to estimate the liquid 
remaining on the plate after drainage by dissolving small quantities of 
sodium chloride into, the film and after washing the wetted wall with distill­
ed water, titrating the solution with silver nitrate (47). Early workers 
concluded that the results of film thickness measurements were in agreement 
with the Nusselt film thickness, but more recent experimental work (3) has 
shown that the film thickness is slightly less than the Nusselt film thickness 
at low flow rates, which has been theoretically predicted by Kapitsa (l). 
Brauer (9) and Belkin et al (13) have used the method of determinimg the film 
thickness in which a photograph was taken of a dry rod and another photograph 
was then taken of the same rod with a film flowing down it. The film thickness 
was determined by the measurement of the difference in area between the two 
photographs. There are obvious disadvantages to this method and these will 
be discussed in the section dealing with the. increase in interfacial area. 
Jackson (1?) has used a novel method of determining the film thickness 
which utilised the radiation from Yttrium 91» The method suffered from the 
disadvantage that it was not an absolute one, and it was only possible to 
compare the thickness of the film with the thickness of a smooth laminar 
film, regarded as standard for calibration purposes. Other work carried out 
in the field of film thickness determination includes the 'balancing toY/er' 
method of Kamei and Oishi (30) in which the weight of the column and flowing 
film was determined during operation, although the method suffered from the 
disadvantage that the column became unstable when air at certain velocities 
was blown over the film. .
Numerous studies of the mean film thickness in the presence of 
an adjoining gas stream have been carried out. Semenov (48), and Brauer (10) 
have considered the action of a finite shear at the interface of a laminar 
waveless film, but Feind (45) has shown that these treatments are only valid 
at low liquid and gas flow rates. The general conclusion to be drawn about
5
Jthe action of air blows is that cocurrent air blows decrease the mean film j
thickness (11,48,30)> and that countercurrent air blows increase the mean 
film thickness (2[-5,6,4,48). ■
1.3 flhe interfacial structure
. .  }The sur-face of a falling film.is covered by ripples except at •
very low flow rates, and the critical Reynolds number (Re^ ) which marks the j
onset of rippling has been determined experimentally in many studies. The 
existance of any such criticallity has been challenged by Benjamin (23) who
claims that falling films are unstable at all finite Reynolds numbers. The j• j
work of Benjamin has been supported by Yih (35) who has, however, shown in 
an earlier paper (34) that the critical Reynolds number is 1.5* 411 treatments [ 
of the stability problem leading to the Reynolds number of wave inception are 
lengthy, and the experimental observation of the effect is complicated by 
the difficulty of obtaining a continuous film at such low flow rates. Jackson 
(17) has proposed that the Proude number may be equal to unity at the . j
inception of waves, and his calculated values of the Proude number at the
j
experimentally determined Re. of several workers has given some support to
1 r • |
this. Grimley (14) has also proposed an empirical co^elation to calculate ■
the value of Re^. The Author has proposed a theoretical route to the Reynolds
number of inception. This treatment is not rigo/rous but is included in
appendix (15) since the expression resulting from it bears a close resemblence : 
rto the corelation of Grimley.
When the Reynolds number of inception has been exceeded, the 
wave motion sets in, but there is always a short distance below the distributor 
which remains wave free, and the wave motion is said to start at the 'line 
of wave inception'. The. distance of the line of wave inception below the 
distributor increases as the flow rate increases, although Allen (5) has 
shown that the reverse trend is observed at very low flow rates. There are, 
however, a number of experimental difficulties in determining the point of 
wave inception at such low flow rates, the wave height being so small, and
the growth rate 50 gradual that /'lien's results may be in error. Some 
workers are of the opinion that- tVie waves only appear when the film has 
fully accelerated (24, 40), but recent studies (43) show that the film has 
reached 99»99r> of its equilibrium velocity after much shorter distances. In 
the opinion of the Author, the line of inception is not so well defined as 
some workers have suggested (3)3 and a study has been undertaken in this work 
in order to explain the line of wave inception further.
' Dukler and Bergelin (32) were the first workers to recognise the 
need for quantitative film rippling data, and they developed a capacitance 
technique to present wave profiles on a rotating drum camera. The wetted wall 
consisted of a stainless steel plate 8ft by 2ft and a probe was supported 
a few mm away from the surface of the plate. When a film was flowing down 
the plate the ca,pacitance between the end of the probe and the surface of the 
film was continuously monitored by an AC bridge, and an approximately linear 
trace of the variation in instantaneous film thickness v.ras recorded. These 
workers used a probe which was of large dimensions in comparison to the 
wavelength, being 1/8 inch in the direction of flow. Portalski has used the 
same technique with a probe only 1 , r2 mm in the direction of flow (3), and 
the pi’ofiles recorded by him are of better quality than those recorded by 
Dukler and Bergelin. Shirotsulca et al (12) have used a probe only 0.3 mm in 
diameter, and have been able to produce good wave profiles. The method which 
has produced the best results so. far was due to Greenberg (8) who passed a 
very small light beam through the flowing film and dissolved a small quantity 
nigrosin dye into the liquid such that the einmergent rays were modulated in 
intensity hy the thickness of the film. Black (18) has reviewed the various 
methods of recording wave profiles and has objected to the light absorption 
method on the grounds that the refraction of light at the surface of the film 
may cause some errors but most workers using this method have designed their 
optical systems in such a way that this effect is minimised.
Allen (5) has modified the light absorption technique hy 
incorporating a second light spot and photocell 1.6 cm below the main system
8and by comparison of the two traces which were displayed on a double beam 
oscilloscope he has been able to determine the wave velocity. A very large 
quantity of data was presented in this work in the form of wavelength, frequency 
and amplitude measurements,obut”the Author is of the opinion that some of the 
wavelength measurements of Allen may not be of much practical significance, 
since much of his data we/fc taken in the region of 'three dimensional' waves, 
and a simple measurement of wavelength is not sufficient to characterise this 
region as is evident from some of the photographs presented in this work.
Allen has conducted an interesting study of the development of the growing 
wave motion in the same work, and showed that the wave velocity reduces sharply 
a short distance after the waves have become visible on the film. This indicates 
that the film velocity is reducing, and tends to justify the discovery of 
Chien (2) that there is a maximum in the film thickness at about the same point. 
Charvonia (11) used the light absorption method to examine the structure of the 
waves in the presence of a cocarrent air blow, and Stainthorp and Batt (41) have 
used the method to examine the frequency and amplitude characteristics in the 
presence of cocurrent and countercurrent air blows. These authors have shown 
that, there is a. velocity below which the air does not significantly affect 
the wave structure, and much data concerning wave velocities, heights, and 
wavelengths has been collected. Hewitt et'al (58) have modified the light 
absorption method by directing a beam of ultraviolet light onto the film into 
which a fluorescent dye has been dissolved. The visible component of the 
generated light was separated from the ultraviolet light by the use of a 
spectroscope, and the light passing from this instrument was directed into 
a photosensitive cell. Hie method was developed in order to avoid refraction 
at the surface of the waves, and the authors have used it to study the growth 
and development of large disturbance waves in countercurrent air/water flow. 
Stainthorp and Wild (42) have also modified the light absorption technique 
by the use of monchromatic light of two frequencies in which they studied
the simultaneous transfer of a component into the film and change in 
instantaneous film thickness.- Jones and Whitaker (Mt-) have used a novel 
method in which they reflected a heam of light from the surface of the waves, 
and used the resulting oscillations of the light beam to record wave profiles 
from which they were able to justify their small disturbance theory 
predictions of wavelength and frequency. They also observed that the waves 
in the region of the line of inception were amplitude modulated with a much 
lower frequency and they concluded that this was the result of finite 
amplitude effects.
Brauer (9) has used an interesting conductivity technique to 
obtain wave profiles in which he recorded the variation in conductivity of 
the film as the waves passed up and down a probe which projected through the 
film normal to the wetted wall. The technique was extended,by counting the 
number of waves per second which contacted with his probe as it was 
progressively withdrawn from the wetted wall. It is not easy to interpret 
the results of this investigation in simple terms since a wave motion 
consisting of waves of equal height, would give equal numbers of waves per 
second regardless of the ishape of the waves or the position of the probe 
between the extremities of the motion of the waves. A confusion seems to 
have occurred concerning the nature of Brauer's results, thus Banerjee et al 
(46) state that "Brauer measured the frequency 'f1, at which a particular
film thickness 'y' occurred ... " using this method, and this is definitely
not the case. Tbere is no relationship between this quantity'f* and the 
quantity which Brauer determined, which was the frequency with which the film 
thickness exceeded a thickness'y,' and this point will be expanded in the ■ 
theory section dealing with the random sampling unit which was developed 
for this work.
1.4 Interfacial area
There is some disagreement in the literature about the 
magnitude of the increase in interfacial area due to rippling, practical and
9
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theoretical values of this quantity differing hy about two orders of 
magnitude. The increase in intei’facial area has been mentioned by many 
workers, and Fulford (7.) for instance summarises the need for its evaluation 
in the following y/ay:- ■ '
"Wetted wall columns have been used for many years for determining mass 
transfer coefficients, on the assumption that the interfacial area across 
which mass transfer occurs can be obtained accurately from the dimensions 
of the column and a knowledge of the film thickness. It is therefore of 
. considerable practical importance to determine'whether the interfacial 
waves lead to an appreciable increase in interfacial area of the film 
which would introduce s. grave uncertainty into such methods of determinin 
mass transfer coefficients." ■
Dukler and Bergelin (32) and more recently Bi-uley(43) have pointe 
out that it is necessary to knov; the exact area for mass transfer so that 
a combined coefficient ’ka1 is not needed. Bruley states that "the mass *' 
transfer coefficient *k* and the area 'a' are independent and should be 
treated as such if a rational analysis is to be made." Wave motion probably 
causes an increase in the rates of heat and mass transfer in three ways:-
1) By. an increase in the interfacial area of the film.
2) By turbulence in the liquid film.
3) By turbulence in the gas stream. •
No comprehensive or completely reliable method of determining the increase 
in interfacial area has yet been proposed, and these effects have thus not 
been separated. .
Stirba and Hurt (36) and Emmert and Pigford (20) have obtained mass 
transfer results which show a large increase in the rate of transfer of CO^ 
into v/ater, due to rippling, but Bays and McAdams (21 ) have found that heat 
transfer data are not affected to the same extent as mass transfer data, thus 
they showed that heat transfer results were only 20-30^ higher than expected.
Unfortunately the problem of evaluating the interfacial area
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is a very difficult one, and this is reflected in the diversity of the 
results obtained. All workers in the field have made various approximations 
which render the results suitable for order of magnitude determination only.
Early estimates were by simple observation of the film, thus 
Stirba and Hurt (.36) state that "The maximum increase in interfacial area, 
as judged by visual observation and photographs, is probably less than 50%." 
Dukler and Bergelin (32) used a capacitometer to obtain wave profiles of the 
rippling film, and they are of the opinion that the photographs taken by them 
demonstrate that the wave motion on the surface of the liquid causes the • 
interfacial area to differ considerably from that calculated from the area 
of the confining channel. The first measurement of this quantity was by 
Brauer (9) who photographed a rod A5 mm in diameter down which a liquid was 
falling, the surface features of the film being thus silhouetted against a 
plain background. He measured the length of the profile along the liquid 
surface from an enlarged photograph, and thus calculated the surface area 
increase, obtaining a variation of from 0.5%> to 3.0% between a Reynolds
number.of' 25 and 1675* This method is open to the objection that the true
profile of the waves is not seen, since the troughs of.the waves will be 
masked by the. peaks or troughs of the waves inf'ront or behind those being 
examined, also it is difficult to measure the length of an irregular line 
when' the amplitude of the undulations is small, even when using a good 
curvometer.
Allen (5) estimated the increase in interfacial area due to 
rippling for iso-propyl alcohol at Re^ = 25*5* since this liquid was predicted
by Portalski (3) to-give rise to a large increase in interfacial area. He
used the light absorption technique (explained earlier) to obtain profiles 
of the rippling film, but came across the difficulty that the amplitude/time 
profiles obtained by probes,, sampling at fixed points on wetted wall columns, 
are not strictly transferable to amplitude/distance profiles, because of 
the varying velocity of the waves. A correction was made for this by
measuring the wavelengths on the time axis of the profiles, converting to 
seconds and then multiplying by the wave velocity, the assumption being made 
that the waves did not change shape as they moved down the column. Allen 
also found the problem of accounting for the length of the plateaux between 
the waves. He dealt-with this by assuming that the plateaux were travelling 
at the same.speed as the waves immediately behind them, and using all this 
information he plotted out a single wave magnified 25 times, but found 
difficulty in estimating the length of the profile, since it was so.close 
in length to the base line. He therefore approximated the wave to two triangles 
and calculated the increase in length of the surface profile due to rippling. 
The answer- obtained was 0.06$ increase in interfacial area, which can be 
compared to the value of about 5$ obtained theoretically for the same liquid
at the same flow rate by Portalski (3). .
* %
Portalski (3) has made a theoretical and practical determination 
of the increase in interfacial area due to regular wave motion. Starting with 
the equation of the surface profile due to Kapitsa (1 ), he was able to 
substitute this into the ' .... standard calculus expression for the length of 
a line, and thus produced an expression for the increase in interfacial area. 
This expression (shown plotted in Chapter 4, fig 16 ) has been examined in 
some detail in this work, and thus only a brief summary will be given here.
The theoretical results obtained are as much as two orders of magnitude 
greater than the experimental results obtained by some other workers. It is 
possible that one source of error is the theoretical expression for the 
w-avelength, which is only accurate at very low Reynolds numbers, and gives 
wavelengths which are much too short at higher flow rates. Since this 
expression is an integral part of the calculations of Portalski, it follows 
that the results would be expected to be in error at higher flow rates. It 
is to be noted that the actual surface profiles.are much more irregular than 
those predicted by the Kapitsa analysis, and hence this may to some extent 
correct for the above error. Portalski used a capacitance probe to obtaih
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v/ave profiles in the region of the line of wave inception, and measured the
percentage increase in interfacial area by means of an ordinary opisometer,
as used for the measurement of roads on maps. He obtained 3*3$ increase in
interfacial area at a Reynolds number of 3*0; for the case of 82$ glycerine
solution, by the use of his theoretical equation. The practical values
quoted by Portalski for the same liquid at the same floYf rate, are 2.5$
by the use of an opisometer, and 3«5$ by fitting a length of thread to the
curve, and measuring its length when extended. Allen (5) has raised the
objection that the profiles do not appear to have been calibrated, and he
points out that unless the original waves were.amplified to the same extent
in both axes, then an error vri.ll have occurred in the measurement of the
practical values. The Portalski equation predicts that, the interfacial area
increase will exceed 100$ for some liquids at medium flow rates, and although
some workers consider that this value is very much too high, there is some
evidence to suggest that the equation may be valid. Jepsen et al (49) have
measured the profile length of waves on a water film where the wetted wall
was inclined at 9° 44' to the horizontal. They used a capacitometer similar
to that used by Portalski, and recorded the profiles on a visicorder chart.
The follov/ing results are quoted:-
Re^ $ increase in interfacial area
183 1,4
. 275 1.2
370 1 .7
. 458 2.3
They observe that these values are about 1/10 as great as
those due to Portalski, for the same flow rate, and a vertical column, but
it is important to note that both Fulford (6) and Kasimov and Zigmund (37) 
show evidence that the waves will be of greater amplitude and shorter wavelengi 
oh a vertical column, than on an inclined one, and thus of greater surface 
area on a vertical column. Fulford (6) has shown experimentally, that the 
vjavelength at inception is about three times greater when the Y/etted wall
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is inclined at 7° 35' to the horizontal, than when it is vertical, hut no 
data appear/ to exist on the wave amplitude at this inclination. The surface 
area increase is inversely proportional to the square of the wavelength,
(see Chapter 4, equation 25), and allowing only for the wavelength change 
caused by the difference in inclination of the wetted wall, between the work 
of Jepsen et al and that of Portalski, it can be seen that the data of 
Jepsen et al should be about 1/9 of the vertical column prediction of 
Portalski,. which is in fact the case. It is also of interest to note that 
of the two values of the surface area submitted by Brauer (see earlier) one 
is in good■agreement with the Portalski equation (see fig 15) but the other 
is_ considerably at variance with it.
Shirotsuka et al (12) have used an improved version of the 
electrical capacitance probe of Bukler and Bergeliri (32). The probe was of 
small dimensions, being made of vdne only 0.3 mm dia., and was thus able to 
resolve detail finer than other probes of this type, although the electrostat: 
field from the wire would be expected to radiate from its tip in a cone, and 
thus limit the resolution. They employed a wetted wall column of rectangular 
cross section 140 cm long and 8 cm wide. The actual method used by them is 
very difficult to understand, and seems to suffer from so many approximations 
that the result may not even bear an order of magnitude relationship to the 
correct answer. They passed the output from the pr.obe to an oscilloscope 
and to a chart recorder at the same' time, but claim that they calibrated 
the profiles by comparing the amplitude and wavelength with that of 50 c/s 
mains voltage displayed on the same instrument. It is very difficult to 
understand how it is possible to achieve this aim in this way, since the 
mains voltage bears no relationship to the output of the probe in any mode 
of operation. They then made the assumption that "the slopes of all parts 
of the waves were the same" and approximated the surface features to a series 
of isosceles triangles by an involved method which is not clearly explained. 
•They concluded that the increase in interfacial area was less than 0.2-/ for
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water at a Re^ of 1 63 under conditions of a high velocity air blow, and 
their results show an increase of as little as 0.03/O for water at the 
same Re^ with no air blow..
Vouyoucalos (33) measured the increase in interfacial area due 
to rippling when a film was flowing over rough surfaces. He sprinkled 
lycopodium powder onto the surface of the. film and took several photographs , 
with the aid of a short duration flash,directed along the surface of the film 
in a narrow slit. The length of the resulting surface profile was measured 
using a curvometer, and it was concluded that the increase in interfacial area 
reached 8fa for water.
Actual applications of the results of interfacial area calculations 
have been limited, since most authors have regarded the effect as being small. 
The provision of an equation by Portalski, which predicted the increase in 
interfacial area and suggested that it was of a significant order, gave 
workers a quantitative basis for argument, and thus Reker et al (50) have 
correlated their mass transfer results from the evaporation of pure liquids 
in terms of this equation. They argue that in pure liquids the most significant 
effect due to rippling is the increase in interfacial area, since concentration 
gradients can not exist in pure liquids, and also they suggest that the 
temperature gradient across the film due to the evaporation is very small.
These authors observe that the equation due to Portalski can be simplified 
for Reynolds numbers .greater-than'2t5 tovgive:-
» 5/3 1/3
= 0.721 (Rex) (g V ) s CCl.
c r  '
They then use this equation to plot their results on coordinates of:-
Sh(l^ v(/p)(Re ) against%\ Sg to
The equations of the resulting lines are given below:-
Helium-carbon tetrachloride
MTG- = 0.0202I.^S)°*0&+
. 15 •
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Air-carbon tetrachloride:-
1.1TG- = 0 . 0 2 4  ( ^ ) ° « ° 7 2
i&rr-methanol: -
MTC- = 0.01 59 (^AS) ° ’ 20 6 
'.Were- MTG- is equal to the group Sh(Re ) ^ ® / P )
Finally the data of these authors wars plotted together with the data of
Kafesjian (51 ) on coordinates of Sh-.(PJ /P)(Re ) ^'83(?o&5) against Sh■* S . g
to give:-
( ^ / P )  = 0 . l 6 3 ( R e g ) ° * 8 3 ( S c g ) ° - 5 ( ^ s f
Were£ takes on a different value for each system. It is to be noted that the
zee- aaot'C-
exponent of the^.3 term is sma.ll^ .,and it may be suggested that this is further 
evidence that the surface area increases, 'predicted by Portalski, are in 
general too high. The authors of the paper are, however, of the opinion that 
this may be due to the effective surface area increase being less than the 
true surface area increase.; If. true,, thi's would.’be interesting, and' one...Of. !■ 
the objects of this research was to investigate the validity of the Portalski 
equation, thus throwing light on this suggestion. Kafesjian et al (51) have 
made observations of a related nature, in that, they point out that the 
actual increase in interfacial area, may not be the same as the effective 
increase in area for mass transfer. They argue that if the liquid wave heights 
are insufficient to penetrate the laminar gas layer, then the total increase 
in interfacial area may not be effective in the mass transfer process. They 
then present evidence to show that the laminar layer thickness is of the 
same order as the wave height. It is estimated in the paper that the maximum 
increase in mass transfer which can be attributed to surface area increase 
is of the order of 20fa,
. Thomas (59) has also used the Portalski equation in order to
calculate the increase in interfacial area due to rippling, for the system of 
viscous cuprous ammonium lactate solution, countercurrent to a hydrogen-
rcarbon monoxide gas mixture. He does, However, point .out that the results 
may not be valid due to the interfacial shear of the gas stream.
1.5 The present work
It is apparent from the literature survey that a large proportion 
of the research effort in falling films has been directed towards the 
measurement of film thickness, but relatively little information exists about 
the physical reasons for the development and growth of the wave motion. Many 
workers have shown that the ripples will be stable under certain conditions, 
but the results of these analyses, with the exception of that due to Kapitsa, 
are difficult to interpret in practical trems. The Kapitsa treatment has been 
extended in this work to provide an explanation of the presence of wa,ves on 
the surface of falling films, and a number of gaps in the knowledge of the 
subject have been filled. The problem of interfacial area determination has 
been dealt with briefly by many workers, but it can be seen from the literatur 
sux-vey that it is not clear whether the increase is likely to be lOOfo or 0.01^. 
and therefore a thorough investigation into surface areas has been considered 
worthwhile.
Two entirely new techniques of analysis of surface detail on 
rippling films have been developed in this work, one of which abstracts 
information from the film over an area at an instant of time, the other of 
which abstracts information from a point on the column ovex' a period of time. 
Using these techniques, particular reference has been given to the following:-
1) The determination of interfacial area of the film and its 
variation as a function of various flow parametex’s.
2) The determination of the maximum, minimum and mean film 
thicknesses.
3) The growth rates of the waves.
4) The study of wave detail at right angles to the main flow 
direction. _
In the light of the results of the probability study, the author
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has deduced a mechanism which links the regular wave motion at the line 
of wave inception, and the random motion below this line.
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. CHAPTER 2
A theoretical treatment of t.he -area of random surfaces and a study of* the
probability distribution of film thickness
2,1 Surface area. .
Many workers have recorded profiles of the interfacini structure 
of falling films, as discussed in the literature survey, and in s.ll cases- 
except the photographic method of Brauer (9) and Belkin et al (13) - 'the 
profiles have been made by recording the instantaneous film thickness at a 
point. This method is sound when used to examine the wave heights and
wavelengths, but there is a number of objections to it when it is used to
record wave profiles and measure surface areas, and these will be discussed 
in detail in this Chapter. ■ - ■
In a region where 'two dimensional waves only are generated,
(fig 1a), the surface can be defined completely by the changes in instantaneous
film thickness measured at a point, as the film moves past it, and the
percentage increase in interfacial area could be calculated by measuring the 
length along the wave profile so produced, and comparing this length vdth the 
length of the base line measured along the time axis on the recording medium.
If the waves represented in fig (la).are cut into a large number of 
segments as shown in fig (1b), and each segment is displaced in the 
direction of its length, as indicated by the arrows, then a surface similar 
to fig (1c) could be produced, that is to say, a wave pattern with the 
crests and troughs forming a further pattern orthogonal to the first. It ■ 
follows from fig (1b) that the profiles obtained when the waves of fig (ic) 
move past a point, would he identical to those obtained when the waves of 
fig (1a) move past a similar point, and it v.i'll be shown later that the
surface area of the waves in fig (1a) must differ from that of the waves in
fig (1c), since they are no longer 'two dimensional'.
It thus follows that a simple measurement of the length of wave
cvsf&t 
rfiat/i-ti 
c . - 3 f s r  
■T lANVfl
' TWQ, DIMENS IONAL/ WAVES'
U . a ) .
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profiles obtained from stationary points on-a column is insufficient to 
measure the surface area of the fi-lm where 'three dimensional' waves exist*
This fact has not been noted by any workers so far, and considerable effort 
seems to have been made in attempts to measure the length of 'three dimensional' 
waves (5, 12, 9) and to estimate the surface area increase from these 
measurements.
An important points first noted by /lien (5) is that unless the 
recorded profiles and the original disturbances are geometrically similar, 
then it will not be possible to calculate the length of the true profile 
from the recorded version of it since the two may differ 
Let the wave function be y = f(x), x
r  1 r "I ±
\ /  V 9  2then length of true profile from x^  to x9 = I 1+(f)
J -
dx .... [li
If the recorded profile isoj'a' times -aa-high and of'b' times as long^as the 
true profile, then:- x^
Length of recorded profile from x^  to ^ 1+ (“f )^ j dx ..... [2]
X2 .
35quation [l] can not be expressed as a simple function of £2] , and hence
there.is no simple relationship between the length of such a profile and the
length measured along the actual waves. .
In practical cases, all waves do not travel at the same speed, and
hence no matter which means of probe recording of the profiles is selected, they
■could not be geometrically similar to the original waves. The wave height
may. be recorded accurately, but the absence of a chart recorder with a chart
varying in velocity in proportion to the velocity of the particular wave
falling past the probe would produce a compression and expansion of the length
of the waves on the recording chart.
It will be shown presently that the above problems can be solved
by noting the equivalence of height variation over an area, at an instant of time
and height variation at a point, over a period of time. This is the basis of the
ergodic principle (6 1) and the larger the area, and the longer the time, the 
more representative will be the re suit i-.
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2-2 Initial theoretical investigation of random surfaces
Initially an analysis of random surfaces was conducted, based on 
Euclidian geometry, and the results of this were helpful in making a more 
rigorous analysis.
Let fig (2a) represent a random surface of base areaAB,. and let 
this surface be intersected by parallel planes leaving traces cd, ef, gh, etc, 
such that infiniteimally small 1 squares 1 A. by S b  are formed. Each 'square' 
may be considered to support a section of the random surface, such as ABCD 
in fig (2b), and since $ A and£> B are very small, the plane ABCD may be 
considered to be essentially flat.
Let CB and DA be equal to 'x1 in length, and CD and BA be equal to 'y' in
length. Since ABCD is a plane, then CB is parallel to DA., and CD is
parallel to BA.
Evaluation of area ABCD
± •
, 9  9 2DE- = (y - SA*)
Hence:-
-» J
Let DX intersect the parallel lines CB, DA, at right angles, 
then y2- CX2 = XD2 ____ M
[53
[63
BD2_BX2 = XD2
CX + XB = x
Eliminating CX between [IQ and [6]
y2 - (x - BX)2 = XD2
Hence y2 + 2xBX - BX2 - x2 = XD2
Prom [53 . •
1
BX s (BD2- XD2)3
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Therefore:- _ XD2 - BD2 - x2 + 2x(BD2- XD2)2' + iy2 = XD2 
Therefore :- p  p  2  p  p  p(BD - XD ) = x - v + BD
■Hence:-
2x
o P 9 9 9XD = BD - fx - y » BD )
it*
Now area ABCD = XD.DA = XDx
2 ^2 , 2 2 „2v= K BD - (x - y + BD )
b-
[73
Eliminating BD between p] and [7] :- 
Area ABCD = :-
. 2  
- X x 2 +  y2-2 [(x2-£b2) (y2-^.2)]2 - f*2- A  x 2 .  y2-af_( x2-Sb 2 )  ( y2-£a 2 ) I  2
it.
This reduces (appendix 1 3 ) to:-
[ " 0 9  p  p  p  pArea ABCD = jx y - (x -$B )(y -&A~) 
-  £& 2J 2 +  S A  2 X 2  -  <SB 2£A^j 2 [8]
In its present form, equation [8] can not be used to evaluate 
the interfacial area of a random surface, since it would be necessary to 
know the dimensions of an almost infinite number of small planes such as 
the plane ABCD in fig (2b). It was discovered that this difficulty could 
Be eliminated if:- " .
b B 2y 2+ £A2x2- SBy + £Ar - £b&~ [9]
These two expressions are very close in value, as will be shown shortly.
■2.3 A practical equation
•Pig (3a) represents a plan view of a composite surface consisting 
of a very large riumber of small 'squares' such as that illustrated in 
fig (2b). Let the lengths across the surface of square '1' in fig (3a) 
be x^  and y^, where x and y have the same, meaning as in fig (2b), and so
on for squares '2', '3' etc. Fig (3b) illustrates a three dimensional 
view of a small section of the,composite surface, projected in plan view 
in fig (3a), to clarify the meaning of the terms.
Let there be '.n1 squares in the a and b directions in fig (3a), and there
2 . vail hence be a total of n squares.
Using expression Jj] the surface area of fig (3b) is:- ,
S a S b  +£ By2 + £ a x 2 - S a S b  + ....
which equals for the.composite surface:- *
^ B ( y 1 + y 2 +  y n 2 ) + £ a ( x . ] + x 2 +  x n 2 )  -  n&AnSB .....................  L10]
If the Base of the plane has dimensions A and B, then n£>A = A and n&B = B
, - . t '
Therefore, surface area = &B(y.j+y2+ .... yn2)+SA(x^+x2+ ..... ^n“^  ”
Now the mean length,r X, . across thej composite' surf acei'in the 'b*' direction-is:-
X1+V   Xn2 S a ( x 1 + x 2 +   xn2) ^  .
A = A = X
\ S A . •
and the mean length,-Y,•across the composite’surface in the 'a1 direction-is:-
^B(y1+y2+  yn2) -
B = Y .
If now the whole of fig (3a) is considered as a single unit'
with lengths across the surface as given above, and these values are
substituted into expression [93 then:-
Surface area = B(y1+y2+  yn2)SB + A ( x ]+ x 2 + i x ^ 2 ) fa - n ^ S ’s
. b ~  r~ ;
...................Ci *iJ
Expressions iiO] and (11) are identical, and hence this means that whether 
an infinite number of measurements of infinitesimally small planes are 
substituted individually into expression [9] , and the results added together, 
or else the overall average measurements of the plane are substituted into 
expression [9 J , the final result will be the same regardless of the nature 
of the-surface.
The conclusion to be drawn from this is that if a random surface 
of base A by B is selected, and the mean length across the surface in the 
A direction is 'Y' and that in the B direction is '.X1, then the surface
24
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area will be:- AX + BY - AB .............................. [1 2]
,  %
and this is as near to the true surface area, as AX + By - AB is to
(AX)2+ (BY)2- (AB)2
An estimate of the error involved in the above approximation, 
and a more rigorous approach to the problem will be detailed below:-
2.4 An alternative treatment
Let the random surface be described by z = f(a,b), and let its 
base be A by B as shown in fig (4), z being the displacement of the surface 
in a direction'perpendicular to the base plane.
Fig (4)
According to a known formula (60), the area of a surface
defined by z = f(a,b) is:-
True surface = S =
o o
Whereft^  X fj fr ) are the differentials of z with a, and b, held constant
respectively.
A path parallel to Oa has a length
. XHence the mean of paths parallel to Oa is g £i+ (il) ]
'•0
Therefore the mean of paths parallel to Ob is'B
'B r £
Substituting the above mean path lengths into expression (12] gives:-
Calculated area S.,
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.r-Ar EA - &  u . r d r &= I CH G4$/J «Mfr— 1 I
1 v^ (? Jc> vJpJp J p J o
rA
I f  , Q fr) a r e small, (ie the slopes of the waves are small), then:-
£+fty O^]4-/ = i + £/%)“ iff*) +1 +
= / d- J- • • ■ •
But £, +  - h i  [ & * ? +  m  - g f f l + f + G * )  .........
5r s = f  J  {"&[&«) i G'd V4 &[G«) + G U I
yJo
Therefore S.-S
-p
-  V
Now S =
jrf J£(fl)GG + cUJt-
| 1^
Jr> J<?
C?
r4 f£ 
'OsJc?
and S. = 1 VP *■'£?
'4fS
^ cUd/»-
Where V =
Hence the error (S.,-
Now V-U
{b-M T+bW  h ]
' rA  “p.
1 S) = I y ) c U c l ( r -
J t f  Jt>
y{[| - b+H&r~ f/lf]*  hi
v.
The wave profiles normally shown in the past have been 
considerably exaggerated in the direction in which the film thickness is 
measured, and a study of the profiles recorded in this work, and the work
■u
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of Allen (5) has shown that the angles of the wave fronts with the wetted wall
entire area, and the error will he proportionately less, falling to zero 
when the increase in interfacial area is zero. A point of interest is that 
the ahove error would only occur when the surface is inclined to both
then V-U becomes equal to zero regardless of the value of the other slope, 
and this is readily seen from equation [1 3] • Thus in the case of a unit 
cube the error will be zero, since although the slope of the sides is 
infinite to one axis, it is simultaneously zero to the other.
Let the surface to be examined be a unit cube. The true surface area
above the base is 5 square units. The required mean lengths are 3 units and
3 units respectively, and thus:-
Surface area = A3( + Bj£-AB = 1x3 + 1x3-1x1 = 5
Test of expression B ,’3l
Expression [12) has been tested for all manner of surfaces for 
which the various required distances can be calculated, and the agreement
with the true value is well within the limits suggested above for cases 
where the surface slopes do not exceed 45°. Expression 52? was thus used 
in this work.
2.3 The probability distribution of film thickness
■ The study described in the last section was based on an analysis
of detail on the surface of the film over a finite area at an instant of time.
are less than 45°, when the exaggeration of the profiles is taken into
(V-TJ) = (1+1+1)2-(1+1 )2-(l+1 )2+1 = -0.098 
Hence if the whole surface is cove ’ '
consideratio
m
profiles are at 45° to the wetted
It thus follows that the maximum possible error will be 9.8$, although 
in practice, the base area will not be covered with slopes of 43° over its
axes at 45° at the same time, since if either fall to zero,
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The alternative technique of analysing surface detail is "based on the 
variation of the instantaneous film thickness with-.time at a fixed point 
on the column. In the past, two basic techniques of accomplishing this latter 
aim have been developed, and these are:- ■>
1) The continuous monitoring of the surface profile using the 
absorption of light in a dyed film, or the variation of 
capacitance between the film and a proximity probe.
2) The study of the contacting of.the film with a probe
which penetrates the rippling film, and thus gives an indication 
of the. variation of the number of waves per second, with distance 
from the plate.
This latter technique suffers from the disadvantage that the 
probe disturbs the liquid film, but reproducible results are apparently 
obtainable, and Brauer (9) has carxded out a thorough study using this means. 
The number\ of waves per second as measured by Brauer was in reality the 
fx-equency with which the film exceeded a certain thickness, and it is 
readily seen in the case of a sine wave, or other wave motion with a constant 
amplitude, that this frequency would be independent of the position of the 
probe between the limits of motion of the waves. In a regular sine wave, 
however, all amplitudes are ixot equally likely, since the wave motion pauses 
at its extremities, and passes rapidly thi-ough its mean thickness, and 
hence the quantity measured by Brauer was not the frequency with which a 
given amplitude was attained, although Banerjee et el (46) are of the 
opinion that it was.
In the latter part of this work, a study of the fi-equency with
which a particular film thickness occurs has been carried out, and the
meaning of this frequency, and the possible uses to which it might be put 
are investigated here.
Let a wave motion be propagated past a fixed point on a wetted •
wall with a velocity"V relative to the wall. If the film thickness is .
sampled and averaged over a small period of time £ t, then the probability that 
so.mpling will occur during a particular period of time of duration St, throughout 
a time interval T vdll be
Suppose that a histogram is to be constructed of the probability fP' with 
which a film thickness 'a' rail be attained. Only finite increments in 'a' 
can be considered, since there are an infinite number of film thicknesses, 
and the probability of attaining any one of them in a finite time is therefore
f V
zero. In the time that the film changes its thickness by£a, then it will move 
a distanced a/s -where s is the gradient of' the wave at the particular instant
being considered. This would take a time £a/sV - , , , >'
Prom U ]  it follows that the probability that the film will pass through
Now T is the time of sampling,, and is thus a constant for any 
par ticular run, and V is approximately constant for each, wave. IfS  a is 
made a discrete value, then the probability that the film will pass through 
any particular increment in thicknessand therefore attain a given height 
is a function of the wave shape, but the quantity determined by Brauer is 
independant of the wave shape, and is thus not the same quantity. From 
equation 5jit can be seen that if the waves are reproducible, then a detailed 
knowledge of the probability of the film passing through any particular increment, 
should enable 's' to be found for each particular increment, and if the increments 
are very small, the slope at a given height vdll be known, and henco the shape.
and i f only one histogram is drawn, then the information from the positive 
and negative slopes will be confused on the sa.me diagram. It was thus 
thought to he of interest if two histograms were plotted, one for positive 
slopes, and one for negative slopes. If both of these histograms were 
extra cted from the same wp.ve profiles, then the ratio of the number of
x 100#
any particular increment of thickness £ a vdll be £ a/ sVTxl00%
The slope of the wave may, however, he positive or negative,
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values taken on positive slopes to the number taken on negative slopes 
should give the ratio of the average rise time to average fall time as 
the waves pass the sampling probe„ It should also be possible to obtain the 
maximum and minimum film thicknesses from these histograms, and the mean film 
thickness is easily determined by averaging all the thickness values taken.
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CHAPTER 3 
The development of an ap-paratus
3.1 Surface area determination
In this section it is proposed to explain how the theoretical, 
requirements of* the interfacial area problem were met in practice.
It has been shown that it was necessary to devise a means of 
taking an instantaneous record of the surface features of a falling film 
over a large area and to extract from this record the necessary profile 
lengths in two directions at right angles. Initially it was pi'oposed to 
accomplish this by scanning the image obtained by transmitted light through
a dyed film, using an image orthicon television camera tube, and producing
' i
the film profiles in digital form on 5/8 inch wide magnetic tape suitable
• l
for feeding directly into a computer. This method would have provided rapid, ;I
* x
accurate and reliable measurements, but the cost would have been 
prohibitive, and the development difficult, and it soon became apparent that
the only remaining practicable method was based on photography.
- '! 
If a dyed film is illuminated on one side by light of even
distribution, then the intensity of light passing through the’other surface
is dependent on the dye concentration and the film thickness, and follows
Beer's law (56):-
I = I.1Cf^ct ........ :....................  [16]o l  L J
Y/here 1^  = Intensity of light incident upon the film.
Iq = Intensity of light emerging from film
t = Thickness of the film,
c = Concentration of dye.
= Molar extinction coefficient (constant for a given liquid and dye). 
Equation i{l 6~] is only strictly valid for monochromatic light (56), but 
if the dye is black, then the absorption will occur to the. same extent 
for all wavelengths in the visible spectrum, and [16] will thus be valid 
for any colour of light including white.
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• Photographic plates can be obtained which give, densitjr (a measure 
of the degree of blackness when developed) versus log exposure plots which are 
linear over wide limits (67), and for such materials, the density (d) and 
exposure (E) can' be related (63) by:-
D =/(log E - log K ) 
where E is equal to the light intensity (l) times the exposure time (T).
E is the intercept of the extrapolated linear portion of the D v logE plot 
f  is a measure of the contrast to be expected from a given plate and is 
constant (64).
For a particular plate, / and Eq are thus constant, and hence
D = /log E + &    kU
where C is a constant equal to-/log Eq
If a photograph of a dyed film is taken, using transmitted light, 
and a plate with linear density/log exposure characteristics, then an equation 
can be developed for the density of the developed image
Assuming that light of intensity 1^ is incident upon the liquid film, and that a
fraction f of the light I leaving it falls upon the photographic plate, then:-
E = fl To •
Hence from [17J D = /log (fl T> + C = /log I + /log (fT) + C
now from ft 6] log IQ = log 1^ - (-$»ct)
and therefore, D = /log I - + /log (fT) + C
f  >&> c> T > £nd C are constants for a particular exposure, and 1^ is easily 
made constant, hence:-
D = A -■ Bt  '........  1L181
V.here A and B are constants. Hence a plot of the density of the image on the 
photographic plate v. the corresponding film thickness is linear.
An instrument w/hich is speci.Cically designed to determine the 
density of photographic plates by traversing a very small spot of light over 
them is called a microdensitometer, and if a photograph of a falling film 
is taken by transmitted light under the conditions expressed above, 
then it should be possible to produce the wave profi3.es of the original
film by the use of a microdensitometer.
Great difficulty was experienced in attempting to obtain
an instrument suitable for this purpose at a reasonable cost, and it was 
fo
found necessary modify an existing commercial unit. This instrument which 
was advertised as a densitometer and purchased from Kipp and Zonen of 
Delft, Holland, was in fact found to be an opacitometer (density being the 
log^ of opacity)(68), and the output from the unit was thus the antilog 
of the desired output. Fortunately Ferranti Ltd (78) produce a series of 
photocells which give an electrical output which is proportional to the 
log of the light input, when feeding into a high impedance, and the linear 
photocell in the instrument was replaced by a Ferranti cell type MS9BE 
(appendix 11 ) which gave the required response. This photocell required a 
high illumination level, and the light system was thus altered by incorporating 
a quartz halogen lamp mounted some distance below the densitometer in order
J.1
to avoid heating the photocell, as shown in plate (5)» The lens system was 
also altered in order to direct a spot rather than a strip of light onto 
the photographic plates, the spot diameter being eventually reduced to only 
0.1mm diameter. After these alterations a simple test was conducted in order 
to test the response of the system. For this purpose a standard density wedge 
was obtained from the Audio and Visual Aids department of the University, 
and this consisted of a strip of negative material divided into sections 
of accurately calibrated densities. The output from the photocell was fed 
into a.high impedance digital voltmeter, and the resulting voltage output 
is plotted against the density of the strip in appendix (12) to reveal an 
excellent response. It is of some importance to note that this response 
can only be maintained when the cell is feeding into a high impedance, and 
hence, much care was taken in choosing all ancilliary equipment.
The next problem was to find a means of measuring the lengths of 
the wave profiles taken at various places across the photographic plates in 
order to find the average lengths as required by the theoretical treatment
3^
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detailed above. An investigation showed that there were three methods of 
accomplishing this:-
1) The use of a pen recorder to convert the densitometer output
into geometrically similar profiles to the original waves and
measurement of their lengths mechanically.
2) Analogue computer.
3) Digital computer.
The first of these was abandoned because of its inherent 
impracticability. A pen recorder always has a dead zone, that is to say a 
minimum change at the input terminals which will produce no movement of the 
pen, and it was estimated that a deflection of at least two centimeters was 
necessary in order to ensure that the dead zone should not accommodate any 
significant detail of the waves. The result of this was that if a falling 
film of mean thickness 1 mm had been photographed, the recordei' chai't would 
have had to have been 20mm/lmm = 20 times as long as the corresponding track 
length on the falling film, and since the exposures covered one foot of 
column, the recordex* charts would have been about 20 ft long! It was also 
noted that a number of time saving advantages existed with the other methods.
The analogue computer was considered as an alternative means of 
measuring the lengths of the profiles. The idea was to use the computer to
dx,perform the standard integral for the length of a line 
however, strictly limited availability of the computer, and the complexity 
of the setting up procedure?rendered the method impractical.
It was decided ultimately to use the digital computer. The 
method chosen was to feed the output from the photoelectric cell in the 
densitometer to a digital voltmeter, and to use this instrument in
<•conjunction with a tape punch to sample the voltage generated by the cell about
every 0.25 seconds for a period of 0.02 secsj-)and to punch this on to one 
inch paper tape suitable for feeding directly into the University's 
Elliot 503 computer.
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Calibration
It was necessary to find a means of relating the voltage output 
from the densitometer to the film thickness corresponding to the measured 
density, and the method finally adopted will be described below.
If the voltage (V) corresponding to a density (h) is generated, 
by the densitometer, then since these two quantities are linearly related 
in such aninsti'ument, V = g-.-kD where k and g are constants. Equation [18} 
can thus be rewritten:-
V-g “hi - A. ........................ [1=9]
•- k
Where A = /log ^  + /log(fT) + C 
B = tf^ c
Equation £19} can be rewritten to give:-
V = (g - kA) + kBt 
Hence V = G + Ht .... .................[20}
Where G and H are constants for constant I; and c
1
G and H must be found in order that the computer can convert the voltage 
values to film thickness values.
It can be seen from [20} that G is the voltage corresponding to* 
zero film thickness, and this is easily determined by allowing a piece of 
glass of the same material as that used in the wetted wall to be photographed 
by the same transmitted light and in the same field, and measuring the 
recorded density. The simplest way of determining H is to find the voltages 
corresponding to two discrete film thicknesses and solving the resulting 
simutlaneous equations from [20J , for H, but this is tedious, and hence a 
simpler method was sought.
For this purpose, a piece of apparatus was constructed 
consisting of two rectangular glass plates 1/8 inch thick, 12 inches long, 
and if inches wide, clamped between rubber surfaced glass blocks by their 
edges, such that the gap between them varied from 4 mm at the top to 0 at 
the bottom. The resulting wedge-like gap was filled with the liquid being
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passed down the column, or the same liquid diluted with undyed solution. This 
'wedge' was photographed in the same frame as the falling film, so that its' 
image fell near the edge of the photographic plate, and the resulting 
developed plate was passed under the microdensitoraeter so that the light 
spot travelled down the centre line of the image of the wedge. The output from 
the microdensitometer was connected to a pen recorder, and the recorder plotted 
the variation in voltage from the densitometer with the corresponding change 
in image density of the plate (the results of this test vdll be refqred to " 
in the next Chapter). The change in voltage corresponding to any given 
change in film thickness (dV/dt) could thus be found, and since from [20] 
dV/dt = H, the constant H could be found for each plate. There were a number 
of advantages to be gained from the employment of this system, since the 
output from the recorder gave a good indication of the success of the 
developing process and the trace will show whether the response is linear, 
and over what range. It is to be noted that the terms which comprise H are 
all independant of the material of the wedge, but it is of some advantage 
to use glass of the same type as the wetted wall, and of the same total thick­
ness, since the density of the image on the photographic plate would be the 
same as the density of points of corresponding thickness on the falling film.
It can be seen, however, from [19] and [20] that H is proportional to c, and 
hence if the films being investigated are very thin and the liquid for convtn/'cnai, 
the-refore more strongly dyed, then dilution of the liquid in the wedge to a 
known extent will still enable H to be found from the proportional 
relationship between H and c. The actual means used to determine the 
constants H and G will be dealt with in appendix ( 1 ). ,
3.2 The optics of the system
In the intended system, the film flows down a sheet of high 
quality plate glass, and the electronic flash will illuminate a large 
diffuser screen which will provide an evenly illuminated background against 
which to photograph the. film. Serious'errors can result if the film is made
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to fall down the side of the glass plate nearest to the camera, rather than 
down the other side, as shown in fig (5)» The camera lens is assumed to he 
sufficiently far away from the wetted wall in order that rays of light 
passing through it shall have left the glass plate approximately normally 
to its surface. It follows that all rays of light such as A in fig (5a) 
passing into the lens, must have entered the glass plate normally, since 
any ray of light which leaves a parallel sided glass block normal to its 
surface must have entered it normal to its other surface, and this is 
easily proved:from the relationship:-
Sine of angle of incidence
Sine of angle of refraction
W h ere/fa  = refractive index.
Hence if the angle of refraction = 0, then the angle of incidence must 
also equal 0^regardless of the value of/ f a . It follows that the rays of light 
received by the camera lens must have passed normally through the liquid 
film. In fig (5b) the ray of light depicted v.dll not pass through the 
shortest distance across the film, thus producing errors in its measured 
thickness.
In the former mode of operation, the diffuser screen makes a 
convenient wind channel up which air can be passed in order to examine the 
effects of cocurrent and countercurrent air blows.on the mechanism of film 
flow.
An additional problem was encountered in that when a lens is 
directed at an evenly illuminated sheet and focusses an image upon a'plain 
uniform sheet, the illumination•of the image is not even. This is due to 
the fact that the extreme rays travel further and at steeper angles than 
the other rays as shown in the diagram below, and the result is that the 
illumination of the image falls off as the fourth power of the cosine of the 
angle subtended to the image from the centre of the lens. (65).
(Snell's law)
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This problem was attended to by obtaining a graduated centre filter 
designed for the purpose of countering the above effect. The experimental 
procedure necessary to obtain an optimum distribution of light is detailed 
in Chapter (4).
3>3 Digital sampling unit
It has been explained previously that in connection with the 
probability distribution of film thickness, it was necessary to sample at 
random,the instantaneous film thickness at a fixed point on the column, and 
also that it should be recorded whether the samples were taken on rising or 
falling slopes of the waves.
These requirements were met in practice by the use of an optical 
system which retained the advantages of the camera in avoiding' reflection 
and refraction at the surface of the waves. The column was illuminated by 
the light from a 500 Wait photoflood lamp, which was positioned at the 
centre of the flash head to provide a continuous light .source instead of 
a flash. The lamp was energised by a variable voltage smooth DC power 
supply, in order to avoid 50c/s modulation of the light intensity from the 
mains.
There were two main problems to be solved in the design of this . 
unit, and these werej-1) obtaining a voltage proportional to the film 
thickness, and 2) processing this voltage. The former of these was solved 
by utilising Beer's law as in the surface area determination study:- 
Let the light passing into the film have intensity 1^ , and that passing 
out of the dyed film have intensity Iq, then:-
UT
I = 1^10 (see section 3*1)................... [16]
If the light passing from the film is focussed onto a logarithmic law
photocell, then the desired linear relationship "between voltage out, and
film thickness can be achieved, A cell type MS9BE was chosen (see appendix 11 )
and this obeys a relationship:-
v = mlog I + n   [21]
"Where v is the voltage output from the cell, and m and n are constants.
Eliminating I between [l 6] and [21 j
v - n = mlog I, —d-cmt , ...... .. ,......  ■
x
Now I. can be made constant, and hences- 
x *
v - p = -^cmt ........................ . j[223
where p is a constant.
The photocell only gives a response according to equation [21]'
when it is feeding into a high impedance, and a special 'field effect'
g
transistor amplifier was constructed which had an input impedance of 2x 1 0  
ohms, and this amplifier was encapsulated with the photocell in a solid 
brass screening can, the cell protruding through a hole in the side of the 
casing. This unit will be refered to as the'detector head' and was 
'araldited' to a ground glass screen which had a small clear area at its 
centre through which the photocell received light from the lens. The functions 
required of the sampling unit can be summarised in the following list:-
1) The film shall be sampled at random .intervals of time for ’ 
several thousand occasions on each run.
2) The record shall carry with it an indication of whether the 
measurements were: taken on rising.or .falling slopes.
3) The sampling shall take place over the briefest possible 
period of time, in order that the wave motion shall not change
the film thickness significantly during the time of sampling.
4) The output of the system shall be in a form suitable for 
feeding directly into a digital computer. 4
These requirements were met by utilising a complex electronic 
system specially designed and constructed for this work, and the circuit 
appears in appendix ('10), although a technical description of its mode of 
operation appears below.
Signals from the detector head were passed, into an encapsulated 
amplifier and amplified about 100 times. The output of this amplifier was 
passed into a differentiator which gave an appropriate -i- or - signal, 
depending on whether the film was increasing or decreasing in thickness.
A free running pulse generator provided a series of clock pulses, and the 
sampling procedure was begun by a pulse from this unit which caused the 
gate to a small encapsulated amplifier to open for 23 ms, the pulse then 
decayed over a few nano seconds, and the average output of the main 
amplifier over this very'brief decay period was stored in a high quality 
capacitor. At the time of sampling, the output from the differentiator was 
frozen in a 'flip-flop1, and the unit thus had., stored the necessary 
information, A further pulse was generated by the clock, which triggered the 
data logger system and the punch punched out the film thickness to three 
significant figures, and preceeded this by a + or a ■» sign, depending on 
whether the film was undergoing a rise or fall in thickness at the moment
x
of sampling. In addition to this the'unit showed on small counters, the 
total number of samples, and the number of these taken on the rising and 
falling slopes respectively, .
The punch incorporated a parity error detecting unit which sent 
out a signal when an unrecognisjSable code had been punched, and this signal 
was arranged to stop the sampling immediately in order that the error could 
be corrected, although it is of interest to note that this never actually 
occured during these runs. The whole sampling procedure was repeated four 
times per second, and about 3000 readings were taken for each run.
Although the system required that the pulses should be randomly 
spaced in time, it was'found that so long as the sampling frequency did
not correspond to a harmonic of the wave frequency being sampled, then all parts 
of the waves had an equal chance of- being sampled, and the sampling frequency 
was■therefore made approximately constant in order to simplify the circuitry. 
Calibration of the unit
The iris of the camera lens was calibrated in mm, and not in the 
usual 'f1 numbers, and this enabled a convenient means of checking the linearity 
of response to he devised. The light passing through a lens proportional to its 
iris area, and thus to the square of the iris diameter, and hence a plot of 
log (iris dia.) against the voltage output from the unit should be linear. It 
is sufficient, however, to plot the log of the iris diameter against the voltage 
output, since the latter logarithm term will be half of the former by a well 
known property of logarithms, and thus will still be proportional to the light 
passing through the lens. This graph is plotted in aipendix (6), and it can be s 
that the output is linear up to 5.5 volts, An oscilloscope was coupled to the 
output of the sampling unit, and the gain of the amplifiers was adjusted so that 
the wave peaks never exceeded 5.5 volts in order to ensure linearity, in 
absolute test of response was carried out by making a perspex cell which 
consisted of two pieces of perspex, k  inches square and ■§• inch thick, sealed 
round three edges, and separated internally by 1 .L 2 ram. The cell was filled with 
dyed solutions_of the liquids to bo used, and a plot of the voltage output 
against the dye concentration appears in appendix (6', and it can be seen that 
a good straight line approximation was obtained. It is'clear.from equation- ' 
p2] that since p, m and^are constant for the apparatus and dye used, then 
the voltage output from the unit is dependant upon the product ct, where c is 
the dye concentration, and t is the film thickness, and thus the cell can be 
calibrated by keeping t constant and varying c as illustrated in appendix 6 
7-.lf Construction of the apnaratus
A column long enough to enable a realistic estimate of the 
limiting conditions of film flow to he made was considered an essential 
rea uirement. In this work, however, an analysis of the flow conditions was
conducted also at right angles to the main flow direction, and hence not 
only a tall column^ hut a wide one was necessary, and it was clear that a 
large apparatus would he required.
3.41 The column
It was found convenient to utilise an existing framework, made ' 
from 2 inch by 1-g- inch rolled steel section, which had been used for 
previous work and is described elsewhere (3)*
The wetted wall was made by a local glass company, and 
consisted of a sheet of selected ^  inch thick plate glass 832 inches long, 
and 21 inches wide. The plate was ground along the two long edges, and. one 
short edge, and the remaining short edge was utilised as a weir over which 
the liquid from a header tank would fall, thus forming the film. For this
purpose, it was ground and polished to a 45° mitre, leaving a perfectly
* *
straight edge 1-g- mm wide across the entire width of the plate, and undulations 
were fo’md to be less than ^ 0.0005 inches when the edge was checked in the 
laboratories using a dial gauge.
The plate was clamped between soft rubber gaskets and made 
water tight with a light smear of *Sealasticr the whole being assembled into 
the channel section framework. A.header tank was then bolted to the column 
so as to supply an evenly distributed film of liquid to the knife edge, the 
tank being of exactly the same width as the plate down which the film was 
intended to fall, and fitted with wire gauze baffles in order to prevent any 
latteral contraction of the liquid as it passed over the weir, thus giving 
rise to transverse waves (9). A small galvanised tank received the liquid 
leaving the plate and this tank fed a larger one of 25 gal. capacity clamped 
to the base of the column, this latter tank being used as a convenient 
means of mixing and topping up the liquids used,
A wind channel consisting of standard opalescent diffusing
1 TdiC-Kperspex No 030, -g inchAwas constructed. This plate was mounted in an 
aluminium, framework (see plate 3) such that a wind channel was formed, as-
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explained in the last section,the separation between the wetted surface of
7the wall and the wind channel being § over the entire area of the column. . "" 
This distance was maintained by a series of inch diameter aluminium tubes 
which were, bolted across the column and fixed to the opalescent diffusing 
screen as shown in plate (3).
3.42 Mounting of the column
The column was mounted on six ^  inch diameter Whitworth bolts 
which enabled it to be aligned vertically with precision. The alignment 
was carried out using a surveyors transit from two directions displaced at 
right angles, thus.ensuring that the column was truly vertical. The aligning 
bolts were themselves attached to two heavy wooden blocks (see plate 1), the 
column being supported over thesbon top of a half inch layer of cork. All 
connections to or from the column were made by.means of rubber hoses, and .
operation was only commenced when vibration levels were at a minimum,
(frequently in the evenings) in order to minimise external influence on the 
column.
3.43 Cocurrent and countercurrent air blows
Some of the experiments conducted in this work were designed to 
investigate the effect of cocurrent and countercurrent air blows on the film, 
and hence a system of blowers and a calming section was constructed. Space 
limitations in the laboratory limited the size of the equipment, and hence
it was decided to use small high speed blowers and a compact calming
section. It was necessary that the air velocity should be greater than 6ft/s 
since Stainthorp and Batt (41) have found that there is little effect on 
the film at air velocities below this figure, and hence the wind channel 
was placed close to the wetted wall, and the most powerful blowers which 
could be accommodated were used. The system is shown in platei(3), and 
consisted of two Martindale Typhoon blowers in series, each driven by a 
separate variac from the mains. The air passed through standard 4 inch 
galvanised sheet steel ducting, and was metered by the use of a D and D/2
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tapped orifice plate positioned in the pipe (see plate 3)5 the pressure 
drop across‘.the orifice plate being measured using a water manometer. The 
standard orifice equation was used to calibrate the system, and the details 
of the calculations are given in appendix ( 4). The blowers were mounted on 
separate 7. Handy angle’ frames and could be rearranged to blow in either 
direction on a closed loop principle thus avoiding excessive evaporation of 
the film.
The air was supplied vjra a length of flexible 2-g- inch diameter 
hose at the base of the column, and a short length of 4 inch diameter 
flexible hose at the top of the column, and passed into a wind box at either 
end of the wetted wall. The wind boxes contained wire gauze in order to 
straighten the flow and avoid spurious effects due to the action of 
turbulence.
• A
3.44- The liquid circulation system
The liquid passed from a ten gallon reservoir tank at the base 
of the column into a small centrifugal pump, driven from the mains, and then 
up to a constant head tank. The flow then continued through a concentric tube 
water cooler, and through the orifice plates which were used to measure the 
flow rates. The metered liquid was then passed into a header tank, where, after 
having been filtered through glass wool, and calmed by a screen of fine 
bronze.wire gauze, it was evenly distributed over the glass plate. Provision 
was also made for incorporating a fast circulation system, by returning the 
liquid to the main reservoir tank, before it had passed through the metering 
orifice plates, the object of this being to allow rapid mixing of the 
solutions whilst they were being prepared. A sight glass was also incorporated 
in this circulation line, and a 100 Watt lamp was positioned on one side of 
the sight glass, and a photocell type MS2BE was .’araldited' to the other, 
thus providing a means of estimating the dye concentration when the output 
of the cell was passed into a 50 microammeter. A 1.5 KWi^ rt thermostatic 
heater was incorporated into the reservoir tank,, and when used in conjunction
with the water cooler, the temperature of the liquid could he held at 20°C - 0.5°' 
The flow rate was registered by one of three vertical U-tube 
manometers, each of which could be connected across either of two stainless 
steel orifice plates. The orifices were chosen for high and low flow rates, and 
could be opened or closed to the system by gate valves suitably arranged as 
■shown in the flow diagram in fig (?) - The manometric fluids were carbon- 
tetrachlori.de and carbon-disulphide, for the glycerine solutions, and for 
water, but a sensitive mercury inclined manometer was used for the measurement 
of the iso-propyl alcohol flow rate, since it was found to dissolve the 
other manometric fluids. The flow measurement system was calibrated using a 
bucket and stop watch, and the calibration curves appear in appendix (5). in 
practice it was found that the carbon-tetrachloride manometers gave sufficient 
accuracy,\and .the carbon-disulphide manometer was not in fact used.
3.45 The flash unit . . '
At the time of conducting the experiments it was not possible to 
obtain commercially a flash unit of sufficiently short duration to enable the 
photographing of - high speed waves in the manner proposed. A unit was specially 
made up', by Strobe Equipment of London (77) consisting of a control unit and 
flash head (plate 4 ), and this had an output of 64 joules at a duration 
of 200 microseconds. This .was just sufficient to'freeze' the movement 
of a very high speed wave ( a wave moving at a speed of 2 meters per second 
would travel only 0.4 nun in this period). The flash tube was a multi-turn 
helix mounted in the centre of a large parabolic reflector (see plate 4 ) 
and a 12 inch square Fresnel'Mens.of.focal length 18 inches was 
positioned 8 inches infront of the flash tube in order to Intensify and 
even out the beam from the flash unit. The entire flash head was mounted 
on a 'handy angle1 framework which could be raised or lowered on a pair 
of vertical runners bolted to the wall immediately behind the column, 
the distance between the flash head and the wind channel of the column
"being maintained at 4ft 8in over the height of the column, as the head 
moved up or down.
3.46 The camera
The camera was a.French plate camera suitably altered to accept 
a modern spring back focussing screen, and 5 in by 7 in plate holders, 
and the lens used in conjunction with this camera was a Carl Zeiss Protar IV,
F = 35 cm. This lens was fitted with a roller blind shutter, synchronised for 
flash, and a graduated concentric filter type 8/90 Schneider Krenznach, which 
has been described in the previous Chapter1. The camera was mounted on a vertic 
copying frame, so that it could be raised or lowered to photograph any part 
of the column, the flash unit being raised or lowered correspondingly so 
as to be centred on the optical axis of the camera.
The plates used were cut specially to size by Kodak" Ltd (84), and 
were 5 in by 7 in, on a sustrate of 1.2 mm thick glass, this being the most 
convenient size for the experimental equipment used. The emulsion was type 
P 900, and the plates were backed with air anti halation backing, which 
prevented reflections from the rear surface of the plate.
3.47 The sampling unit
The electronic circuit of this unit was designed by W.P.A.Ditmar 
(83), and is of an advanced nature being made entirely of solid state 
systems, and utilising encapsulated operational amplifiers. This unit was 
constructed over a period of about three weeks, mainly in the evenings, the 
assistance of Mr Ditmar being greatly appreciated during the construction 
and fault finding stages. The circuit and a description of the" mode, of ~ -' ... 
operation .of the various.stages is given in appendix (10)
3.48 The densitometer and data logging equipment
The densitometer was coupled to a data logger in order that 
the density of the plates could be sampled and presented to the computer as 
punched tape. A number of modifications were necessary, and although the 
way in which the equipment was used will be described in a later section,
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the equipment and the modifications performed on it will be listed below.
1) The densitometer (Kipp and Zonen type DD2)
Modifications
a) Photoelectric cell removed and replaced by Ferranti type 
MS9BE cell.
b) Optical system altered to incorporate a quartz iodine bulb 
and new lenses to give a spot diameter of 0.1 mm.
c) The scanning speed was changed several times to find the 
optimum value, and eventually a speed of 1/24- inch/sec was used 
corresponding to an 8 threads per inch lead screw revolving
at 1 rev. in 3 secs.
d) Variable limit switches were incorporated so that the 
distance scanned by the densitometer along the plate could be
* A
changed at will.
2) The digital voltmeter (Solartron type L.M. 14-20)
Modifications
a) fitted with a small square wave oscillator which caused it 
to trigger (thus measuring the voltage across its terminals) every 
0.25 secs. This oscillator was identical with the clock oscillator 
in the sampling unit and is refered to in appendix (10). The 
oscillator was arranged to operate only when the densitometer 
scanning motor was running.
3) The data logger (Solartron system)
Modifications
a) Modified by Addo Ltd. (82) to incorporate a parity unit. This 
unit detected the punching of an unacceptable character on the 
tape, and stopped the data logger, the punch, and the' densitometer 
if this occured.
b) Small electro mechanical counter fitted to count the number 
of samples taken in each run. (this was achieved by connecting
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the counter across one of the punch pin electromagnets so that 
the number of spaces was counted, and hence the number of samples), 
4) The pen recorder (TOA Electronics Ltd (79))model EER 2-T 
modifications
a) The chart drive motor circuit was altered so that it was only- 
operative when the densitometer scanning motor was running,
A block diagram of the electrical circuit as it finally appeared 
is given below in oi’der to clarify the above modifications.
'A. rid IMS
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THE REAR OF THE COLUMN: SHOWING THE BLOWERS
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THE FLASH HEAD AND CONTROL UNIT 
PLATE 4.
THE DATA LOGGER AND MICRODENSITOMETER
PLATE 5
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CHAPTER 4    -
The determination of surface area
4.1 Scope of work
The work reported in this .section records the measurements made 
at a controlled temperature of 20°C - 0.5°C using the following liquids
1) Mains water.
2) 25/0 W/w glycerine solution.
. . 3) 45$ w/w glycerine solution.
4) iso-propyl alcohol.
In addition to the above liquids, a few tests were caijied out 
using 80$ w/w glycerine solution, and a photograph in plate (11) illustrates 
the wave motion to be expected with this, viscous liquid, but it was not used 
in any quantitative experiments.
The early part of the experimental work was devoted exclusively 
to the evaluation of the interfacial area using the methods developed in 
this work. The procedure involved many stages and a considerable time was 
needed to record each result. The entire set of readings involved the 
exposure and development of over 200 photographic plates and the automatic 
punching of over one million values of the instantaneous film thickness on 
eight channel computer tape suitable for feeding into the University's 
Elliot 503 computer. The exposure, processing and analysis of the photographic 
plates occupied the time between March 1966 and April 1968 and it was only 
found possible to cover a limited range of Reynolds numbers and cocurrent 
and countercurrent air velocities. The effect of the air blows on the 
iso-propyl alcohol could not be investigated since even a small hole in 
the air system caused large am^ounts of inflammable vapour to fill the 
limited space available for the research, with the result that operation of 
the column became too hazardous. Information concerning the film thickness 
and the' ratio, of surface area to volume for the film and the individual 
waves, the wavelength at right angles to th^main flow direction, the
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wavelength at the lline of wave inception' and the development and growth 
of the waves was also derived from this part of the work. The digital 
sampling unit was used to obtairj a large amjftount of interesting information, 
but this vdll be dealt with in Chapter (5). •
The column and its associated equipment with the exception of
the data logger and the random sampling unit was located in a small
ventilated dark room 1 6ft by 5ft by 13ft 8in high, specially constructed 
for the purpose with fire proof walls and with most of the surfaces painted 
matt black in order to minimise reflections.
4.2 Preliminary work
A survey of the relevant photographic literature revealed that
the most suitable plate would be Kodak P.900, because of its remarkably
linear density/log exposure characteristic (67). The• only published ' ‘ '
• *
information which could be found on the use of photographic plates in the way 
intended in this work was by Hopkinson (55) who set out the conditions 
necessary for the taking of 'standard representation photographs' of 
industrial scenes, in which all photographic densities were in proportion 
to.the log of the corresponding scene illumination. The work of Hopkinson 
was slightly different to that proposed here, however, as the photographs 
were intended to be presented as prints, and special negative materials 
were necessary in order to overcome the nonlinear charactaristics of the 
paper on which they were printed, but the work does show that the 
general scheme proposed here is a practicable one.
Nigrosine dye was used throughout this work as the light 
absorbing medium in the film, the alcohol soluble grade being used for the 
iso-propyl alcohol, and the water soluble grade for the glycerine solutions 
and for water. This dye had already been used -in most of the light absorption 
studies in the field (5, 11 * 8). A solution containing 0.08 g/l of nigrosin 
was made up, and this was used in a simple test which was designed to 
investigate the validity of the chosen method. To this end, a test cell
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was constructed of two glass plates one foot long, and four inches wide, joined 
along one short edge, and separated by a one centimeter gap along the opposite 
edge. The remaining edges were sealed with two further glass plates, in order 
that a liquid tight and wedge like space should exist between the two '■
sheets, 'araldite1 being used to make all the joints, The space was 
filled with the solution of nigrosin dye, and the cell was photographed 
against a plain white background which was evenly illuminated by the light 
from a 500 Watt photoflood placed at a. distance of 15ft. The photographs were 
taken using a four by five inch plate camera fitted with a ten inch focal 
length lens from a distance of six feet. The'angle that the extreme rays thus 
made with the optical axis was small in order to minimise the fall off in 
light intensity towards the edges of the lens (see Chapter.3)., The photographic 
plates were then developed in Kodak D11 developer and taken for test on the 
microdensitometer in the Crystallography department of this University, (the 
densitometer used in the - remainder of this work was not then available). The 
microdensitometer slit was then passed down the negative image of the wedge 
on the photographic plates, and the result was a good straight line (appendix 
1 6 ), thus showing that the photographic density and film thickness were 
linearly related. In addition, a resolution check was carried out, and this 
was done by photographing a series of opaque strips of tape separated by 
progressively reducing distances on a substrate of' diffusing perspex, and 
passing the resulting developed plate through the densitometer, and the result 
also appears in appendix (16). It can be seen from this resolution check that 
there is no significant influence of regions of widely differing density 
upon each other, even when closely spaced.
Having verified that the basis on which the experiments were 
designed was correct, the apparatus and dark room were constructed, and
a thorough test programme was planned-. - . I
The calibration wedge was reconstructed as described in Section 3.1 
so that it could be dismantled for cleaning purposes, and the assembled wedge
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was clamped to the side of the column as shown in plate (l), the translucent 
diffuser screen covering the hack of the column, being extended six inches 
beyond the wetted wall in order to provide a diffuse background against 
which to photograph it. Conditions were somewhat cramped in the dark room, 
and thus the camera was positioned so that'as much as possible of the 
column could be photographed in each exposure. The image displayed on the 
focal plane consisted of an area of wetted wall corresponding to a rectangle 
13 inches by 14 inches on the column, and the system was so arranged that 
the calibration wedge appeared in the same, frame, the optical centre being 
displaced by 3*5 inches from the vertical axis of symetry of the wetted wall 
in order to achieve this, as shown in fig (6). The column was then divided 
into six main regions using 5/8 inch wide PVC tape stuck to the side of the 
wetted wall nearest to the camera, and these regions marked the boundaries 
of the areas which were photographed in order to establish the interfacial 
area of' the rippling film, the regions being designated 1 to 6 starting 
with 1 at the bottom.of the-Column.
Light distribution - , .
The next major problem was to ensure that the image of the 
wetted wall on the focal plane of the camera was evenly illuminated, and 
this was very difficult, since there are a number of complicating factors 
which have been discussed in the section dealing with the development of the 
apparatus.
In the first tests, the flash unit was adjusted so that its 
centre was at the same height as the optical axis, and a 150 Watt photoflood 
lamp was placed at the centre of the reflector. The intensity of illumination 
over the focal plane of the camera was checked using a small photoelectric 
cell type MS^BE.the output of which was passed into.the digital'voltmeter 
which was employed in the data logger used in this work. It was found that 
it was impossible to ensure a satisfactory distribution of light over the 
entire focal plane, and an investigation therefore had to be carried out.
A solution was eventually found by utilising a concentrically graduated 
filter fitted infront of the lens as described earlier. The filter was a . 
standard commercial product in which the optical density falls off as the 
radius from the centre increases. The object of the filter was to ensure that 
the light rays passing towards the centre of the focal plane had travelled 
through a denser part of the filter than those passing towards the edge of the 
focal plane. The magnitude of the effect was dependent on both the aperture 
of the lens and' the distance of the filter from the front of it, and it was 
found by trial and error that the optimum performance occurred when the camera 
was at f 10, and the filter was 0.9 inches away from the front of the lens.
A series of test exposures was then made using the flash unit which was 
carefully centred on the optical axis by adjusting it to the correct height 
on its vertical slide. The development technique was the one recommended by 
Kodak Ltd. in order to obtain even development of the plates, and this will 
be described presently. The plates were then passed under the microdensitometer 
and the uniformity wqs checked, /fter about 100 exposures, the final conditions 
were established on a purely trial and error basis, making minor adjustments 
to the position of the graduated filter, the lens aperture, and the optical 
components of the flash unit. It was found that the density was uniform over 
the entire plate to within - and although it may be possible to improve 
upon this, the operation would be a time consuming one, and hence it was 
decided to proceed with this minor error.
Optical resolution
The optical resolution of the system was tested by the use of a 
standard lens resolution chart. The chart was taped to the column, and the 
image was focussed on the camera focussing screen with the aid of a x10 
eyepiece. Several plates were then exposed and developed, and the resulting' 
negatives were examined under a low powered microscope. It is not possible 
to give any tabulated results for this measurement, since the test was a
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purely objective assesment, but the resolution appeared to be better than 
20 lines per millimeter, and itiwas concluded that this would be satisfactory. 
The development procedure .
The photographic plates used in this work were of large area, 
being 5 inches by 7 inches, and the.development of a large area such as 
this to a high standard of uniformity in a short time is a difficult 
problem. The subject of the uniform development of photographic plates 
has been discussed in a Kodak publication ( 66) and it is apparent that a 
variety of methods exist. Many of these require that the plates should be 
developed individually, and this was not desirable, since it would 
render an already laborious process much more time consuming. The method 
which was eventually chosen (66) is detailed below:-
1 ) Use a tank which is one size larger than that normally sold 
with the required rack.
2) Use a developer which results in a minimum development 
time of’ 10 minutes.
3) Immediately after immersion of the rack, agitate it
I
vigorously up and down for 5 seconds in order to remove air 
bubbles, leave for one minute, and then agitate for 3 seconds, 
repeating this latter operation until the development time is up. 
Transfer to an acid stop bath, and agitate vigorously. 
k ) The same number of plates should always be present in the 
plate rack, and if only one or two plates are processed, the 
other spaces should be filled with plain glass plates.
The following information is given in ref (66) with respect to 
the above process:~
"The chief dangers to guard against are the production of areas of 
restrained density below fully exposed regions as a result of insufficient 
agitation, and the production of flow marks as a result of setting up of 
eddy .currents of constant duration by over agitation". The procedure
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recommended above, it is however said to he ''capable of giving very uniform 
development", and wras thus utilised in this work. :
Choice of the developer
The published information on Kodak P 900 plates (67) gives a, 
variety of developers suitable for processing them. These provide a 
choice of is proportional to the contrast and appears in
equation 7^3 ) an& a range of development times. Kodak D 11 developer 
was selected, since it gives a high contrast, a suitable development time 
in accordance with the above procedure, and has a long tank life. The 
concentration used was 2 parts D 11 stock solution to 1 part water, and 
development was carried out at 20°C for 10 minutes.
Properties of the liquids used 
Density
Initial measurements were made using a S. G-. bottle, and these 
were found to he in good agreement with the data of Bossart and Snoddv (53) 
in spite of the small quantity of dye present in the solutions, and 
the results are reported in appendix (9). Numerous additions of dye solution, 
glycerine, or water were made to the mixing tank in any series of runs, 
and since it is necessary to lmow the total volume of the liquid in the 
system if density corrections are to he made using a specific gravity 
bottle, then it was decided that it would he more convenient to use a 
series of accurate hydrometers from which the liquid density was obtained 
directly.
Viscosity and surface tension measurements
The experimental results for these measurements appear in appendix (9) 
1-.3 Surface area measurement
The measurement reported below were cari’ied out for the widest 
possible range of column parameters, but it has already been explained 
that the process involved many stages of difficult operations, and thus only a 
portion of the data.necessary to provide a complete picture has been taken.
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The data nevertheless enable^ " a very interesting extension of existing 
work to be made.
The variables wex-e:-
1) The liquid used
2) The distance below the distributor.
3) The flow rate of the liquid.
4) Coourrent air velocity. . >
5) Countercurrent air velocity.
4.31 Experimental procedure •
The wetted wall was cleaned with liquid detergent and water, and 
thoroughly rinsed at least twice per day in order to avoid contaminating the 
surface of the plate with nigrosin dye. The calibration wedge was dismantled 
and cleaned with 'windowlene1 and reassembled and clamped into position on 
the column. The side of the wetted wall nearest to the camera was also 
polished using 'windowlene1 and the lens was inspected for contamination.
s
The liquid flow was started and the rate.was adjusted to the 
desired value using the flow manometers positioned on the wall near to 
the column. After a few minutes the water cooler and thermostatic heater were 
switched on, and the system was allowed to reach thermal equilibrium. The 
camera was moved on its sliding stand in order to photograph the appropriate 
part of the column, and thefflaslx unit was similarly positioned in order that 
its centre of symmetry should be on the optical axis. The rain number was 
then written on the side of the wetted wall nearest to the camera, using 
a felt tipped pen, and the number would thus be permanently stored on the 
photographic plate.
The concentration of the dye in the solution being used was 
checked using the simple meter which has been described in an earlier section, 
and dye was added, or the solution diluted until the highest waves appeared 
dark enough. This was a difficult stage, since the density of the darkest 
waves could only be guessed at, and if they were too dark,.under exposure,
or loss of linearity would result, or if they were too light, then the plate 
would have little contrast, and the resulting profiles from the densitometer 
would be of small amplitude. With some experience it was found possible to make 
reliable guesses at the required density of the waves, although some mistakes 
were made, and these will' be referred to later. The calibration wedge was 
then filled with the liquid from the storage tank in the circulating system, 
although it was sometimes necessary to dilute the dye in the wedge by a 
known ammount if the film wa.s very thin, and the liquid thus darker than 
normal (the reasoning behind this has been explained in section 3»l)»
The plates were then loaded in total darkness, and- exposed and 
developed as described in section 4-2. .After development, they were washed 
for 4.5 minutes in running, water, and dipped in a wetting agent, in order to 
avoid drying marks, and finally hung to dry in the dark room.
The extraction of information from the photographic plates ,
The densitometer, digital voltmeter, and pen recorder were switched 
on and allowed to warm up, and the variable resistance in the output from 
the densitometer photocell (fig 6) was adjusted to give a convenient pen 
displacement on the pen recorder. A plate was then selected', and placed into 
the densitometer so that the light spot would travel down the centre line of 
the image of the wedge, and the densitometer start switch was depressed. This 
caused the pen recorder to start (as detailed in section 3.4-8) and the scan 
down the density wadge was recodded on the chart. It was then necessary to find 
the voltage corresponding to zero film thickness as explained in section 3.1 , 
This was done by placing the densitometer light spot in a position corresponding 
to a point just below or above the density wedge on the column, where a piece of 
glass of the same type and thickness as that used in'the column had been 
positioned in- a clamp. The voltage read by the digital voltmeter and 
indicated on the pen recorder thus corresponded- to zero film thickness 
and the value was noted and marked on the recorder chart. A typical
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response curve obtained by the means indicated above is shown in fig (10). 
the central peak being caused by" a supporting strut running- across the wedge, 
and can be seen in plate (1). The plate was then placed in the densitometer 
and the light spot was swept over its surface rapidly to locate the maximum 
and minimum densities. If these were within the limits of the linear portion of 
the response curve, then the plate was accepted,, but if obvious errors 
had occurred due to the incorrect selection of the dye concentration, it was 
rejected.
The plate was then ready for scanning, and the data logger’ was 
switched on. The first trace was taken about one centimeter from the edge of 
the area covered by waves," and in a direction parallel to the direction of 
flow of the film, although it did not matter whether the spot travelled in 
the same direction as the waves, or opposite to it. The limit stops 
were set so that the densitometer would not overshoot the end of the plate, 
and the system was started. Closing the switch to operate the densitometer 
scanning motor caused the relay shown in fig (6) to close, and this started 
both the pen recorder chart and the oscillator which provided pulses to 
trigger the digital voltmeter. The digital voltmeter sampled the voltage 
from the densitometer for 20 ms and then punched it out to three significant 
figures, followed by a space character. 0 .2 5 secs later, the voltage from the 
densitometer was sampled again, and the process was repeated at this rate until 
the limit switch had been operated. This caused the circuit to the densitometer 
scanning motor to he broken, and hence the relay fell out, causing the pen 
recorder and oscillator to stop. A value greater than 1000 was then punched 
on the tape by manual control, and this was a signal to the computer 
that the run was complete, and will be referred to in appendix (l). It was 
also necessary to know how many times the densitometer output had been 
sampled in each scan, and hence the heading on the counter fitted to the output 
punch was recorded. A new path was then selected for the densitometer scan about 
one centim>ter from the first, and parallel to it, and the procedure was
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repeated. The plate was then turned through a right angle on the densitometer 
and scanned in a similar manner, thus completing the data logging fox'" that 
plate. The punching operation lasted about 45 minutes for each plate, and 
about 4000 samples were taken in each of the two principal directions. 
Px-ooessing the data .
Five main objectives w ere accomplished with each set of data, 
all of which will be discussed in this Chapter,■and these are stated below:-
1) The measurement of the percentage increase in interfacial 
area due to the rippling interface.
2) The measurement of the interfacial area of the actual waves • 
ignoring the plateaux between them.
3) The measurement of the ratio of surface area to volume for 
the rippling film,
4) The measurement of the ratio of surface area to volume for the 
waves only, ignoring the plateaux between them.
5) The measurement of the mean film thickness.
The basis on which the programme was written was the calculation 
of the length of the straight line approximation to the profile length 
between each adjacent pair of sampling points, using Pythagoras’ theorem, 
but the programmeds presented in appendix (l) along with an explanation 
of its mode of operation, and this will therefore not be discussed here. .
Certain other information was also required by the computer before each run
could be processed, and this is given below along with the greek letter 
notation used in the programme
c< The distance between the sampling points in any trace. 
j b  The number of points sampled in any track across the plate.
2/ The number of tracks across the plate in each direction.
S  The run number.
<5 Conversion factor from the units of the data logger scale to mm, 
■Jj The height of the plateaux between the waves.
The film thickness datum im mm.
In addition to this, the above information was subdivided into 
two main categories:- .
1) Data taken in a direction parallel to the main flow direction.
2) Data taken at right angles to the main flow direction.
Parameters referring to item 1 were symbolised by a suffix '1 *
following the parameter, and those referring to 2 were symbolised by a '2' 
following the parameter.
The following sequence of numbers was punched on the first few 
inches of data tape for each run, using a 'flexowriter1 tape punch, the 
order being as given:- ,
2, flL 1, p>2. 2? 1,7? 2, g , 6 ,
The procedure used to determine the value of these numbers is 
lengthy, and it has therefore been decided to refer this task to appendix (1) 
in order to simplify this section.
-•N
Determination of the number of scans required in each direction
. The theoretical work on surface areas contained in Chapter 2 
requires that the average profile length be found for the film in two 
directions at right angles in order to determine the interfacial area. It is 
of some importance to know how many traces must he taken in each direction 
in order that the average profile length shall he representative of the true
average based on an infinite number of scans, and hence the surface area
was calculated for differing numbers of scans in each direction in several 
cases. The results are presented in appendix (7)^ :both in tabulated and 
graphical form, and it can be seen that considerable variation occurs below 
5 traces, but the deviations become steady and small after about 8 , and
hence 7 or 8 » h*s were taken in each direction in the remainder of the work,
although this figure was sometimes increased if .the wave patterns on the plate 
appeared to be less uniform over its whole area.
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Photographs and densitometer traces
It would he impossible to include prints from all the plates- 
exposed in this work, due to lack of space, and hence only those relevant 
to the discussion vdll be presented (plates 7 to 11). In order to show the 
prints at the greatest magnification, the calibration wedge has been cut 
from the photographs, but a typical plate appears in entirity in plate 11.
The relevant photographic sequences vdll be referred do when each set of result 
is given. In addition to the plates, a few represeentative traces from the 
microdensitometer are shown, following the photographs of surface phenomena 
(figs 13 and 1 4 ) and these will be refered to in this chapter, but a special 
study of the traces appears in chapter 5 where a number of other traces are 
shown. .
4-32 Surfa.ce area increase with distance below the the distributor
It was decided that it would be of great interest to examine the 
change in interfacial area with distance below the distributor, since no 
work of this kind has been done before. The liquids used in:.this section of 
the work were 43$ glycerine solution and water. The experimental method was 
identical to that described previously, except that it was found that the 
surface area increase changed very rapidly in the region of the line of 
wave inception, and hence some of the photographic plates were split into 
zones, the dimensions of these zones appearing in appendix (2), along with 
the remainder of the surface area data. The results have been presented in 
figs (11) and (12) as a;;series of plots in which the measured surface area ■ 
is marked at a point corresponding to the distance below the distributor of 
the center of the area over which the value was taken, but the points have, been 
joined by smooth curves in order to convey an impression of the mode of change 
of.the surface area variation. The dotted portions of the curves are estimated, 
and mark.the decay in interfacial area as the distributor:isiapproached, and 
the wave amplitude decays to zero. A maximum thus occurred in each curve, 
although it was- not possible to locate the exact position of the peak, since
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the method of measurement necessitated that the average values be taken over 
a part of the surface of the film, and not at a point. It mil be observed 
front figs (if) and (12) that in general the maxima for the low flow rates 
occur above those for the high flow rates in the case of k-5% glycerine 
solution, and below the higher flow rates in the case of water, and the 
reason for this is by no means clear. It is possible that the surface area 
was changing so rapidly in the case of water that the peaks have not been 
detected, although this 'seems unlikely.
It vdll be shown in the next Chapter that the Kapitsa analysis 
suggests that the wave profile vdll develop in amplitudeas a function of 
distance "below the distributor^ steadily, finally reaching equilibrium, and 
thus indicating a continuous rise ir surface area increase, but this clearly 
does not happen. It appears at this stage that two separate opperations are 
occurring, the formation and amplification of the waves, and the partial' 
coalescence of the waves as they pass down the column, thus reducing their 
surface area. It is a, well known fact that any liquid droplet will contract 
to the minimum surface area (57), since in accordance vdth the second law 
of thermodynamics, it has the minimum free energy in this state. The waves 
in reality are not isolated'droplets', but they could be considered to be 
of the form of isolated liquid masses sliding down a thin liquid film,
(see plate 9), and as such could be expected to obey similar laws to a 
liquid droplet. It thus appearsthat the wave motion, amplifies itself, reaches 
a stage where the amplitude of revular wave motion has become too great 
for this type of wave to be stable, and the waves break like sea waves.
The fragments then combine, and thus decrease their surface area in accordance 
with the second law of thermodynamics. This sequence of events can be seen in 
plate (9) where it is clear that the regular wave motion breaks, and then 
forms into isolated wave masses sliding down a thin liquid film.
The most obvious factor to emerge, however, is that the 
surface area increase is very small at all values of the system variables, and
84
this is a disappointing result, since it has been shorn in the literature 
survey that previous Y/ork has indicated that it may be of substantial 
proportions. ■ . i
. i4.33 The surface area increase at equilibrium conditions
This part of the work was carried out in order to examine the validity
of the Portalski equation for'the increase in interfac.ia.1 area due to
rippling. The liquids used were.45/o glycerine solution, 25/S glycerine
solution, water, and iso-propyl alcohol, all the relevant data being
recorded in appendix (2), where details of,the computer output data for all 
the surfach area results are tabulated. . ' ■ '
i . ’
It can be seen'from the previous section that the surface area 
increase undergoes little change with distance'at the bottom of the column, 
and iu is therefore, reasonable to regard the film as being in a state of 
dynamic equilibrium after it has fallen 5 of 6 feet.. Evidence for this is 
also provided by the work of Chien (2) who showed that the wave amplitude 
was essentially constant after a similar distance below the distributor. The 
Portalski ecuation was developed on the assumption that the wave motion was
i
two dimensional', and that the limiting regular wave, amplitude had been
reached. In practice, however, the limiting wave amplitude occurs for 
* . 1 •’three dimensional waves, but the Portalski equation could be of use as a 
basis for providing an equation with which to .calculate the surface area 
of the limiting three dimensional wave motion, and it vdll be shoym how 
this can be this can be done shortly.
- All the ’data reported in this section refer to the average • 
conditions between 15 2cm and 182cm below the distributor, and the 
results are plotted in fig (15) - '-The theoretical equation due to Portalski 
is plotted for the same liquids in fig (16), and the immense difference 
between the two sets.of data is immediately apparent. Not only is the . .
theoretical percentage increase in interfacial area for two dimensional waves 
many times greater than the practical result for the ripples which occur in

12
0
»7
practice, but the rate of change of .A.S with F.e.^ increases as Re^ 
increases for the theoretical result, and the slope of the graph of the 
practical results decreases as the flow rate increases. The equation due 
to Portalski is also plotted for water on fig (15) for the purpose of direct 
comparison. ' ■ .
It can be seen from the above, that in reality, the surface area 
increase is negligible in heat and mass transfer operations, but i f  '  
Nevertheless it'may be of some interest to attempt to modify the Portalski 
equation in order that it can predict the surface area increase which is 
found in practice. .
k.3t- The Portalski equation
The. Portalski equation was derived assuming that the wave motion 
was two dimensional and that the flow was laminar, but it is readily seen 
from the photographs in plate (7) that the wave motion is three dimensional 
and of a more random nature than that assumed in the derivation of the 
equation. This observation would be expected to have some bearing on the 
applicability of the equation in this .region of flow.
Portalski ha.s used the well known equation for the determination 
■of the arc length of a curve in order to estimate the increase in interfacial
area. ■ j_
V, -> 2
\2
Length of arc from 'a' to dx
now the stream function of Kapitsa is y = ao
therefore = a d i .
cij- 0
4
Hence the total surface area for the wavy film in the laminar region of 
flow is:-
b „ I
n 2
S = i I 1+ a(~^ ~) I dx .........    23* £ 6
a
■Where S is the interfacial area.
Expansion of the equation for ^  'as a. series, and substitution into [lij 
gives rise' to an expression for the increase in interfacial area per unit 
area^  A.S .
1 + 0.9.1
2.
[24]
Nov? Reker et al (50) have observed that the term t^~-‘ very
small in comparison to unity, and this is reflected in the tabulated values
below, taken from the work of Portalski (3) for water.
Re1
22.5
44.5
A J
339 x 10-5
26 x 10“
110.5 9 x 1 0 - 6
The trend is the same for higher flow rates, and for other liquids, and it
 > -  v * . V - 7can be seen that at practical flow rates, the term
put equal to unity.
Equation f243 thus simplifies to give:-
y
can ne
2 I2 53
It is of interest to note that Levitch (38) has derived the expression:-
The theoretical expression given for ' a ' by Portalski is1 o
1 .339)6) Q 'j and that f or /\ is 7 >5 • Although the theoretical and real
I 6/ V  Qg J
values of 'a^1 were found by several workers to be in good agreement (3, 6, 5) 
the same can not be said of^ ,and it will be shown later that the practical and
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theoretical values of ^  , the wavelength of the regular wave motion
differs by about an order of magnitude at the higher flow rates. From this
it can be - seen that an error of a factor of 10 in /v would produce an error
of a factor of 100 in AS, and this may be the reason for the tremendous
difference between the practical and theoretical values of^S. If the
theoretical expression for the film thickness is substituted into [25] > but
\the average practically determined wavelength of the regular wave motion 
is used instead of the theoretical one, then it may be possible to correlate 
the expei'imental values obtained in this work to a better extent, than by 
equation N  • > '
Equation [25] thus simplifies to give:-
2Putting g = 981 cm/s , then [27] reduces to:-
M S  = 3.78/))%eP 1    1251
V l f J
Allen (5) has shown that the wavelength of the regular wave motion does not 
vary much over a wide range of Reynolds numbers for each liquid, and this 
has been verified in this work (see section 5*8). Only the results of the 
wavelength measurements made in this work will be reported here, the 
average value overfthe range of flow rates used being'quoted below, .» ■ ,
(see section 5*8 for details)
For water at 20°.C ,yU  = 1 .005 cP and ^  = 1.000 g/cc. (appendix 9 ). Taking
^  as 1 cm (section 5.8), then from [25] :-
%  - . .
= 0.00814 Re1     [2oj
For h Jio glycerine solution at 20°C^< = 4.72 cP, and ^  = 1.11' g/'cc (appendix
90
taking X as 1.6 cm (section 5*8), then from f257 
^ %$AS = 0.0218 Re............................... S30J
For .2%  glycerine ^ solution at 20°C,yC < ^ 2.17 oP, P = 1 .06 g/cc (appendix 9)
Talcing )\  as 1 .4 cm ( section 5*8), then:-
Talcing A  as 1.3 cm (section 5*8), then:-
„ ' *52AS = 0.0208 Re ................. t32J
Equations (29J - (32J are plotted along with the equilibrium surface
area results, and it can he seen that the agreement is good. The agreement is. 
to smme extent fortuitous, since the equations above should only be valid 
strictly for laminar flow and 'two dimensional' wave motion, but it can be
minimal, and that the equations will serve to reliably determin the interfacial
4.-35 Conclusions
It is nowr clear that the surface area increase due to rippling 
is much smaller- than that calculated by the Portalski equation. Conclusions 
in the work of Reker et al (50) discussed .earlier, are therefore also in 
error, since their mass transfer results for the entire study were correlated 
in terms of the Portalski equation. These workers suggest that the total 
surface area increase may not be effective in the' mass transfer process, but 
it now appears that the small exponent of the term obtained may be due 
simply to the inapplicability of the Portalski equation when used in the 
way shown. The surface area results of Jepsen et al (49) referred to also 
in the literature survey, are also in doubt, since they could be interpreted 
as being in agreement with the Portalski equation. A summary of the main 
conclusions from this section of the work appears below:-
seen that the error caused-by the presence of three dimensional waves’is
area increase for practical purposes, when the mean value of the experimental
wavelength of the regular wave motion is used instead of that^calculated!
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1) The surface area increase rises to a peak a short distance 
after the two dimensional waves collapse, and then falls to 
an equilibrium value.
2 ) The wave motion undergoes amplification, followed by 
breaking of the waves, and the recombination of the fragments 
into stable roll waves.
3) The highest values of the surface area increase found in this 
work are insignificant, in mass and heat transfer operations. •
4) The equation of Portalski which predicts values of the 
surface arra increa.se for laminar wavy flow has been shown to 
be totally inapplicable to the actual rippling interface at 
higher flow rates,: ie. well after the inception of irregular ripple
- 5) The high values given by the Portalski equation are due to the 
use of a* theoretical value of the wavelength which was too 
small in comparison with the experimental one.
the practical value of X  in cm is used.
Surface area isicrease in the nresence of cocurrent and countercurrent air bloi
area increase is insufficient to significantly alter the rate of heat and mas: 
transfer to falling films, but it is well known that the surface of the 
falling film is affected by the presence of cocurrent and countercurrent air 
blows, and it may be that the surface area is considerably extended by the
action of these air blows. Many workers, including Stainthorp and Batt (4-1 )»
) - •
Charvonia (11), and Lilleleht (39) have produced profiles of the interfacial
conditions, and the general conclusion to he drawn from them is that the
motion of the air past the film considerably influences the wave forms. The
work was thus extended in order to measure the area of the interface under
6) The surface area increase is proportional to Re^
7) The experimental values of the surface area increase at
_  %  ? iequilibrium are well represented by = 3• 78 V ' Re^ when
It has been shown in the previous two sections that the surface
92
the action of air "blows.
The.Portale Id. eruation was derived on the assumption that there
Y f a s  no air traction at the surface, hut it has "been utilised in several
(So, si,&  .studies,(referred to in the literature survey) for the case of two phase flow,
and it would therefore.he of interest to examine the errors incurred due to
the assumption that the equation was valid for such cases.
4.i- Cou' t^ercurrent air blow
The liquids used in this part of the work were h-W° glycerine solution,
25/ glycerine solution, and water, and it was decided to select an area for
study extending from 13 5 "to 165 cm helow the distributor for the tests, since
it Yfas not desireable to work too near the end of the column due to the
air entrance effect. The results appear in graphical form in .figs (17 - 19)
and the tabulated computer output appears in appendix (2) along with the
remainder of the surface area results. The points in figs (17) and (19)
corresponding to aero air flow for water and 45/S glycerine solution v/ere
obtained by interpolation between the experimental points in fig (1 5 )> cut
• * ■ I
those points for zero air velocity in fig (18) for 2Jyo glycerine solution were
■ * | 
obtained by direct measurement. The data in fig (15) vfas taken at a different j
distance below the distributor from the data in figs (17) and (19 ), but'.’.both
isets of data.were recorded near the bottom of the column, where the change
Iin surface area increase with distance below the distributor is very small, and ! 
hence any error due to this cause will be minimal. The data for 45/ glycerine i 
solution seems'to suffer from considerable scatter, but the other data 
shows that there is a velocity above which the surface "area starts to 
rise rapidly, although the work oould not be continued at air velocities ;
above, about 25 ft/s, since the column started to flood at about this velocity j 
and the diffuser screen was covered vdth dye droplets. The general trends 
indicated above are also indicated in the results of Shirotsuka et al (12) 
which are plotted in fig (20). Their results appear to be a factor of about 
10 smaller than those abtained in this work, although this is not surprising 
' when -the:nature of their experimental v.rork (see. literature survey), is considered
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(see liters.ture survey) i
' Stainthorp and Batt (41) "have shown that the wave amplitude increases 
very sharply for the system air/water, when the air velocity exceeds 250 cm/s 
(8.2 ft/s) and it can be seen from fig(19) that this is in good agreement with j
• ' ' Ithe countercurrent velocity at which the surface area increases beyond the
. ' i• , I
no air blow level. It is nevertheless clear that under conditions of a 
countercurrent air blow of velocity below 25ft/s the percentage increase
:j
in interfacial area at the stated distance below the distributor does not |
’ • .1. * ■ ■ i
exceed 1 fo.
' ' - ' ■ ’ ' i
Referring to plate (10) it can be seen that the wave notion <• • •■= . ; j
pi-ogressively changes with, increasing air velocity, in such a way that the
waves become steeper and are reduced to narrow ridges at the highest air 
velocities before flooding, but it seems that any increase in amplitude due 
to this effect is accompanied by an increase in wavelength, since the effect
.  .  ’ I
• j
on the surface area increase is small.
4.41 Conclusions ;
1) The surface area remains relatively constant until the air velocity j
reaches a certain critical value, after which it rises sharply
, - *  ^ i
2) The. greatest recorded increase in interfacial area is too small to .
justify the use of the surface area increase as a variable in mass 
transfer equipment.'
- )
4.5 Cocurrent air blow • j
I
Sufficient time was available to study only one liquid, and water
was selected as the most important liquid. The same position on the column i
as for the countercurrent results was chosen, and the data appears in graphical 
form in fig (21) and in tabulated form in appendix (2). As in the case of the 
countercurrent air blow data., the zero air velocity results have been obtained -g-, 
interpolation between the experimental points in fig (15)« The results are very
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similar in form to the case of countercurrent flow and exhibits a critical 
air velocity below which the ef c'ebt on the interfacial ar; a is small. 
Stainthorp and Batt (41 ) obtained a critical air velocity of 335 cm/s .
(11.0 ft./s) for the case of cocurrent air/water, although it was found in 
the present work that the critical air velocity lies above 20ft/s, although
the difference between these two results may be due to the very large
difference in the dimensions of the experimental equipment in this work, and 
that of Stainthorp and Batt, who used a tube only 3-45 cm dia for their 
wetted wall. .
4.51 Conclusions
1) The surface area remains constant -until the air velocity reaches 
a certain critical value, after which it rises sharply.
2) The greatest recorded increase in interfacial area is too small 
to justify the use of the surface area increase as a variable in 
mass transfer'equipment.
4.6 The mean film thickness • ■ ■ •
Film thickness details were obtained both from the digital sampling
unit and as a stage in the computer calculations of the surface area increase. 
The results from the digital sampling unit will be reported in chapter 5j
tbut it is the purpose of this section to report the film thickness results 
obtained from the surface area work. '
Theoretically the mean film thickness could be obtained by calculating 
the mean value of all samples taken by the densitometer, and subtracting 
this/from the value of the datum corresponding to zero film thickness. There 
are,however,a number of complications in practise which will tend to reduce 
the accuracy of the film thickness obtained by this means, without affecting 
the accuracy of the surface area measurement, and reference will be made to 
these in the conclusions in this section.
The film thickness results for water and 45$ glycerine 
solution are shown in fig (22), and the computer output data appears in
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appendix (2). It can be seen that there is some scatter of points as suggested
in the previous oootion-, but the trend of the results is cleax-ly the same as '*•>
the Kapitsa and Nusselt predictions, both of these being presented in
graphical form in the same figure. It is also of interest to note that
Portalski (3 ) has shown that the film thickness tends to be less than the.
Kapitsa prediction at low flow rates, and greater than it at higher flow rates,
and this can also be seen to be true of the experimental results obtained •
from‘this work. •
The results for the other liquids under the action of
cocurrent and countercurrent air blows are illustrated in fig (24), It can be
seen that these data are also subject to a similar scatter, and it is difficult
to detect the trends in some cases. The data of Charvonia (11) for the
cocurrent flow of air/water, and the results of Feind (45) for the countercurrent
flow of air/water are shown in fig (2 3) for comparison, but the data of Ptod
require further attention, since they present, the air flow in terms of the
Reynolds number, and a conversion to ft/s is therefore required.
Re^ = Where V = velocity of air cm/s ^
d = diameter of flow tube = 4.98 cm
Now^= 0.0012 g/cc (45)
0.0185 cP (45)
Hence Re = 0.0012x4.98V = 32.4V
g 0.0185x0.01
Hence V = Reg/32.4 = Reg/32.4x30.4 ft/s
.= Reg/986 f t / s
The data dtie to Feind was obtained by the drainage method, and
thus represents the average conditions over the whole column, but the data
due to Charvonia was obtained by measuring the average value of the electrical 
signal from a photocell using the light absorption method, and thus refers to 
conditions at a point. The distance of the measuring point below the 
distributor is not stated,, but it appears t.o be in the well developed
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rippling region of flow. The significant feature of the res Its of these 
workers is that the film thickness is altered little by the action of the 
air flow up to the velocity of about 30ft/s in either direction, for the 
range of liquid Re1 used in the present work. The air velocity was restricted 
to a maximum of 2 3 .3 ft/s in this work as has already been explained, since the 
waveppeaks were entrained in the air stream at this velocity, and splashed 
against the diffuser screen making it impossible to take the required 
photographic exposures. .7 ' t! • '• •” ' ‘ •*' •> .3
4.61 Conclusions
It is clear from the above that the film thickness results 
obtained from the surface area determination show considerable scatter.
There are two main reasons why this probably occurred, and these will be 
dealt with below.
Due'to random differences in plate sensitivity, flash intensity, 
and chemical .activity of the developing agent, the density of the plate 
corresponding to zero film thicknesswas not constant from plate to plate.
This was generally Sf no consequence, since the presence of the calibration 
strip, down the edge of each plate and the provision of a means of determining 
the density corresponding to zero film thickness enabled each plate to be 
separately calibrated, In some cases, however, (about 20$) the density was 
higher than normal, and the response became non-linear at the base line.
An example of such a case is shown in fig (25). If the extremities of the 
surface profile fell within the linear portion of the response curve, then 
the plate was accepted, since the surface area determination would be in no 
way affected, but in such cases it became very difficult to determine the 
position of the datum on whicfr the film thickness depended. An estimate of the 
position of-'the datum' could be made by extrapolating ‘ thg linear; .portion of the;, 
response ohfv&'-’tb 'meet^ the minimum!wedge tbickhess. ordinate-.through.'tfye base of
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the calibration curve as shown in fig (22-.), giving rise in-some cases to a 
negative film thickness datum. This does not take into account the small 
difference between the position of the datum as determined from a .
measurement of the image density corresponding to the light transmitted by 
the material of the'wetted’.wally (.see section -'3 .1), and. the . 1 ; ; \ the 
apparent datum at the minimum wedge thickness, which can be seen in fig (.22) 
and was frequently evident. Errors could thus have arisen in the 
measurement of the film thickness due to. this cause. .
A further point becomes clear from an analysis of equation
V = G- + Ht ■..............................   [2CJ
Where V = The voltage at the densitometer terminals corresponding to 
a film thickness t.
G = (k^Log I ± + k'/log (fT) + kC + g)
H = -ke?/c
(The meaning of all the terms in these expressions has been explained in 
section 3.1)
Now the change in Y corresponding to a given change in t (dV/dt) 
is equal to H and is thus independent of G. This means that the recorded 
amplitude of the vave motion is independent of G, and thus the measured 
surface area is independent of G. The measured film thickness depends on the 
value of G, however, since the film thickness is a measure of the absolute 
sensitivity of the system rather than of the surface profile. Now H is 
composed of terms which are constants for the apparatus and variation in 
them is extremely unlikely. It will be noted that H is independant of the
light intensity (i^ ) of the illumination falling on the diffuser screen (this
is an unexpected but nevertheless true result due to the logarithmic law of 
the light absorbtion), and it thus follows that the measurement of the 
surface area is independant of the light intensity of the illuminating 
scource, providing that the extremes of illumination fall within the linear - 
portion of the’ respohce of the system (^changes at the extremes of illuminatio:
giving rise to a non-— linear portion at the extremities of the response 
curve, and causing H to vary since it is dependent on /). Now G contains 
the terra log jL and hence any mal-distribution of lighting which occurred 
would show up in the measurements, of film thickness, but not in the 
measurement of surface area. The,film thickness measurement is thus . 
critically dependent upon.the intensity of illumination at the place where 
the datum is determined being representative of the illumination of the 
whole column, and there is some scope for error here. Any variation in 
illumination over the whole column, however, would not affect the value of 
the measured surface area^unless the illumination changed so rapidly with 
position that the illumination gradients,due to this cause,became 
comparable with the illumination gradients due to the presence of the light 
absbrbing waves.. Any. such illumination gradients are assumed to he impossible 
due to the precautions taken. . '
A.7 The ratio of surface area to mass •
An important principle of thermodynamic equilibrium of the 
liquid state is that liquid droplets will always alter their shape to 
acquire the minimum surface area per unit mass in a static condition (57)• •
A falling film is not in a state of static equilibrium, but the roll wave 
motion can be considered to be composed of liquid droplets sliding over a 
laminar layer,,and if the waves are treated in isolation from the laminar 
layer, an analogy between a roll wave and a liquid droplet can be made. It 
is obvious that the maximum ratio of surface area to mass is achieved by a 
thin film,and it is a well known fact that a sphere presents the minimum 
ratio of sui’face area to mass. It thus follows that part of the reason for 
the stability of roll waves may be that they approximate the liquid 
surface to a series of spheres rolling down a thin film. The computer 
programme wrhich was used to calculate the surface area of the films has been 
extended to find the ratio of surface area to mass (this was strictly speaking 
the ratio of surface area to volume, but the two are proportional). The
. 107 -
method used to do this is explained in appendix ( 1 ) where the programmes ■ ;
are described. During each run on the computer the ratio of surface area to ■ 
volume for the whole-system (r1) (waves plus residual layer) was calculated, 
and then the ratio of surface area to volume for the waves only(r2) was calcu­
lated and the results obtained appear in appendix (2 ) along with the remained
of the surface area results. The data for water and h3}'a glycerine solution i•* . !
are plotted in figs (26) and (2"/), and it can be seen that the form of the. 
graphs is independent of the position on the column.
The ratio of surface area to volume for the whole system is
shown in the upper curves, and this approximates to the ratio of surface 
area to volume for a mon-i-ippling film, because the surface'area extension
has been shown to be small. The volume of the film is proportional to its
v ' ethickness j and hence r1 is inversly proportional to the film thickness, wha.cnA
explains the steep rise of its value as zero flow rate is approached. I?ig5 (26)
and (2 7)-show that in all cases r2-is smaller than rl, and this is of some 
/importance. It may be expected at first thought, that since the volume of the 
waves is less, than the volume of the film, the ratio of surface area to 
volume r2 would be greater than r1 , hut the approximation of the waves to 
isolated spheres can be seen to render their ratio of surface area to volume 
less than for the whole film. It is the opinion of the Author that the stabil: 
of the roll wave system is due in part to this fact, and the weakening of 
■surface tension forces^by the addition of surface active agents,would he 
expected to reduce the stability of the waves by diminishing the difference 
between rl and r2. It has been experimentally shown by Portalski (3 ) that 
the reduction in stability referred to above does in fact occur, and this is 
further evidence for the proposed explanation of the mechanism of film 
flow. .
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A practical and theoretical study of v/ave inception
5.1 Introduction '
It is now proposed to extend the work of the previous section 
by analysing the reasons for the development and grov/th of the wave motion, 
and to support the general conclusions of the work with further experimental, 
evidence..
In most observations of falling films it has been noted that the 
film is apparently Y/ithout wave motion for a short distance below the 
distributor, after which a gradual inception of y;ave motion sets in. The 
waves lose their periodicity after only a few centimeters of travel, and 
become remarkably random after a further few centimeters, this behaviour beinf 
clearly seen from the photographs in plates (9) and (11).
It will be shoY/n in this Chapter that the wave motion undergoes 
extreme amplification over a very short distance, until the amplitude 
becomes too great for a regular Yfave motion to be stable. The results to be 
presented show that the film undergoes an increase in thickness, and hence 
a retardation in velocity, immediately after the inception of waves, and’ 
Chien (2), who has obtained similar results, has drawn the follovfing 
conclusions:- •
"The decrease in the mean flow velocity results from the fact that the 
gain in kinetic energy is not enough to overcome the wall friction and 
the energy dissipated occurring through the initiation of interfacia.1 
disturbances. Thus a reduction in velocity is necessary to account for 
the energy expenditure."
Chien is thus of the opinion that the waves are a natural 
phenomenon which demands that the film accomodates itself in such a way that 
the energy to form v.'aves is provided regardless of other factors. Kapitsa ('i), 
hov/ever, draws a different conclusion:-
"If vis imagine that during ordinary laminar flow of the liquid there
CHAPTER 5
sets in a sinusoidal disturbance of the kind having a phase velocity 
whose value falls in the area bounded by the curve 3? = 1 (see later) 
then the dissipated energy will be less than the energy communicated to 
the stream. As a result, kinetic and capillary energy will start to 
increase, and this rail lead to an increase in the amplitude. This 
process rail continue until F assumes the minimum permissible value, 
and the thickness of the stream contracts to the value determined byl­
aws
Kapitsa is thus of the opinion that the wave motion must be 
accompanied by a re&a^ dataren in the film thickness to create a more stable 
condition, and his treatment shows that as the wave amplitude increases, 
the mean film thickness should reduce to an equilibrium value.
The deductions of Chien and Kapitsa are at variance, since if
• *■ x
Kapitsa is correct, then Chien1s argument suggests that the film moves 
away from an equilibrium state in the initial stages of wave development, 
which is very unlikely. In this Chapter, it is proposed to analyse this 
conflict, and to give as much information as possible about the nature of 
the film, including measurements of the wavelength of the wave motion, both 
in the direction of flow and at right angles to it.
5.2 Experimental work
The experimental work was divided into two main sections, 
utilising 1) The digital sampling unit, and 2) The photographic equipment. 
The experimental methods will be detailed below, and the results will be 
reported throughout the chapter where appropriate.
Digital sampling unit
The unit and its ancilliary equipment has been described in 
Chapter 3 and it was used to obtain details of the maximum wave- height, 
minimum film thickness, and mean film thickness, but the probability data 
also produced by this unit will be reported in the next chapter.
112
113
Experimental procedure
The photoflood lamp was switched on, and raised to an appropriate 
height, to illuminate the desired area of the column. The camera was then 
positioned so that the image of the desired area of the column was focussed 
on the ground glass screen which supported the detector head, the distance 
of the optical axis below the distributor being indicated by a strip of 
transparent '.scale fix' graduated tape, stuck onto the wetted wall, on the 
side nearest to the camera. The sampling unit was then switched on, and 
allowed to warm up for about 30 minutes, after which the balance control 
was adjusted so that the voltage indicated by the digital voltmeter was zero, 
and the trace from the oscilloscope was similarly adjusted to a convenient 
datum. . •
The system was calibrated using the perspex cell as described
• J
in section 3«3j and the results of the calibration are explained and tabulated 
in appendix ( 6). The circulation pump was then switched on, and the column' 
was allowed to reach thermal equilibrium, at 20°C. The pulse clock in the 
sampling unit was started, and the punch began to punch out the film thickness 
details. The maximum wave height and minimum wave trough displacement were 
measured by inspection from the continuously monitored waveform on the
■tit
oscilloscope and^  appear in appendix (3)> These measurements were compatible 
vdth the output from the sampling unit, since the units of both sets of 
measurements were in volts.
The sampling unit was allowed to run for about 15 minutes, so 
that a good representation of the film conditions could be obtained, it was 
then stopped. The camera was then moved to a different position on the column, 
and the balance control was readjusted so that the output from the sampling 
unit was zero, the procedure was repeated to obtain further data tape.
The data tapes from the unit'were processed in the University1 s 
Elliot 503 computer (programme given in appendix 1), and the number of 
times that' each film thickness occurred was calculated, together with the mean
m
oj OCCUttQHCjgs'
film thickness,.and the ratio of the numberAof positive numbers to 
negative numbers, all the output data appearing in appendix ( 3  )• It was 
thus possible to draw a series of graphs showing the accelerating zone of 
flow, the maximum and minimum wave heights, and the mean film thickness,' 
these graphs appearing in figs (28) and (29). The results of Chifci obtained 
by means of an electrical probe are illustrated for comparison in fig (3 0).
The only other work of this type is due to Fulford (6), who used a micrometer 
probe similar to that of Ch&^ n,. although he plotted the film thickness only as
far as the point of wave inception.
Photographic work
A series of photographic exposures wasr made in the region of 
the line of wave inception, at several different flow rates, using the 
photographic technique which was developed in this work for the measurement 
of interfacial area. Microdensitometer traces, were then recorded from the 
plates, in a direction parallel to the direction of flow, beginning at a point 
6 cm below the distributor, and the sequence of growing wave profiles thus 
produced is shown in figs (31)-(34). Fach of these traces is linearly 
magnified from the original disturbance, but to a different extent in each 
of the two major axes in order to give an impression of the surface deta.il 
with clarity, and the extreme amplification rates experienced by the waves 
are easily seen. It is worthy of note that these traces show the actual
wave profiles at an instant of time, and are the first of this type, since
all other work on the recording of v/ave profiles on falling films has been 
of the type where the information is extracted from a single point on the 
column, thus giving no indication of the actual wave growth process.
5-3 Theoretical work
It is first necessary to outline the work of Kapitsa(l), in 
order to give a basis for argument. This will be-done as briefly as possible, 
since the treatment in full is lengthy.
The motion of.the film is assumed to be maintained by a
ftfW
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a constant volume force due to gravity. Let j
represent the component of acceleration of this force
in the direction of flow. The ordinate is measured
at a distance a from the wall, where a is the ’ o o
mean layer thickness.
The velocity components in the directions x and y
are v and v 'x y •
v is the mean velocity in a given section such that:-
a
vx  dy  .......................  [33]
0 •
The equation of the free surface of the flowing
layer is determined by:- y = ...
thus a = aQ(l +<j)
[34]
[353
The quantity^is a function of x and t. Assuming
that the profile of the surface, does not change and moves with a velocity k,
then|/is regarded as a function of a single variable (x-kt). The difference
between the velocity k and v is indicated by u, which is therefore the
relative velocity between the wave front and the mean velocity over the secti
Hence, v = k - u and v q = k - u q  ft 6]
Where u and v are the velocities at the mean stream section, o o
also u a = ua = constant, o o .
The mean discharge of liquid Q will be:- 
'T
va dt = va: [373
Where Tq is the time of sampling which should be large. 
From [56] an -^ [37] • ~
Q = ka - ua = ka u a = v a o o o o 138]
In ordinary laminar flow of a liquid, the constant volume 
force at every part of the stream is counter balanced by a viscous force
d2v '— —, . On integrating this expression, and talcing as boundary conditions 
dy . '
that the velocity at the wall - 0 and assuming that there is no surface shear,
then we get:- . o ?
v = Pg(a - y )       t59j
also 2
vx =    M
a . • .
It was- assumed by Kapitsa that this equation was valid for 
wavy flow. The Navier-Stokes equation was then set up and solved to give:-
a • 2 1
A = o< Sin(nx) + Co (2nx) ---J— ^ -- Sin(2nx) + ... .... [l+lj
4a £ n^ .o .
Where S  = the Kinematic surface tension, , n = 271 , and ^  is
the wavelength of the periodic wave motion.
Kapitsa then argues that the dissipation of energy occurs due
. ' I
to viscous forces.
■ Let dE^j, represent the amount of energy dissipated over the 
whole cross section of the stream element of length dx. Then according to a 
known hydrodynamic formula and within the limits of the assumptions made:-
Substituting for v^ from [^cii
2 ' dE^ = - dx.J^k v_
a
. .  , .  1 23 V
Hence the mean dissipation of energy per unit length will be:-
SJ& =  ~ 3 ................................M
Substituting for v and a from and (3&1 putting — = z
\  2 V°
3^= -3Q2a0"]iF where P ^   ^3]
The rate of working of the volume forces is:-
x } = j ( J i  = j
Where Q is the constant equal to the liquid flow rate per unit width of
stream-.- Equating and E . :-0
a0" '= l & S L    44
Hence the smaller F hecomes, the smaller the mean layer thickness will 
become. F can never be greater than 1, hence a^  is always less than m, 
the mean film thickness for waveless films at the same flow rate. F was 
calculated to be:- _
F = i | f + * <    IW]
The minimum value of F was found to be 0.8 and z andcv^  were found to be
2.4 and 0.46 respectively at the minimum value of F.
Modifications to the Kapitsa theory .
The mean velocity of flow across the section may be calculated
from [39] : - ‘ • 2 2
= pg(a - y ) .
Hence: • 1v = — a
Rearranging [46] : -
= P ga2   [46]
a - 3a J  = 0
Hence:- 2
^gav - = 0   [47]
y2
The quantity -3/<— in equation [47] is identical to equation (4'• y  B, L
and is thus equal to the rate of dissipation of viscous energy E^. The
quantity pgav in [47] is the rate of working of the volume forces (E1).
. 4 j
This is easily proved:-
If the column is vertical, then j = g the acceleration due to 
gravity, and the force acting downwards on unit width of the stream of unit 
length is ^ ga. If the average velocity of the stream is v, then the rate of 
working of the volume forces is ^gav. Hence in the case of an undisturbed 
film in equilibrium , K  - = 0  • •
V y U  y *
Substituting for v and a from (55j and pSJ in the ah.ove expressions, taking
kthe mean value over one wavelength,, and putting — - z
^ ~y $ ^  = rate of viscous energy loss, Ey. .. [48]
O
>
= rate of potential energy gain, E. ,[49]
, J
Hence at equilibrium:-(toAtu «n fuf&ti' o/hfih'f)coh'o* accu/s)
3 ^ y < L .  f  °k ~  [ c  fW^> °^c •
« e h J a 0 + O '  ^  7t> .
Now the rate at which energy is put into the system is ^gQ = ^&a0v0 
The rate at which energy is absorbed by the waves is equal to the difference 
between the rate of working of the viscous and volume forces, and thus the 
net wave making energy (E^ ) can be found over a complete cycle.
c.
^  J o
Assuming that the velocity distribution for a rippling film is approximately 
parabolic, then from
^ aoVo = > V0
Hence E = w
O' 1 J\2l
0ga v I (1+zZ) - / dxf "J'i
- £$j' tPutting
[50]
[51]
then a plot of will show how the net instantaneous energy input
to the system changes as changes. ■
Fig (35) shows the plot of for z = 2, and z = 3.
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There is some dispute amongst workers in the field about the value of z, 
but it certainly lies between 2 and 3• Kapitsa (1 ) has shown that z = 3 
as a first approximation, and obtained a value of 2 .K using a more accurate 
approximation. Benjamin (23) and Hanratty.and Hershman (15) independently 
obtained theoretically a value of just 3*0
This treatment will now be expanded to show how the observations 
of Chien discussed previously, can be explained, and to trace the development1
of an undular disturbance of infinitesimal amplitude to an equilibrium state. 
Once a disturbance of infinitesimal amplitude has set in, it can
be seen from fig (35) that E will be positive for either positive or
negative excursions of <b since the area under the curve is positive (using the !
• ' • ' ' Istandard notation of + area above the axis, and - area below it). Energy will
therefore be available to amplify the' wave motion, and for smallthe system
will reach a runaway condition, since the greater the amplitude, the greater• • ‘ ‘ * 1
the area under the curve, and thus the rate of amplification will increase.
* * I
This is found to be the case in practice, as can be.seen from figs (28) and (25]
Eventually, however, the amplitude will become so great, that ( j j will become 
negative at the wave troughs, and the rate of amplification of the maximum
trough displacement will be severely reduced. The peaks, however, will not be 
affected, and hence at this stage, the rate .of amplification of the wave peaks 
should be greater than that of the troughs. This is exactly the case in practice 
since in figs (28) and (29), it can be seen that the trough displacement becomes 
relatively constant after only, a short distance after inception, but the peaks ; 
continue to be amplified, long after this distance. As the wave becomes 
progressively more amplified, the loss of energy as f  becomes negative will at
some stage exactly balance the gain of energy as p becomes positive, and an
equilibrium state will have been established, where E = 0. The waves thus now
longer grow, and the new internal flow pattern caused by the presence of the 
waves will enable equilibrium to be attained in spite of their finite amplitude.
\/ 2 7
FIG 35
It will now be necessary to analyse the F function, and it will be shown 
how the film thickness can actually increase after the inception of finite' 
amplitude wave' motion.
When E^ = 0, and the system has reached equilibrium," the value 
of F can be calculated:-
. , -i 28
From [43] 5 F = ^
7t-
(1 + <f)-
and E . = Oga^vw 0 o
(1 + z J ) [o +y> -  ,a 3 dx
Hence E = Pg a v w \ o o
X  'JO
I
(l+z/)dx -^ga^F
X
dx ~ F = 0and thus when E =0, Pga vw ’ \ o c
If ( j is given by , then.F = 1 j sines vanishes when integrated from 
Now from [4p]
. F = g j2+0<2(/~ + +•2°<z) ) ^ 0  ~ °<'?)
and a plot of F against o f  appears in fig (3 6) for z = 2 and z =-3, (see 
appendix l^for calculations)
It can be seen that F decreases as increases, wheno^is
small, but it reaches a minimum value, and continues to rise until F = 1,
and equilibrium is attained, as explained.above.
Now f r o m 3 }) QF        [52]
Hence asincreases, F will fall, and thus a^ will fall according to [52] 
but before equilibrium is attained, F must increase to unity, and hence a^  
will also increase to its maximum value. This is exactly what happens in 
practise, and it can be seen from fig (28) that there is a definite 
increase in film thickness after development of the waves. The reasons 
for the subsequent fall in thickness will be discussed presently.
The Author is not in agreement with Chien (2 ), who has
6
^5
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i
declared that the ripples can not extract enough energy from the film, and 
that the mean velocity vd.ll he reduced in order to provide the extra 
energy from the film's store of kinetic energy, thus causing an increase in 
film thickness. Ripples are present as a result of an energy mismatch, and 
they can not of themselves demand energy regardless of other factors.
The Kapitsa theory is not challenged here, hut it is pointed out 
that the condition R = minimum does not correspond to an equilibrium state, 
and that the wave motion will continue to develop after R has reached its 
minimum value.
5.A Frouosed physical picture of wave motion on falling films
In addition to the treatment detailed ahove, a clear picture of
the development and growth of the wave motion can he huilt up from the results j
iof the digital sampling unit in which the ratio of the mean fall time to rise 
time of the interfacial features (R) was determined. It was found of great 
interest to plot the values of R against the corresponding distance helow 
the distributor, although it was difficult to obtain data in the region just
below the line of wave inception. The waves in this region were of such low
' 1 ■ ; amplitude that the signal level was commensurate with the drift of the DC
amplifiers, but it is assumed that the limiting value of R would be unity
as the wave amplitude tends to zero, since the waves appear to be of sine
wave form in this region. The results are illustrated in figs (37) and (33)
for water and k jfo glycerine/water solution, respectively, and it can be seen _
that in both cases the traces are similar, although the data taken at the
high flow'rates shows considerable scatter, probably due to the large
number of secondary wavelets which mask the primary motion. All of the other
traces show a trend of increasing R from a value just greater than unity, a
short .distance below the distributor, to an equilibrium value of about 2.0
at the bottom of the column, But} of the run,for which data was taken close
to the region of inception (fig 37 Re = 120) it can be seen that R again
increases as the line of inception is approached, and it is assumed that the
130
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value of R vrould rise to a maximum, and then collapse to unity as the 
distributor is approached.
It would appear that the wave motion begins as a symmetrical 
disturbance at the line of wave inception, but since the part of the film
farthest from the wall would be expected to travel faster than the remainder j
%  J
of the film due to the low surface drag, then the wave would be expected to
'  i
'lean over' at the cre&sts, and this can be clearly seen from fig (32). |
The waves can not 'lean over' .indefinitely, however, since they would make 
an angle less than 90° with the plate ultimately, and hence breakup would ;
V j
occur. The onset of breakup would be accompanied by a steep fall in the value j
-  . j
of R since the breaking wave motion would give rise to numerous new waves,
.  • .although R would not become equal to unity, since gravity alvvays acts to 
make the waves asymmetrical (see figs (31) and (32)). The presence of this
. , t
region can be seen from fig (30> where the regular wave motion, after 
smooth exponential amplification, breaks up into a remarkably random structure,, 
comparable with that of a breaking sea wave, in which a similar process of 
steepening of the wravefronts, and ultimate collapse occurs. A new type of 
wave motion then sets in, in which the fragments of the waves coalesce, in 
order to minimise their surface area, as is the case for all liquid droplets, • 
Evidence for this is provided by the surface area results, which show a 
reduction in surface area as the waves' progress down the column. The waves 
coalesce into roll waves of the type described by G-reenbgrg (8), and as they 
move down the column, they become steeper at the leading edge, due to gravity, ' 
and the value of R increases until it reaches about 2. The wave structure is 
however, stable this time, since the asymmetrical velocity profile has been 
destroyed at the collapse of the undular waves, and a. stable roll wave motion 
has been substituted.
5.5 Summary
Eilm flow is highly unstable when a wave of finite amplitude 
less than the limiting value is in Continuous existence at its surface, due
133
to the imbalance of volume and viscous forces, and a very sudden and vigorous 
amplification sets in, until the wave motion reaches unstable proportions, 
at which point it breaks up and reforms into a more stable roll wave motion.
5.6 An experimental investigation of wave growth rates .
Allen (5) using a light absorption technique, as described in the 
literature survey, has recorded wave profiles of the rippling interface, in
the region of the line of inception, and showed that there was a point above
\ > 
which no ripples could be detected, but below which ripples were just observabl1
on his, recorder chart. This observation implies that there is a well definedI
distance below the distributor at which ripples start to form.
An examimation of the photographic plates taken by the Author in 
the region of the line of wave inception, some of which are illustrated in
11), has shown that the waves appear to grow from a very small amplitude,
and are detectable above the noints measured by Portalski (3) and Fulford (6).
*  - iI• IThe line of wave inception due to Fulford has been indicated by an'F and that i
• • j
due to Portalski by a P in plates (8) and (9)* Allen has confirmed this by
■ • j
experiment (5) and has shown that the waves were detectable a further 2 cm
i
above the point measured by Portalski over a very short range of Reynolds
. ■ i
numbers for which both took measurements.
The question which then arises is whether the distance of the line I
of wave inception below the distributor as measured by Allen is not also open , 
to error when an even more sensitive measuring technique is used.
In order to resolve this point a series of microdensitometer
traces were recorded from the photographic plates which were used to measure
the interfacial area of the rippling film. The traces were recorded in a 
direction-parallel to the direction of flow. The best liquid for these runs 
was found to be 45fo glycerine solution, since this gave the most regular 
inception of waves, probably due to the high viscosity which damped the smaller; 
waves. The crests and troughs of the recorded profiles were joined by smooth 
curves to reveal the profiles illustrated in fig (39).and (40')
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The area under each wave peak was measured using a polar' planimeter, and the 
average film thickness was thus plotted by dividing the area under each wave 
by the wavelength, the construction of this line being illustrated in fig (3"l). 
The peak displacement of the crests and troughs from the line representing the 
mean film thickness was measured and plotted against the corresponding 
distance below the distributor on log linear co-ordinates, in fig (41)> the 
measurements appearing in appendix (8 ). The straightness of the lines show’s 
that the waves undergo exponential amplification, and as such would never 
have zero amplitude. These lines can not, however, be extrapolated too,far, 
since different conditions must exist in the accelerating zone above the line 
of wave inception. The lines do not appear to be diverging from linearity, and 
it is thus very likely that waves exist at smaller amplitudes than have been 
measured at present in the region of the line of wave inception. There are no
i
sudden changes in flow, conditions here, and a.definite point above which there 
are no ripples is difficult to justify theoretically,.
In order to investigate the possibility of the formation of waves 
in the accelerating zone, the theory of the previous section was extended.
The 11'function was expanded as a series of ascending powers of j> see appendix 
(1^ ), and thus from equation {50|
t4ga vE = N°.o_o_
"  . C. ^  p.
(1+z^)- 1 +^(2z+3)+^/(z2-6z+£)+<jf (-3z2+12z-l0)+^k(6z2-20z+1 5)
dx .... [53]W /  / ,  pJ O  (-10z +30z-21)+....
The first term ^6a0v0 j (-|+z >^) is equal to the rate of working of the volume
forces, (equation [1^  ), and the remainder is therefore equal to the rate
of working of the viscous forces. This latter quantity must be less than the
rate of working of the volume forces, because the film is undergoing a net 
acceleration. The rate of working of the viscous forces may therefore, be
considered to be a factor k less than at equilibrium, k being zero at the
distributor, and rising to unity at equilibrium. This leads to a new expression
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The equation for j> is given toy J41J • Assuming that the harmonics of the
fundamental are small, then from equation- [fjj , (j> = o<.Sin(nx), {.Kapitsa
has also made this assumption in his original paper (l)). Equation J50] can 
now toe integrated to find the net energy absorbed toy the system -in the 
accelerating zone, (appendix 14 ), and giving'z'the value 3.0? this leads to:-
Energy absorbed = J>ga v\ 0 0 1 - k (1 - 3<k2 + 27txi + V  ' 2 8 ‘
.155]
Now when£*< = 0, then the energy absorbed = ^ga^v^l - k), and hence this 
is the energy being used to accelerate .the film, which tends to zero as k
. I
tends to 1, when acceleration becomes complete. Thus:-
E = (energy absorbed by whole film) - (energy absorbed by accelerating film)-w
r* o ' i. - •
fc>6j[
2 ' I3kcK. - 27kO<' ^ + ....
2 ■ 8 . .At the distributor, k = 0, and hence, regardless of the wave
amplitude, 6<( , the energy available to form waves, E , is zero. As the viscous .
drag becomes finite with increasing distance below the distributor, k becomes
finite, and E thus becomes finite for finite o £  .» w N
Thus even during the accelerating zone this equation predicts that 
there will be a net energy gain due to the presence of wave motion on a falling,
film. The energy gain due to a wave of small amplitude will however be small,
- ’ t
(equation [53] ) and it may take some time for a disturbance to build up. 1 .
If the film is disturbed by the action of an air blow or some other influence !
I
such as the vibration of the column, then the amplification of the waves
will become much more rapid, since once the surface becomes disturbed by a
continuous influence,'then amplification of the waves should be much more 
p *■ ;
._rapid. This can be seen from equation where it is shown that the net gain :
in energy is dependant upon the second and fourth powers of the amplitude of 
the wave motion.
Oliver, and Atherinos (52) have observed that the ripple-free 
entry zone decreased in length when external vibrations were applied to the 1 
column, and Eulford (6) and Portalski (3) have observed the same effect when it ;
is disturbed by cocurrent of countercurrent air blows. The film is thus 
capable of maintaining and amplifying disturbances in the accelerating zone, 
and this gives credence to the general theory, pi-oposed in the last section, 
which suggests that waves exist throughout the accelerating region, but they 
are of such small amplitude that they may not be observable.
Fig (3 k ) is a microdensitometer trace of the film under 
conditions of inception with a countercurrent air blow. The general effect 
is to shorten the apparently smooth entry zone, but the -waves lose their 
regularity and are far less predictable.
The reason for the relatively long waveless region in the.case 
of single phase flow which is uninfluenced by external vibrations is 
probably due to the relatively minor sources of disturbance in the accelerating 
zone, and it has already been explained that the distance that the waves must 
travel before reaching observable height is dependent on the height of the 
initiating disturbance. A theory which explains the ripple free entry zone 
is due to Bauer (21*.) and independently to MacLeod (40) who propose that the 
inception of ripples occurs when the boundary layer reaches the surface of 
the film, thus triggering the disturbances. It is to be noted that the 
definition of the extremity of the boundary layer is conventionally taken 
as the distance from the bounding surface at which the fluid velocity is 
99fo o f the main stream velocity (62) and the situation is therefore slightly 
more complex than these authors would suggest. It is no doubt true, however, 
that the scource of the initiating disturbance is turbulence. The complete 
absence of turbulence at low flow rates could explain 'the existance of the 
Reynolds' number of inception below which there are no waves.
The graph of fig (41 ) illustrates the wave growth x’ate discussed 
previously, and a number of points of interest arise from this. Benjamin (2 3) 
has derived an expression from a long wave analysis at very low Reynolds' 
numbers for the case of a vertical film'which yields:" 
e / [  = exp('1 .7396/’g \l Ref) »
f t • •Where C/fis defined as the amplification experienced by a wave in travelling
10 cm. According to this expression the amplification rate should increase
- • • :1V i
that the slopes of the graphs decrease as the flow rate increases. Both the 
amplification rate of the wave peaks and wave troughs are illustrated, and it 
can he seen that the peaks are amplified at a greater rate than the troughs, as 
was predicted in the theory of this section. The growth rate of the waves as 
defined by is obtained by adding the growth rates of the peaks and troughs 
and thus calculating the growth rate as the v/ave falls through 10 cm (appendix 
8 ). The graph of <Jl versus Re^ appears in fig (42) and it can be seen that 
the amplification factor tends to a 'constant value at the higher and lower 
Reynolds numbers, and changes very rapidly with the Reynolds number at the 
intermediate flow rates. 'It is of interest to note that for a constant displa-
once a finite amplitude has been attained, the amplification rate will 
increase 'as the mean film thickness or flovr rate decresses, although it appears 
from fig (42) that a limiting value is reached.
5.7 Conclusions
caused by the fact that the system will gain energy when a continuous v/ave 
motion exists at its free surface. For small amplitudes this wave motion gives 
a positive energy gain over a wave-free laminar film at the same flow rate 
regardless of whether the surface is undergoing a positive or negative 
excursion. The energy gain is greater for a positive excursion than a negative 
excursion, and as the wave amplitude increases, the energy gain becomes 
negative at the v/ave troughs. The result of this is that the wave peaks 
undergo a faster growth rate than the wave troughs, and amplification 
continues until the energy gain due to the v/ave peaks at a.certain critical 
amplitude is equal to the total energy loss at the wave troughs. The 
propagation of the regular wave- motion is terminated by the onset of roll
dramatically as the flow rate increases; This was not found to be the case in 
practice at the flow rates used in this work, and it may be seen from fig (41)
the amplification rate is dependent u
cement, y, equation shov/s that since
The inception and amplification of ripples on a falling film is
• ' . I• ■ . . . . .
1 4 2 .
wave formation, and the film undergoes then an entirely nevf form of
propagation. The film thickness'then reduces as the film approaches the
ultimate equilibrium state, where it falls as a series of 'droplets'.
In the accelerating zone the net energy gain due to surface
waves of a. given amplitude increases from zero at the distributor to
a maximum when equilibrium has been attained. It was also deduced that the
. \
wave motion in this area can not be propagated unless a continuous source of 
disturbances exists (this is normally supplied by the viscous eddies). The 
result of these two observations is that the wave motion, although stable 
in the acceleralerating zone, is of. an unobservable magnitude and that the 
'line of inception' is .apparent'and not real. The wave motion must acquire 
a finite amplitude before amplification can set in, and it follows that the 
apparent 'line of inception' will .move up the column when external vibrations 
01- air traction is applied, since an additional supply of disturbing energy
is now available to cause the waves to attain a finite amplitude at an earlier
. . | • . J
stage. The study of the growth rates of the waves has shown that they undergo |j. i
exponential amplification with distance down the column, and this growth rate jI!decreases as the flow rate increases, thus showing that the prediction by
• • I
Benjamin that the amplification factor will increase as the flow rate increases 
is not valid in practice. ;
5.8 Wavelength measurements . - j
Many workers have measured the wavelength of the wave motion 
over a wide range of flow conditions. The methods used were 1) direct 
measurement from photographs, mid 2) the employment by Allen (5) and 
Stainthorp and Batt (41 ) of a double photocell arrangement (described earlier) 
to measure the wave velocities and frequencies, and hence their wavelengths. 
Wavelength at inception
It is not proposed to make a comprehensive study of the 
wavelength at the 'line of inception', since this has been done by numerous 
workers (3, 5 , 6, 8, 44),. but certain wavelength values were required in. 
chapter 4, and it is proposed to indicate here how these were obtained,
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using the present equipment.
The profiles such as in fig (32) lend themselves readily to
the measurement of wavelength, hut it was found to he sufficiently
accurate to measure the distance, occupied hy a train of waves directly
from the plates, using dividers on the rear surface, and to scale the
wavelength up hy multiplying by the reduction ratio between object and
image size for the optical system utilised, which was 2.85 • 1 • The resulting
values are listed in table 1, and the wavelength prediction of■ Kapitsa (1 ) •'
has been included for the purpose of comparison, the considerable difference
referred to previously being clearly seen.
Well developed x-egion
.It can be seen from the photographs in plates (7, 9 , and 10)
that it is not an easy matter to a^Lgn a distance of separation to the
' . •(
roll waves. These waves are independent three dimensional structures, and defy
attemts to simplify them in this way. Nevertheless, Allen (5), Greenberg (8),
and Charvonia (11 ) have attempted to measure the !wavelength' in this
region, but the Author does not propose to attempt any such measurement, .
since it appears from the photographs taken in this work that no such
distance exists. It is, however, of interest to note that there does appear
to be a distinct 'wavelength' at right angles to the flow direction, and
this is particularly clear for the case of water at Re = 200 in plate (11), ■
although the effect does not seem to be so clear for the case of the other
liquids. An attempt has been made to measure this 'orthogonal wavelength'
in the same way as the length of the regular wave motion at inception was
measured, and the details appear in table 2, and in graphical form in fig -^3 )
1'46
Table 1 - The wavelength at inception
Liquid Re^ No of waves 
(N)
List, between first Wavelength 
and last waves (L) — x 2.85
Kapitsa
Waveleng
cm cm • cm
1+5% glycerine 111.6 6 3.8 1 .8 0.17
solution 66.5 5 3.2 1 .8 0.23
48.8 5 '2.6 1.5 0.27
32.6 ' 5 . 3.0 1.7 0.33
, • . 18.4 5 2.3 1.3
Average = 1.6■HOnn’jEHiM
0.49
t
25^ glycerine 171.5 6 4.5 2.1 0.1 5
solution 124.7 5 2.4 1.4 0.17
87.0 5 2.0 1.1 0.21
47.5 5 1.4 1 .0
Average = 1.4
0.27
iso-propyl 151.7 5 3.2 1 .8; 0.10
alcohol 141.0 5 2.9 1.6 0.11
90.6 5 2.3 1.3- ' 0.12
69.0 5 ■ 1.7 1.0 0.15
6 1.0 5 2.0 1.1 0 .16
38.2 5 1.7 1.0
Average =1.3
0.20
Water 550.0 5 2.0 1 .1 . 0.08
450.0 5 1.7 1 .0 0.09
400.0 5 2.0 1 .1 0.10
300.0 5 1.6 0.9 0.11
250.0 5 1.6 0.9 • 0.12 '
200.0 5 2.0 i 1.1 0.14
100.0 5 1 .8 1 .0 0.19
50.0 5 1 .8 1.0 . 
Average = 1 .0
0.29
Table 2 - Yfavelength at right angles to flow direction for water
Re, No of waves Dist between first ; Wavelength
• (N) and last wave (L) £ *  2.85
cm cm
100 12 7.8 1 .85
200 10 6*0 1 .71
250 12. 7.2 1.71
300 10 6 .5 -1 *85
400 9 6 .7 ' 2.14
450 9 7.8 • 2.48
550 10 9.7 2.76
750 8 ' ‘ 8.0 2.85
5.9 Rrequency distribution study
The objects of this study were as detailed below:- '* <
1) To obtain true frequency/film thickness data, and to observe 
how it varies with the flow parameters.
2) To investigate the possibility of constructing 'typical' wave 
. profiles from the frequency/film thickness data.
The liquids used in this work were water and 45/^  glycerine 
solution, and the histograms of the absolute values of the film thickness 
against frequency are plotted in figs (44)-(49) inclusive, and the results 
also appear in tabulated form in appendix (3 ).
, V ,
These results predict the true likelihood of a particular film
:
thickness being attained, and it has been explained in Chapter 1 how these' i
data differ^ from th©£e of Brauer. The distribution approaches a pure
•+ | 
gaussian distribution in the region of inception, the histograms in this
region being symmetrical about the mean film thickness. As the distance
from the distributor increases, there are signs that the mode tends to
lie at a greater film thickness than the mean, (see figs (45) and (46)), and
this could support the conclusion made in the previous section, that the
tendency for waves to undergo positive excursion is greater than that to under^
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negative excursion. The mode then falls below the mean, as the distance from 
the distributor increases, and the graph tends to adopt the form of a 
right angled triangle. The.presence of the mode at, or near the, lowest film 
thicknesses, indicates that the largest proportion of the low slopes lay ■ 
in the region at the base of the waves, in other words, a plateaux exists 
between the waves, and the tendency for this maximum to be present towards
the lowest wave heights, as the distance below the distributor increases,
- /
shows that 'die waves are undergoing progressively greater separation, and
this effect is strongest in fig (47) where the mode forms a very high isolated
pealc, thus showing that a very prominent feature of these waves is that they
are separated by large distances. It is also interesting to note that the
.film thickness below-which there are no recorded excursions of the surface
decreases as the distance below the distributor increases, and,this shows that
the waves develop in part by taking liquid from the sublayer. The ratio of
* .the sublayer mass to..the film mass tends to 1:2 for both liquids at all flow 
rates (the thickness of the laminar layer can be seen to be about half the 
mean film thickness from the histograms) and this is in agreement with the 
data of Allen (5) who showed this by estimating the area under his wave 
profiles using Simpson's rule, and thus calculating the wave masses.
Typical wave profiles
It has been explained earlier that it should be possible to 
construct a 'typical' wrave profile by reconstructing the probability/film 
thickness data. The frequency of occurrence of a. particular film thickness 
was determined in this work, rather than the probability of occurrence, but 
the two are proportional to each other, since probability is in this case, 
simply the frequency divided by the total number of samples. It was decided 
to utilise tbs,utt^ hr^ e. the frequency of occurrence, rather than normalise 
the frequencies to probabilities, since little was to be gained by this.
It thus follows from the above, and from equation 5j that 
the typical waveform should be of a type where the slope 's' at a thickness
1 Sit-
't1 is inversly proportional' to the frequency ’f 1 with which the film 
attains a thickness 1f ,  and thus, i •=•’ k/f, where ;k-is- a constant, and the;’ 
following sequence of .operations’ has been* devised for doing, this construction.:
1) Find the frequency of occurrence, f1, of the smallest film‘ N
thickness, tt, on the histogram obtained from the positive 
wave slopes. ' •
2) Draw a vertical film thickness scale on a separate sheet of 
paper. ■
3) Draw a line of slope +k/f1 passing through t1 on the scale
as under 2, where k is a constant such that k/f1 is about 0.3
> (the value chosen is not critical, see later).
4) Select a new value df the film thickness, t2, slightly greater 
than t1, and note the frequency of occurrence, f2, on the
. histogram.
5) Draw a line passing through t2 on the scale as under 2, 
pex-pendicular to this scale, and mark the intersection with the 
constructed line as under 3«
6) Draw a new line of slope +k/f2 passing through the intersectior 
referred to under 5» k should have the same value as under 3.
The process should be repeated until the greatest film thickness
0 ■
is attained, and then a similar curve is drawn for the data contained in the 
negative histogram, (k should have the same absolute value but be negative), 
the two curves being joined at the greatest film thickness. As a check, 
the projected lengths of the positive and negative lengths on the base line
should be in the ratio P., which is the ratio of the number of positive to
negative samples.
It is n6t possible to derive any information about the wavelength 
from the histograms, and therefore the length of the constructed profile will 
be arbitrarily determined by the value of k, but the form of the wave should 
be closely related to the original.
\5&
In order to illustrate the above construction, and to prove the 
validity of the method, it is now proposed to describe how a sine-wave 
signal was fed into the sampling unit, and how the resulting statistical 
information was used'to-reconstruct the original waveform.
A pure sine-wave signal of frequency 50c/s v^ as fed from an
■ I
audio oscillator into the digital sampling unit, and the resulting histogram
data is contained in appendix ( 3 )- can seen that the ratio of
positive to negative slopes, R, is given as 1 .015^ and this is very close ■
to the theoretical value of 1 .00, giving an indication of the accuracy
of the unit. The positive and negative histograms have been drawn in fig (50)
and a. reconstruction of the wave using the method detailed above appeal’s also
La fig ( 50)5 the relevant information being tabulated below:-
Choice of the value of k
The minimum value of the sampling unit output on the histogram
of positive slopes is 1 . 4  volts, and the frequency of occurrence of this
value is 92. The value of 'k1 alters the length of the constructed wave, and
it was found best to fit the allowed space in fig ( 50 ) when k/fl = 0.26,
hence k/9 2 - 0.26, and k - 2 3.9*
Data for positive histogram
Sampling unit output frequency,f k/f 
volts x 10 •
14 92 0.26
16 68 0.35
20 44 0.55
25 30 0.80
30 . 22 • 1 *09
35 20 1 .2 0
40  20 1 •  20
45 22 1.09
50 24 1.0 0
55 32 0.75
60 48 0.50
62 62 0.39
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Sampling unit output 
volts x 10
frequency,f -k/f
64 100 -0 .26
62 60 -0.40
60 48 • -0.50
55 34 -0.71
50 28 -0.86
45 23 -1.05
40 22 -1.09
35 22 -1.09
30 . 24 - 1 .00
25 32 -0.75
20 44 -0.54
16 60 -0.40
. It will he seen from fig (50 ) that the reconstructed waveform 
is a very good, approximation to a sine-wave, and it thus follows that the basi 
premise of the method is valid.
The reconstruction of waves on a falling film
Any wave motion must have its positive and negative slopes 
separated by a region of zero, slope. It has been shown (p*155)..that s -.k/Af 
and hence the greatest frequencies of occurrence must occur at the extremes 
of amplitude of the Yfave motion. It can be seen that this is very nearly the 
case for the sine-vfave data in fig (50), but the greatest amplitude seems to 
have shovna some variation during the run.because a distinct decay in frequency 
can be seen at the greatest amplitude in both positive and negative slope 
histograms. In an extreme case this amplitude fluctuation v/ould obliterate 
the desired information on the histogram, thus making it impossible to - 
reconstruct a typical wave, the histograms in this case taking the form of 
those illustrated for the absolute values shcYm.in figs (44) to (49)» v/ith 
the greatest frequencies occurring at some mean position between the extremes 
of amplitude. Looking closely at the computer output data for the positive 
and negative slope histograms, it became obvious that the variation of peak . 
amplitude was so great that it v/as impossible to construct a typical wave in : 
all but one case, and this was for water ar Re^ = 12 0, 19cm below the 
distributor. The data for this case'is plotted in fig (51 )5- and the computer
pi<*S
output appears in appendix (3 ). The reconstruction of thasedata has also, been
carried out in fig (5 1)(» and it can be seen that the result is a very-
interesting one and is in agreement vdth the experimental evidence, illustrating 
a wave which has become asymmetrical due to the effect of gravity, but which 
has not yet broken up as explained in section 5*1-. The decay of the 
frequency of occurrence at the extreme amplitudes is clearly seen in the 
histograms, and it appears that in this particular case, the fluctuations in 
amplitude were sufficiently small to enable a ’typical' wave to be constructed. 
The relevant information enabling the construction to be made appears in the 
table below:- . r
Choice of the value of k '
• The minimum value of the sampling unit output on the histogram
of positive slopes is 2 .6 volts, and the frequency of occurrence at this
.. ' -  • »
value is 217. The value of k has_been chosen so that k/217 = 0.11, and 
thus k = 23.9 • .
Data for positive histogram
Sampling unit output frequency, f k/f -
volts x 10
26 217 0 .11
27 169 0.14
28 13 5 0 .1 7
29 105 0.23
30 -87 0.27
31 93 0.26
32 94 0.26
Data for negative histogram
Sampling unit output frequency, f -k/f 
volts x 10
32 14 -0.54
■ 31 40 -0.60
30-■ 36 -0.66
29 36 -0.66
28 42 -0.57
27 48 -0.50
26 • 58 -0.41
25 71 ’ -0.34
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The conclusion to be drawn from the experimental data is that 
only in exceptional cases is the wave motion sufficiently reproducible to 
enable a 'typical'’..wave:,to be constructed from a knowledge of the frequency 
distribution of film thickness. The case in which it proved possible to 
perform this reconstruction was for water at the lowest flow rate used
I
(Re^ = 120) and at a point only 19 cm below the distributor. This suggests 
that there may be an opportunity to produce typical wave profiles nearer to 
the distributor, or at lower flow rates, but the amplitude of the waves 
would be less, and the signal more difficult to process. Recent studies (5), 
(44) have shown that there is a periodic variation of amplitude even for very 
low amplitude waves in the region of the line of inception, and thus ideal 
histograms suitable for the reconstruction of typical wave profiles can
- •I
not be obtained even in this region.
It is. thought that the above conclusions are of considerable 
significance, since they show that there is no predominant wave shape 
which can be extracted from the surface motion at any stage in its development. 
Suggestions for further work
The system developed in this work to measure the increase in 
interfacial area is slow, and it would be advantageous to 1) speed up the 
sampling rate of the microdensitometer by using magnetic tapes instead of 
punched paper tape, which would enable an entire plate to be scanned in only 
2 minutes. 2) Eliminate the necessity to use photographic plates by scanning 
the column with a high speed light spot in two directions at right angles.
The light transmitted by the dyed film would be measured directly using 
standard analogue computing techniques, and the mean profile length across the 
surface of the film, averaged over many scans, could be obtained. The method
would be very rapid, and the apparatus could .be constructed from small
• . • encapsulated units just as the digital sampling unit was constructed, thus
avoiding the expense of the full time utilisation of an analogue computer. .
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5.10 Conclusions
The computer programmes
A 1:a Surface area measurement •
This*programmes wara written in Algol, and accomplished 5 main 
objectives with each set of datai-
1. Measurement of the area of the rippling interface.
2. Measurement of the interfacial area of the actual waves, ignoring
the plateaux between them.
. 3» Measurement of the surface area to mass of the rippling film.
' 4. Measurement of the ratio of surface area to mass of the waves -only,
ignoring the plateaux between them.
5. Measurement of the mean film thickness.
The data we/a presented to the computer in the form of an 8 channel
punched paper tape, obtained directly as output from the data logging system.
/ i
Tha.se data wem divided into two main sections in each run;-
1. Data taken in a direction parallel to the flow direction.
2. Data taken at right angles to the flow direction.
Parameters referring to point 1 were symbolised by a suffix 1'
following the parameter, and those referring to 2 were similarly symbolised by 
I 1 .a 2 following the parameter.
APPENDIX 1
,AS.' -'2
The symbols used
Distance on the wetted wall corresponding to the distance between
I. the sampling points in any track across the plate.
/3The number of points to be used in each track across the plate.
H The number of tracks in. each direction.
^  The run number.
£  Conversion factor from the units of the- data logger scale to mm.
• . •*
~\[ The height of the plateaux between the waves.
0 - The film thickness datum measured in mm.
and “(( were presented to the computer in units of the data logger scale.
The above quantities were punched onto the first few inches of tape for each
run in the following order:-
2 ,g  , 6, U ,-& .
Determination of the system parameters
In this section it is proposed to show hovf the above sequence of 
quantities was found for each tape. It will first be necessary to discuss the 
calibration curves obtained by passing the negative image of the dyed liquid 
wedge under the microdensitometer.
The scanning speed of the densitometer was after1 some 
experimentation fixed at 1/24 in/s, corresponding to an 8 threads per inch 
lead screw rotating once every three seconds. The pen recorder chart mo'ved 
at 1 mm/s = 1/25*4 in/s, hence 1 mm distance on the photographic plate
. *AP\
24corresponds to a movement of the pen recorder chart of —  = 0.9448. The*00 n
space in the liquid wedge tapered from 4.0 mm to 0 in 12 in. (30.48 cm) and
the optical reduction ratio between the wetted v/all and the photographic
plate v;as 2.85:1. It thus follows that the distance travelled by the recorder
chart when the full length of the image of the wedge was traversed by the
7n 1 °densitometer would be: x 0.9448 = 10.10 cm. Thus the voltage change overc. • O j
the linear portion of the response curve (^ .V) corresponding to a movement of 
the chart of 10,1/4 = 2.52 cm will be equivalent to a film thickness of 1 mm 
when the dye concentration in the wedge is the same as that in the film. If 
the dye concentration in the film is n times that in the wedge, then by the 
reasoning explained in section 3.1, the voltage change as the chart moves 
through 2.52 x n cm is required.
The tape punch punched out a value of 10,000 for each volt fed 
into the system by the densitometer, and hence it was necessary to multiply 
by 1cA in order to find the relationship between the film thickness and 
the voltage output by the densitometer. The quantityg  was the response of the 
system in mm/(volt x 1(A), and was thus equal to 1 /(<4».V x 1(A).
The quantity 0(was the distance measured on the Y/etted wall 
corresponding to the distance between two adjacent sampling points on the 
photographic plate in any traverse across it. This distance was constant 
throughout the work, and was the same in both directions of traversing the
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plate, Thusc<J equals<\2, although both were punched out at the beginning 
of each data tape in order to make the system as flexible as possible. The 
densitometer sampled 400 times in the time that the light spot had moved 
106 mm relative to the plate, and hence the densitometer sampled every 
106/400 = 0.265 nun along any one traverse. This corresponded to a distance of 
0.26 5 x 2.85 = 0.755 mm on the wetted wall.sxj and^2 were fed to the computer
in terms of the same units as the instantaneous film thickness (volts x 10+)
and thusC\1 2 = 0*755/fe
/"I and ^ 2 were the number of traverses parallel to and at right angles 
to the flow direction respectively. The number of samples in each traverse
parallel to the-main flowr direction was termed/3.1, and that in each traverse
at right angles to the main flow direction was termed/-i 2, both of these
quantities being given by the counter on the tape punch. A few more samples
than^l and^ 3 2 were taken in each direction in order to ensure that the
•.' traverses would not merge into'each, others and the computer'was instfucted 
to--ignore any samples taken after-the appropriate j2 1 o r / I 2 samples had been 
recorded in each traverse. A value greater than 1000 was punched at the end 
of the data taken from each traverse in order to inform the computer that one 
traverse had ended and the next had begun. There was no possibility of a number 
greater than 1000 being accidentally punched in the data, since tie punch was se1 
to punch only three significant .figures in each value. . '
"'(I was determined very easily by noting the voltage corresponding 
to the residual layer thickness as determined from the recorder chart, and
I
was equal to this voltage multiplied by 10^ .
■Q- was the film thickness datum. This vra.s determned by noting the 
voltage corresponding to the datum from the photographic plate and multiplying 
it by . The complications which could arise with respect to the film thickness 
datum have been referred to in section 4.6 1.
The computer programme
After the sequence of system parameters had been read into the
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computer it "began to read the data numbers at the' rate of about 50 per 
second. The first two numbers having been read in were then subtracted, 
and the difference was squared, added to the square ofc< , and the square 
root of this quantity was then calculated. The result was therefore by 
Pythagoras1 Theorem equal to the straight line approximation to the length 
of the wave profile between two adjacent sampling points, and this was stored 
in the memory. The computer then went on to repeat the above operation on the 
same data numbers, except tlmt each was tested to see if it was less than 
the value corresponding to the height of the residual-, layer, f f  £ Jf the 
numbers were greater than fl then the operation was carried out identically as 
above, but if they were less than f l then this calculation was not performed. 
The total number of occasions on wh1 ch this latter calculation was performed 
in each of the two main directions was termed Q. The next data number was then 
read in and the sequence detailed above was conducted on the second and third 
data numbers, The computer thus calculated the length of the surface contour 
along the line selected in the microdensitometer, and in addition was able to 
calculate the length of the surface contour ignoring the plateaux between the 
waves. To this effect, when the film thickness became less than fl a special 
loop was inserted in the programme so that the last value after the film 
thickness became less than f\ and the value immediately before the film 
thickness became greater than "ft were put equal to *ff in order to avoid any 
severe discontinuities at these points. The computer also calculated the mean 
film thickness by averaging all the values read in and subtracting the datum 
height. V.hen all numbers had been read in, in that particular traverse of 
the plate (in the region of 300) the computer was instructed to look for a 
number greater than 1000 which terminated the calculations for that particular 
traverse. The whole operation then began again until it had been repeated Y  
times, after which the calculations were repeated for the data taken at right 
angles to the direction of film flow, until i /  traverses had been completed.
The computer had at this point read in several thousand numbers (the greatest
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number used in any one run being 1 2 ,600) and the information which had been 
extracted from this was used to perform the final calculations. The inter­
facial area formula derived in this work had been programmed into the 
computer and this was the basis of these calculations.
Final calculations in the programme
The,, profile lengths in the directions parallel to and at right angles 
to the flow direction were given the symbols X and Y respectively, and the 
corresponding values of the profile lengths in the cases where the plateaux 
between the waves had been ignored were M and N, .In addition, the film g • 
thickness given by each traverse was termed s, and the average of all these
was termed S. For convenience, a number of quantities designated, omega, seta,
tor, and omicron were first calculated and' this simplified the writing out 
of the final part of the programme.
Since there are sampling points in each traverse across the plate, 
and these are separated by a distance, then the length of the base line in 
the case of the traverses parallel to the direction of flow will beO/l(y2>1 - 1) 
and similarly the length of the base line in a direction at right angles to
the direction of flow will b^\2(^2 - 1). The base.area will be the product
2 2 of these dimensions, and can be expressed in cm' by multiplying by (<f-/lO)
( £  being measured in units of mm/(volts x IO*1') as discussed earlier).
Base area =6t1c<2( |&1 - 1')(^ l2 - 1 )<£:/! 00 cm
This expression was put equal to omega. '
In section 2.3 it was shown that the surface area was equal to AX + BY - AB
where A and B were the lengths of the sides of the base, and X and .Y were the ni 
profile lengths across the surfene in the direction parallel to the sides of 
length B and A respectively. It is thus now possible to write an expression fo 
the surface area of- the film in terms cf the quantities used in the programme,
. 2expressing the result in cm
Surface area = ( /3l - 1) + XK2 (p>2 -  1) -CM<K2(^1 - 1) (^ 2 - 1 )
The increase in surface area was thus calculated and put equal to tor:-
6/10C
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tor = Yc\1^1 - 1) + )K2(^2 - 1) 7£\1<x2j&1 - 1)^2 - I) j( f£ /'1 0 0 ) - omega11 M ( f °\ y>  
Increase in surface area ignoring the plateaux between the waves '
If there are Q1 and Q2 occasions in all vertical and horizontal 
traverses where the film is greater in thickness than 'T/ , then the average • 
number of occasions in which it is thicker1 than "If in each traverse will be 
Q1 /S i and Q2/$2_ • Taking the direction parallel to the direction of flow 
as an example, the ratio of the number1 of occasions on which the film was 
greater in thickness than to the total number of samples made will be 
Q1/// ( jll - 1). The area covered by waves is thusj^ Ql/"^ / - 1 )^j x omega and
this is equal to Q|(^2 - 1 ) c* 1 <^ 2 6  /l OOtfl ' .
Similarly, the area covered by the waves may be calculated from:- .
Q2^1 - 1>^1C<2 dVl00^2
The best value is thus obtained from the average of these two quantities 
Zeta = ch -|&<2 Tq1 0 2^ - 1) + Q2(#1 - 1) lr/200
L ' 2T1 ~ 7  7f 2 J
Omicron was the analogue of tor for the case where the plateaux between the 
waves were ignored, M and N being used instead of X and. Y.
The ratio of area to mass as printed on the programme was in fact the ratio 
of area to volume, and this was calculated for the cases where the waves only 
were considered and for the film as a whole.. The case where the film as a whole 
was considered was noted by suffix 1 and the case where the plateaux between 
the waves were ignored vfas noted similarly by 2.
Thus the ratio of area to mass 1 = 10tor/(S x omega) whei’e S is i'ne mean film
thickness in mm.
In the case of the ratio of area to mass 2, omicron must be used to define 
the area of the waves instead of tor, and the mass of the liquid composing 
the plateaux between the waves must be subtracted from the total mass of the 
film in order to compute the mass of the waves, and thus the ratio of area to
mass 2 = 10 omicron/|^S omega - (omega - zeta)(pi.epsilon - theta)0.1^ J
A 1:b The random sampling unit
The data weja obtained from this unit in the form of a series of 
three digit numbers punched on an 8 channel paper tape, each number 
representing the film thickness at the sampling point at the instant of 
sampling. In addition to this each number was preceeded by a + or - sign 
which indicated the direction of the slope of the film at the instant of 
sampling. The numbers thus recorded were an indication of the probability of 
a particular film thickness being recorded, and the object of the computer ' 
was to tabulate the values so that the number of times each number occurred 
was printed out. Three tables were constructed for each set of data, the first 
being a table of the negative values, the second being a table of the positive 
values and the third being a table of the absolute values. In addition to 
this the computer was instructed to compute the number of positive values, 
the number of negative values and the ratio of the positive to negative 
numbers. The average of all the numbers read in ignoring their signs was also 
computed.
The range +500 to -500 was selected as being one outside which 
no data input numbers should fall, and the programme was written so that 
any numbers outside this range yrould be presented as a list in the printout 
although no record of numbers being outside this range was made, other than 
the run number which was specifically chosen as a value greater than 500 
in order that it would be printed at the head of the printout-.
The programme v/as written in Elliot autocode’using"Boolean
algebra.
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PROGRAMME USED I’OIl THE DETERMINATION CP INTERFACIAL AREA AMD FILM THICKNESS
bogin integer j , i ,q, t, delta;
real x, y, a, s, S,opsilon,pi ,N,M, thotft, K , Y ,orrioj"a, ornicron, tor; zota; 
roal a ■ ray r.lpha[ 1:2];
integer array A [ 1: 3] ,bota[1 :3] ,gamtna[ 1:2],Q[1:2]; 
switch S',11: -1,1 , L2, Z ;
read alpha[ 1] ,alpha[2] ,beta[1] ,beta[2], gamma[ 1 ] ,gamma[2] ,dolta,epsilon,pi, thota; 
print delta;
print EEls10?Intorfaaial aroa determination?,
££l?base length 1- ?, samoline, scalcd(d) ,alpha[ 1.1 *(beta[ 1 ]-1 ) ,
. ££l?baso length 2= ?, scaled (4),alphar2]*(beta[2]-1),
££l?alpha[1] = ?,alpha[1],£bota ["]= ?,befca[1],
££l?alpha[1] = ?,alpha[1],£bata[2j- ?,bota[2];.
print ££11s5?x£s3? x-alpha(beta-1)£s2?y£s7?qalpha£s4?y-qalpha£s9?s?;
S:=X:=Y:-0;
M:=N:-0; .
Q[l]:=Q[2]:=0;
t:=1; •
Z: a:=alpha[t]*alpha[t]; ... . —
■ for J:=  ^S^°P 1 until gamma[t] do 
begin;
LI: read A[11;
if A[1]>1000 then goto LI; 
y:=x:=0 ;
s:=A[1] ; '
A[3]:= if A[1]<pi then pi else A[1]; 
q:=0;
for i 1 stoo 1 until beta[t]-1 do '
begin rsad A[2]; 
x:=x+3qrt((A[1]-A[2])T2+a); 
s:=s+A[2.1!
A[1]:=A[2J;
if A[3]>pi and A[2]< pi then A[2]:=pi; 
jf A[2]>pi then hogin y:=y+sqrt((A[3]-A[2])T2+a>; 
q:=q+1;
• A[3]:=A[2]; 
end; 
ond;
s:=s*(epsilon/bota[t])-theta;
print x,prefix(££s1??),x-alpha[t]*(bota[t]-1),y,q*alpha[t],y-q*alpha[t],s; 
L2: road i;
if iOOOl then goto L2;
CONTINUED OVER LEAF
i f  t - 1  the  11 bo rein X : - X + x ;
M
QCl.l :-Q[T]+q
oncl
else bor;in Y:-Y+x;
N:=N+y;
Q[2l  : - Q [ 2 ] + q
end;
S:=S+s;
end;
t:=t+1 ;
< if t<2 then goto Z ;
X:=X/gamma[1 ] ;
Y : =Y/garama[ 2] ;
S :=S/(gair.ma[ 1 ]+gamma[2l ) ;
M : =M/gamma [11;
N:=N/gamma[2] ;
o.iiega: = alpha[ 11 *alpha[2] *(beta[ 11 -1) *(be ta[2] -1 )*opsilonT2/100 ; 
tor:= (alpha[l]*(b©ta[1]-l)*Y+alp'na[2] *(bota[2]-1)*X)*epsilonT2/TOO-omega; 
ze ta: = alpha[ 1 ] *alpha[2]*(Q[ 1] *(be ta[2] -1 )/gamma[ 1]+Q[2]*(beta[1 ] -1 )/gair.raa[2] ) 
*©psilonT2/200;
omicron:- (alpha[2l*(bota[2]-1)*K+alpha[ 1 ]*(beta[ 1 ]-1)*X)*opsilonT2/lOG-zeta; 
print £ £11 ?X= ?, sa;ne 1i ne,X , £Y=?,Y, £M= ?,M , EX=?,N, £S=?,S,
E£11?Base area -?, omega,
££ll?'fotal area of intorfac©=?,tor,
££ll?P©rcftnt incroaso in interfaoial area -?,100*(tor-omoga)/omega,
££11?Aroa covared by waves =?,zota,
•££11? Area abovo sublayer -?,omicron,
££ll?Percentage increase in area above sublayer-?,1CG*(onicron-zeta)/zeta, 
££ll?2atio of area to mass 1=?, 10*tor/(S*or.iaga),
££ll?2aiio of area to mass 2=?l10*omicron/(.l*omega-(cmoga-zeta)*(*pi*epsilon-
thota)*0.T); 
end;
Ir
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FROGRAMME USED FOR FILM THICKNESS PROBABILITY DATA
t
■»
' T
b a i t in '  i n t e g e r  p o s , n e g , n u m , i t e m , i  , j  ; 
i n t a g e i '  a r r n .v  A [ - 5 0 0 : 5 0 0 ] ;  
b o o l e a n  f i r s t , h e a d , m i n u s ; 
s w i t c h  s : - r o p ;  
s a m e l i n e ;
f i r s t : - h e a d ; =  t r u e ;  
m i n u s :=  f a l s e ;
f o r  i : ~ - 5 0 0  s t e p  1 u n t i l  5 0 0  d o  A [ i ] : = 0 ;  
p o s : = n o g : - n u m := 0 ; . •
r e p :  o l l i o t t ( 0 , 6 , 0 , 0 , 7 , 1 , 0 ) ;
e l l i o t t ( 2 , 0 , i t o m , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 ) ;  
i f  i t e m - 1 2 7  o r  i t e m  = 6 4  t h e n  g o t o  r e p ;  
i f  i t e r c = 7 6  t h e n  
b e g i n  w a i t ;
g o t o  r e p ;
e n d ;
- i f  i t e m > l 5  and  i to ra < 2 6  t h e n
b e g i n  i f  f i r s t  t h e n  f i r s t : ; - f  a l s o  ; 
i t e m : ~ i t e m - 1 6 ; 
e l l i o t t ( 3 , 0 , n u m , 0 , 5 , 5 , 1 ) ;  
o l l i o t t ( 2 , 4 , i t e m , 0 , 5 , 5 , 2 ) ;
. e l l i o t t ( 0 , 4 , i t e m , 0 , 2 , 0 , n u m ) ;
e l l i o t t ( 4 , 0 , r e p , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 ) ;
A
e n d ;
i f  i t e m = 0  cxr i t e m - 2  o r  i t o m = 4  o r  i t e m = 2 9  o r  i t e m = 3 0  t h e n  
b e g i n  i f  f i r s t  t h e n  
b e g i n  .ij t r u e ;________________ i t e m - 3 0  t h e n  m i n u s ; :
g o t o  r e p ;
e n d ; . -
i  f  num>500 t h e n  
b e g i n  i f  h e a d  t h e n
b e g i n  p r i n t  ££12?NU M B ERS OUT O F  RANGE£ 1 ? ? ;  
he a d : = f a l s e ;
e n d ;
i f  m in u s  t h e n  p r i n t  -num e l s e  p r i n t  num;  
n u m := 0 ;
m i n u s : = i t e m s 3 0 ;  
g o t o  r e p ;
e n d ;
i f  m in u s  t h e n  
b e g i n  n e g : - n e g + 1  ; 
num : = -num ;
e n d
CONTINUED OVER L E A F
I
0 1 };.•) p o s  :  .p o s  ► 1 ;
A [n u> i]  : - A [ ) \ « » i ] + l ; 
n u m := 0 j
m i n u s : - i t o m - 3 0 ;
1 f  i t o n - 0  t h e n
bo ft i n  rI'o.-radm-o t a b l n < a , b , o , d , o ) ; 
i  n t o p e r  a t b t e , d , e ;  
b o i ' i n  in t c > R o r  h , k ;
h : =  i f  h  > a  t h e n  1 o l s o  - 1 ;
f o r  j  :=  a  strop h  u n t i l  b  j l o  p r i n t  j ;
/ o r  i ; n c  s i .o p  10 u n t i l  d d o  
h o g i n  p r i n t  £ E 1 ? ' >*, i ;
f o r  j : =  a  s t o p  h  n n t i 1 b  do  
b o ; : i  n  k : =  n b s ( i ) + a b s (  j )  ;
k  > 5 0 0  o r  k  = 0  t h a n  p r i n t  £ £ s G ? 7  * 
o l s n
b o f; i n  i t o r a : = o ;
i f  i to m = 0  t h e n  o r  j n t  2 £ s f ) ? ?  e l s e  p r i n t  i t o m ;
o n d ;
. :  e r .d ;.•  '
o n d ;
o n d  o f  t a b J .o ;  .
p r i n t  £ £ 1 5 ? X U M K iR  0 ?  Y J G A T IV S  V A L U 3 S ? , n o s , £ £ 1 2 s 9 ? ? ;
t a b l o ( 9 , 0 , - 5 0 0 , 0 , A [ i - j ] ) ;
p r i n t  £ £ 1 ? ? , t o p o f  fo r m ,E £ 1 5 ? N U l lR E U  Q ?  ZE2D V A I.U ES ?,A [0 1 ,
££12?;>UMnKR O F  P O S I T I V E  V A I X 3 S ? , p o s - A ( 0 ]  ,  f . E l k s D ? ? ; 
t a b l e < 0 , 9 , 0 , 5 0 0 , A [ i + j ] ) ;
p r i n t  £ £ 1 ? ? , t o p o f f o r m , £ £ 1 5 7FR 3Q U EN C Y  0 7  A B S O LU T E  V A L U 3 S £ l k s & ? ? ;  
t a b l e < 0 , 9 , 0 , 5 0 0  , A [ i - t - j ] + A [ - i - j ]  )  ;
p r i n t  ££13*>RATIO O F P O S I T I V E  TO N E G A T IV E  V A U 3 E S  ? , < p o s  -  A [ 0 3 ) / n o < ; ;  
T >t o m : = n u m : - 0 ; . ,
i o r  i : = - 5 0 0  s t o p  1 u n t i 1 5 0 0  do  .
b o ,T in  i t o n : - i t e m + i * ’s i K n ( i ) * A [ i 3  ; 
num : =num-rA[ i  3 ;
o n d ;
p r in t  £E12?:.EAN' A3SOLUT3 VAIJJ3 ? , itor.i/nn.n; 
r e s t a r t ; 
e n d ; t
g o t o  r e p ;
e r . d ;
p r i n t  p u n c h ( 3 )  , £ £ 1 2 ? I L L E G A L  C EA R A C T E R  FOLT.C'.’ D»G ? , d i S i t s < 6 )  ,n u m ,
£ -MARX TAP7. ?•. C O .N T IN T S S 1 ?? ; .
w a i  t ; 
g o t o  r e p ;
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The computer output from the surface area work
The computer output from the surface area work is presented in this 
-section. For the purpose of ecconomy of space, it has "been decided to include 
the interstage calculations only in the first run of each series, thus making 
it possible to summarise three runs on a single page instead of only one run.
Various run numbering systems were used as the work developed, and 
in order to avoid confusion, the liquid used, the Reynolds number, Re^, the' 
distance below the distributor, d, and the air velocity are stated above 
each print out. Values of£X„1, ^  1, ^  2, and (run number) can be obtained 
directly from the print out, and the remaining system parameters are given 
above each set of data, (note that°<1 andtt2 are numerically equal, see 
appendix 1).
The line printer which printed the output data was designed to piint 
only capital letters and digits, and as a result, the X's and Y's appearing 
above the interstage calculation.,columns should be x's and y's (see the 
programme in appendix 1), and should not be confused with the X's and Y's 
appearing immediately below the interstage calculations. The meaning of the 
symbols appearing immediately below the interstage calculations is given 
below, although this can be deduced from the surface area programme (appendix ' 
X = The mean distance across the surface in the direction parallel to the
direction of flow of the film, units of the data logger scale.
Y = The mean distance across the surface in the direction perpendicular to
the direction of flow of the film, units of the data logger scale.
M = The same as X, only ignoring the plateaux between the waves.
N = The same as Y, only ignoring the plateaux between the waves.
S = The mean film thickness, mm
APPENDIX 2
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!OaU^ (U^= *SV j d -  /S2c~ cU, -O
? i * /(?> 6r * C?C?oZZ2 j  T i=4-<?j ■&- ^ o - O
2 0 0 1
I N T E R F A C I A L  a r e a  d e t e r m i n a t i o n  
B A S E  L E N G T H  1= 1 . 2 5 3 , . +  0 5
Sit '
i
J
•
S E  L E N G T H  2=  1 . 2 5 3 , .  + 05
P H A  [-1 ] = 4 . 4 9 2 i o + C T 2 B E T A  [ 1 ] =
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A L P H A  f 1 ] = 5 . 0 4 2  io+ i  ? 6 E T A [ ? ] = 3 6 3
1 X= 1 7 5 3 3 8 . 3 4 Y =  1 8 2 9 0 7 . * 3 M=  6 8 9 0 0 . 576. N = 8 3 2 3 6 . 6 7 2 5 =  . 4 1 6 4 2 0 1 1  
B A S E  A R e A  = 7 3 7 . 7 8 6 8 3  
T O T A L  A R E A  OF I N T E R F a C E =  7 4 0 . 9 5 7 7 0  
P E R C E N T  I N C R E A S E  I N  I N T E R F A C I A l  A R E A  = . 4 2 9 7 8 0 0 0
a r f a  c o v e r e d  b y  w a v e s  = 3 1 2 . 1 4 0 4 2
A R E A  A B O V E  S U B L A Y E R  = 3 1 4 . 8 7 0 5 4  
P E R C E N T A G E  I N C R E A S E  I N  A R E A  A B O V E  S U B L A Y E R =  . 8 7  4 6 4 2 8 8  
R A T I O  QE A R E A  T o  MA S S  1 =  2 4 . 1 1 7 4 1 8  
R A T I O  OF A R E A  T O  M A S S  2 =  1 0 . 8 0 6 8 8 0
■ 2*c, - q[ = /6Sc,Uj C e? c< x ~ + j,
/ l = ^ r ,  -7T &=rt?./0,
- Z2Z.
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I N T E R F A C I A L  A R E A  D E T E R M I N A T I O N  
B A S E  L E N G T H  1 = 2 . 1 0 2 , o+ 05  
B A S E  L E N G T H  2 = 2 . 2 0 1 , . +  05  
A L P H A I l ]  = 6 . 218. O + 0 2 B E T A  [ l  ] = 3 3 9
A L P H A I l ]  = 6 . 2 1 8 . .  + 0 2 B E T A  [ 2 ] = 3 5 5
w 7 * « - , 7 m * « » « * . • • • •  - « « « • » •  
T O T A L  A R E A  OF  I N T E R F A C E S  6 6 8 . 5 7 6 6 5
, I N C R E A S E  I N  I N T E R F A C I A l  A R E A  = . 1 6 1 ^ 3 8 5 6  ? / 9  .'
. A R E A  u Q V E F E D  B Y  W A V E S  = 3 4 4 . 1 5 7 2 5  > 1 ^
A R E A  A B O V E  S U B L A Y E R  = 3 4 6 . 2 3 1 8 4  
P E R C E N T A G E  I N C R E A S E  I N  A R E A  A B O V E  S U B L A Y E R =  . 6 0 2 8 0 2 5 7
, R A T I q  Qi- A R c A  T o  M A S S  1= 3 1 . 8 7 5 1 3 7
; R A T I O  01- A R E A  T O  M A S S  2=  1 7 . 2 1 5 2 9 5
{Onb*, 12&0, d =  \'iS~tbSc^j 0<U ^ 0 ^ , 2 3 ' Z M  f c O W ,
~f1 ~ 7i 0 1  -  /  1 £ -  =■ c? 77-=3<n>/ =iI
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I N T E R F A C I A L  A R E A  D E T E R M I N A T I O N  
B A S E  L E N G T H  1 = 9 .  870,<> + 04 
B A S E  L E N G T H  2 -  1 . 1 ) 4 7 , 0  + 05  
A L P H A I l ]  = 2 . 991. O + 0 2 B E T A  1 1 3 =  3 3 1
A L P H A I l ]  = 2 . 9 9 1 , „  + 0 ? h E T A  1 2 ) =  3 5 1
X = 9 8 9 9 1 . 8 2 5 Y =  1 0 5 0 2 5 . 4 9 M=  4 8 6 0 5 . 3 8 4 N =  6 l S 5 5 . 5 5 4 S =  . 4 9 4 5 4 3 7 7  
. B A S E  A R t A  = 7 1 4 . 7 0 4 1 5  
T O T A L  A R E A  OF I N T E R F A C E S  7 1 9 . 1 2 0 1 4  
P E R C E N T  I N C R F A S E  I N  I N T E R F A C I A l  A R E A  = . 6 1 7 8 7 5 9 6  
A R E A  C O V E R E D  BY  W A V E S  = 3 8 5 . 4 4 5 2 1  
A R E A  A B O V E  S U B L A Y F R  = 3 8 8 . 8 0 3 7 5  
P E R C E N T A G E  I N C R E A S E  I N  A & E A  A B O V F  S U B L A Y E R =  . 8 7 1 3 4 1 8 2  
R A T I O  O F  A R E A  T o  M A S S  1=  2 0 . 3 4 5 5 9 6  
R A T I O  OF  A R E A  T O  MA S S  2 =  1 1 . 4 2 0 3 9 8
4
l y z - o , <j = c t^ . u d < ,4 ^  =- I T - f f i l l  C o c o i ^ d - ,
5?7, C ' - O - u r ^ G ,  Tf -V l& j ■&-**-& 2 &<?-.
4 6
n i r r  ■ p . , n T i ' \ T 6 RF AC 1 A L  A R E A  D E T E R M I N A T I O N  BASE LENGTH 1= 1 . 0 4 l lo+05
B A S E  L E N G T H  ? =  1 . U S , .  + 0 5
=  ? * 0 7 i - o + 0 ? B E T A  U ] =  3 4 n
A L P H A l l ]  = <f, 071 io+0?BETA 12) = 365
X = 1 0 4 ? e > 1 . 5 7 Y  = 1 1 2 0 7 5 . 3 9 M=  9 4 0 7 4 . 2 0 6 N =  9 8 8 9 8 . 8 7 5 S =  . 4 5 4 5 1 9 2 0  
' B A S E  A R E A  = 7 6 2 . 6 7 6 9 9
T O T A L  A R E A  OF'  I N T E R F  A C F- = 7 6 5 . 7 9 5 5 0
P E R C E N T  I N C R E A S E  I N  I N T E R F A C I A L  A R E A  = . 4 0 8 8 8 9 6 6
A R E A  C O V E R E D  BY  W A V E S  = 6 8 0 . 4 9 6 2 8 '
A R E A  A B O V E  S U B L A Y E R  = 6 8 3 . 4 4 4 4 6  
P E R C E N T A G E  I N C R E A S E  I N  A R E A  A B O V E  S U B L A Y E R =  . 4 3 3 2 4 0 4 3  
R A T I O  O F  A R E A  T o  M A S S  1 =  2 2 . 0 9 1 2 3 1  
R A T I O  OF  A R E A  T O  M A S S  2 =  1 9 .  7 9 9 7 3 1  '
< tm y'ss-H ’ S jc& i*- u c& v ch -i =  z*>•?J * k ,
Y ^ ,  0 r m .o < x * Z 9 t ur-23
4 7  - •
I N T E R F A C I A L  A R E A  D E T E R M I N A T I O N  
B A S E  L E N G T H  1=  1 . 0 2 6 . . +  0 5
B A S E  L E N G T H  2=  1 . 0 2 6 . . +  05
A L P H A l l !  = 2 . 9 1 5  io+ 0 2 B  E T A  1 1 1 =  3 5 3
A L P H A l l )  = 2 . 9 1 5 io+ 0 2 B E T A  [ 2 ) =  3 5 3
X= 1 0 2 7 8 7 . 6 8 Y =  1 0 2 8 2 9 . 8 7 M=  9 5 3 6 6 . 3 3 2 N =  9 5 8 6 7 . 8 2 3 S =  . 6 0 5 5 6 1 3 7  
B A S E  A R E A  = 7 6 7 . 5 2 0 4 9  . .
T O T A L  A R E A  OF  I N T E R F A C B =  7 7 0 . 5 2 4 1 1  .
P E R C E N T  I N C R E A S E  I N  I N T E R F A C I A L  A R E A  = . 3 9 1 3 4 1 2 1  
A R E A  C O V E R E D  B Y  W A V E S  = 7 1 3 . 7 8 7 3 2  
A R E A  A B O V E  S U B L A Y E R  = 7 1 6 . 6 6 7 2 3  
P E R C E N T A G E  I N C R E A S E  I N  A R E A  A B O V E  S U B L A Y E R =  . 4 0 3 3 9 8 5 6  
R A T I O  OF  A R E A  T O  M A S S  1 =  1 6 . 5 7 8 2 2 7  
R A T I O  OF A R E A  T O  M A S S  2=  1 5 . 4 7 8 7 0 0
o l ® f ~ / O - y f i k  £ o cc<»
1 - 7 , A  - 7, 6-^ Cf-LroZS&s
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I N T E R F A C I A L  A R E A  D E T E R M I N A T I O N  
B A S E  L E N G T H  l =  1 . 0 5 3 i . +  05  
B A S E  L E N G T H  p =  1 . 0 4 l » + 0 5  
A L P H A M )  = 3 . 0 7 ( j , o + 0 2 B E T A  U ) =  3 4 4
A L P H A I . 1 )  = 3 .  0 7 0 i O+ 0 2 B E T A [ 2 ) =  3 4 0
t X= 1 0 5 4 9 4 . 7 7 Y =  1 0 4 3 7 6 . 1 6 M=  7 6 1 7 1 . 0 6 6 N =  6 8 8 3 9 . 0 8 8 S =  . 5 2 0 2 7 9 8 6  
j B A S E  A R E A  = 7 l 8 . 2 0 8 4 3  
! T O T A L  A R E A  OF I N T E R F A C E =  7 2 1 . 6 2 2 1 3  
P E R C E N T  I N C R E A S E  I N  I N T E R F A C I A L  A R E A  = . 4 7 5 3 0 7 1 9  
A R E A  C O V E R E D  H Y  W A V E S  = 4 9 5 . 8 7 4 0 6  
A R E A  A B O V E  S U B L A Y E R  = 4 9 8 . 7 1 1 8 2  
P E R C E N T A G E  I N C R E A S E  I N  A R E A  A B O V E  S U B L A Y E R :  . 5 7 2 2 7 5 3 0  
R A T I O  O F  A R E A  T O  M A S S  1 =  1 9 . 3 1 1 7 8 1  
R A T I O  O F  A R E A  T O  M A S S  2 =  1 3 . 6 3 6 8 1 8
tJ' « > » - , t % '  ^  ^  &  c " - ' ~ ° 1'
/, = ?, A. =7, &  =  C>-OoVVk, I T - «» = CT i<«.,
3Z+
4 9
I N T E R F A C I A L  A R E A  D E T E R M I N A T I O N  
B A S E  L E N G T H  1=  1 . 0 6 6 , „  + 05  
B A S E  L E N G T H  2 =  1 . 0 8 2 . O + 0 5
A L P H A ( 1 I = 3 . 1 9 1 . . . +  0 2 B I T A  1 1 1 =  3 3 5
A L P H A I 1 )  -  3 • 1 9 1 lo+ 0 ? B E T A  [ 2 1 = 3 4 0
X =  1 0 6 7 5 1 . 4 3 Y =  1 0 8 3 6 2 . 0 8 M=  7 5 4 6 4 . 0 8 5 N =  ' 6 9 5 4 3 . 3 3 0 S =  . 5 0 5 6 0 0 8 3
B A S E  A R E A  = 6 9 7 . 7 0 2 0 3
T O T A L  A P F  A OF I N T E R F A C E S  7 0 0 . 0 3 5 4 1
P E R C E N T  I N C R F A S E  I N  I N T E R F A C I A L  A R E A  = . 3 3 4 4 3 8 1 4
a r e a  C o v e r e d  h y  w a v e s  = 4 7 0 . 2 4 0 3 7
1 A R E A  A B O V E  S U B L A Y E R  = 4 7 2 . 3 0 8 8 1
i P E R C E N T A G E  I N C R E A S E  I N  A R E A  A B O V E  S U B L A Y E R =  . 4 3 9 8 6 9 3 6  
R A T I O  OF  A R E A  T O  M A S S  1=  1 9 . 8 4 4 5 9 5  
. R A T I O  OF  A R E A  T o  MA S S  2 = 1 3 . 6 9 3 0 8 9
' **'*■ = CoCv*~~+£,
-  p  00270, IT -  2 2 0  ,  -&■ = £2 2.70
5 0
I N T E R F A C I A L  A R E A  D E T E R M I N A T I O N  
B A S E  L E N G T H  1=  6 . 7 8 9 lo+ 0 4
'  B A S E  L E N G T H  2=  6 . 7 8 9 , „ + 0 4
A L P H A  1 1 ) = 2 .  l 9 7 lo+ 0 2 B E T A  U ] =  3 1 0
, A L P H A  I I  ] = 2 * 1 9 7  lo+ 0 ? B E T A [ 2 I =  3 1 0
X = 6 8 0 7 2 . 0 3 4 Y =  6 8 1 3 8 . 4 9 6 M =  5 4 9 3 5 . 0 4 8 N =  4 8 7 4 6  - 0 5 9 S =  . 4 9 9 7 9 5 2 1  
i  B A S E  A R E A  = 3 3 5 . 9 7 3 1 8
T O T A L  a r e a  o f  I N T E R F A C F s  3 3 8 . 1 3 0 5 9  
P E R C E N T  I N C R E A S E  I N  I N T E R F A C I A L  A R E A  = . 6 4 2 1 3 8 0 4  
A R E A  C O V E R E D  B Y  W A V E S  = 2 5 5 . 5 9 1 2 5  
A R E A  A B O V E  S U B L A Y E R  = 2 5 7 . 5 2 4 9 1  
P E R C E N T A G E  I N C R E A S E  I N  A R E A  A B O V E  S U B L A  Y E R =  . 7 5 6 5 4 6 5 4  
R A T I O  OF  A R E A  T o  M A S S  1=  2 0 . 1 3 9 4 9 6  
R A T I O  O F  A R E A  T O  MA S S  ? =  1 5 . 5 9 0 1 9 7
|
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The data obtained from the digital sampling unit
In the following pages a table of the maximum wave heights 
and residual film thicknesses as read from the oscilloscope which was used in 
conjunction with the digital sampling unit will be reported. This will be 
followed by the computer output from the digital sampling unit. Excepting a 
few cases, referred to in the text, only the tables of absolute values are 
given, since it has been shown in Chapter 5 that the tables of positive and ’ 
negative values were of limited use, and the data would expand this section 
enormously.
Explanatory note
The computer output is presented as a series of charts, where
decades of film thickness appear in vertical columns, and the units iribetween
- * ■ 
appear in horizontal rows, and it is therefore possible to locate the
frequency of occurrence of any recorded film thickness by referring to the
appropriate row and column.
In each case the liquid used is quoted together with the distance
(d) of the detector below the distributor, and the conversion factor (r)
by which the output value corresponding to the film thickness must be divided
to convert it to millimeters (see appendix 6 ).
The measurements taken from the oscilloscope
The voltages corresponding to the maximum wave height and the
residual layer thickness were read from the oscilloscope which was connected
to the output from the digital sampling unit. The maximum wave height as
recorded by this method fell slightly lower than the maximum value recorded
on the computer output, and the residual layer thickness fell slightly greater
than the lowest recorded value on the computer output. The reason for this
is that waves of exceptionally great amplitude were ignored in assessing the
representative maximum. The results appear in table A3; 1 below:-
APPENDIX 3
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Table A 3:1 
Water, Re^ = 120, r = 70.4
Distance below distributor Max.wave height Residual layer thickness 
cm volts x 10 volts x 10
,7 27 27
8 26 26
10 25 25
15 - 2 8  23
19 32 22
25 32 ■ 19
38 35 19'
50 38 16
63 39 j 15
95 39 15 -
149. 1 40 11
180 . 40 12
Water Re^ = 270, r - 61 .0
Distance below distributor Max. Yfave height Residual layer thickness 
cm volts x 10 volts x 10
7 18 18
13 16 16
17 15 15 •
20 15 15
30 25 ■ 21
35 27 20
40 22 . 20 
50 35 ' 18
70 41 15
130 . 46 13
190 43 .'.'8
2 2 7
Table A 3:1 continued 
Water, Re^ = 375, r-= 61 .0
D is t a n c e  b e lo w  d i s t r i b u t o r  M ax . w ave h e ig h t
cm
12
18
22
28
30
40
50
65
85
115
165
190
volts x 10
31
31 
29 
28 
29
32 
36
46
50 
53 
52 
' 53
49$ glycerine, Re^ = 18.4, r - 43*1
Distance below distributor Max. wave height
cm
7
8 
1 2
22
37
57'
107
196
v o l t s  x  1 0
20 
20 
22 
28 •
30
30
31 
31
R e s i d u a l  l a y e r  t h i c k n e s s  
v o l t s  x  10
31
31
29.
28
29
25
25
24
19
19
15
15
R e s i d u a l  l a y e r  t h i c k n e s s  
v o l t s  x  10
20 
20  '
18
12
10
10
11
9
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Table A 3s1 continued
45$ glycerine, Re1 = 3 2.6, r = 43.1 j
Distance belew 
cm
distributor • Max. wave height 
■ volts x 10
Residual layer thickness 
volts x 10
8 20 20
10 20 20
14 22 17
19 24 14
30 32 12
- 49 . 32 12
65 . 32 11
86 32
.  * ♦ . .11
135 - 34 12
196 . . 30 9
45$ glycerine, Re^ = 48.8, r = 34.5
Distance below 
' cm
distributor Max wave height 
volts x 10
Residual layer thiskness 
volts x 10
10 14 14 *
14 14 14
17 15 14
21 18 12
29 22 9
42 26 8
79 29 8
196 31 7
Computer output data from the digital sampling unit
The computer output data from the digital sampling unit QJfe- 
contained in the following pages. The output for the case of water at j
a Reynolds number of 120, 15 cm below the distributor was multiplied by 
a fator of 10 by operating the range switch on the data logger, and this^data ;
' • jhaaebeen condensed in a table which appears with the original data. It was 
found that in its original state the data wwfc of little use for this particular 
run since too many intervals had been taken. ' " ; j* t- • l
A typical example of the output for the positive and negative 
slopes is shown on p.. 246, where the type of distribution referred to on p. 158!
is illustrated. *3• ■ . ' i
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The air flow rate was metered using a brass orifice plate 
positioned in the air ducting, the pressure drop across, this plate being 
measured using a water manometer. The upstream tapping was placed a distance 
equal to the diameter of the ducting away from the orifice plate, and the 
downstr'eam tapping was positioned at only half of this distance from the 
orifice plate (radius taps), the tapping being appropriately re-positioned ' 
when the air blow direction was reversed.
The important dimensions were as follows:-
Orifice plate diameter = 2.0 in.
Ducting diameter = 4.0 in.
The air channel formed by the wetted wall and the diffusing screen was
• a
7/8 in deep and 21.0 in (53.3 cm) wide.
The formula used was that recommended.by A.S.M.E, which is 
reported in sufficient detail by Perry (69), and appears below:-
q = CYA0 /.2g(pi .............................. A4:12 V |~/M-
where Y = 1 - ■^■-"^ ^ •(0.41 - 0.35
APPENDIX 4
Calibration of air flow meter
and = The ratio of the orifice diameter to the duct diameter 
C = The discharge coefficient (dimensionless)
p
A2 = The orifice area (ft )
2g = The gravitational acceleration (ft/s )
2= The upstream pressure (ibf/ft )
P2 = The downstream pressure (lbf/ft )
k = The ratio of specific heats C./C for the gas being metered.P V
q = The gas flow rate (ft^/s)
The density at the upstream Pressure and temperature..
The following data is given by Perry:-
k for air = 1.403 (17°C)
g = 32.17 ft/s2 ' •
The density of v/ater = 62.43 lb/ft3
• p r> XDensity of air at 14.7 lb/in and 0 C = 0.0808 lb/ft , and therefore, 
density of air at 14.7 lb/in2 and 20°C = 0.0808 x |^~ = 0.07528 lb/ft3
Now A2 = «ff(l/l 2) 2 = 0.02182 ft2 . '
= 2/4 =0.5 and hence j i ^ = 0.0625 
C can be found from a chart presented in ref (69) and for this type of
orifice plate ( D and D/2 tappings witlyS = 0.5) C = O.63O
. < •
A water/ air manometer was used to measure the pressure drop across the 
orifice, and hence
p( - p^  =’ (62.43 - 0.075)H/12 where H is the manometric head in
inches, and therefore, p( - = 5.1 9 &H
th“3 * “ 1 - <°-M  - °-021s>
= 1 - 0.000683H 
q may-now’be calculated from equation A4 1s- .
0.07528q = 0.630(1 - 0.000683H)0.02182 j • 34x5.19Hx0.07528
thus q = 0.9461(1 - 0.000683H)
2Now the area of cross section of the wind channel is 7x21 = 0.1275 ft
8x144
and thus the velocity of flow of the air past the film (v )  is given by:-
V =  q/0.1275 = 7.417(1 - 0.000683H) J  H ft/s ....^ . . 2
The air velocities were calculated from this formula, the most important 
■velocities being tabulated below along with the corresponding head of water 
indicated by the manometer.
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manometric head calculated velocity
(water/air)
inches ft/s
2 . 0  1 0 .4 2
4.0 14.74 *
6.0 18.09
8 .0  20.86
10.0  23.28
Other heads and velocities used are reported in appendix 2. along with
the experimental data.
Range of applicability of equation A4 2
The value of 0.630 found for C is only valid when Re^ at the 
orifice is greater than 30,000 ( 69).
Re = J^ vd w'here Re = Reynolds number at the orifice
Sl S<
.v’ = air velocity at the orifice ft/s
d = dia. of orifice ft
viscosity of air at the orifice lbf/ft sec
^ = density of air at the orifice lb/ft"'
thus when Re. a 30,000 •B ’
30,000 = 0.0752.V_______  ■
6x0.018x0.000672
v = 29 .1 ft/s at the orifice.
this velocity may be converted to the equivalent velocity in the wind
channel by multiplying by the ratio of the orifice area to the wind channel
cross sectional area;-
V = v(0.0218/0.127)
= 29.1(0.0218/0.127) = 4.95 ft/s
This velocity is well below the lowest velocity used in a recorded run in this
work.
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APPENDIX 5 
Calibration of liquid flow meters
The flow meters were calibrated by diverting the discharge 
from the column supply pipe into a plastic dustbin resting on a sensitive 
laboratory scale. The weight of the liquid collected in a fixed period of 
time was thus determined, the measurements being carried out by taring the 
balance so that it was not necessary to subtract the weight of the dustbin 
from the reading to determine the weight of the liquid.
The measurements were recorded in the following tables, and the 
resulting discharge in Ib/min was converted to the Reynolds number by means 
of the following simple'formula:-
Let M = discharge in lb/min, then discharge in g/s = 453.6M/60 
Y/idth of wetted wall = 53.3 cm
j
Hence discharge per centimeter of the wetted wall = 453.6M/60x53.3 g/cm.s
' . 5Now Re^ = , where Q = discharge per unit width in cm /cm.s
Therefore Q = 453•6m/60x53•3x^
Hence Ren = 453.6M/60x53. =  0.14183MA 1 y
Carbon-tetra chloride was used as a manometric fluid in all 
cases except that of iso-propyl alcohol, since carbon-tetra chloride was 
found to be miscible with iso-propyl alcohol. The carbon-tetra chloride thus 
formed a differential'manometer with the liquid for which the flow meters were 
being calibrated. An inclined mercury manometer was used to measure the 
pressure difference across the orifice plates in the case of iso-propyl 
alcohol because of the above difficulty.
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CALIBRATION OF FLOY,; METERS FOR■WATER
1 LOW RANGE A 5 Table 1
Differential head weight collected time to collect flow rate
(inches) lb oz (minutes) (lb/min)
CC1. /water 4 1 14 4 4 3.56
2 22 0 4 5.50
3 27 0 4 6.75
4 31 2 4 7.75
5 35 8 4 8.87
6 39 1 . 4 9-75
* 7 31 2 . 3 10.37
8 33 15. 3 11 .31
9 36 0 3 12.00
10 38 4 3 12.7512 28 2 2 14.00
14 30 6 . 2 15.19
' 16 32 6 2 16.19
18 34 10. . 2 17.31
20 36 4 2 18.12
22 38 8 2 19.25
24 • 40 0 2 20.00
2 HIG-H RANGE A 15 Table 2
Differential head 
(inches) ■ 
CC1. /water 
4 1 
2
3
4
5
6
78
9 
10 
11 /12 
13 
14'
15
16
17
18
weight collected
lb
31
47
56 
63 
46 
50
55
57
62
65
68
71
75
77
80
83
86
88
oz
8
7 
10 
1 2 .
2
10
6
14
0
12
2
10
8 
4
12
0
8
4
time to collect 
(minutes)
3
3
3
32
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
. 2 
2 
2
flow rate 
(lb/min)
10.50
15.81
18.87 
21 .25 
25.62  
25.31 
2 7 .68  
28.91
31.00
32.87 
34.06
35.81 
37.75 
38.62 
40.37
41.50 
43.25 
44.12
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CALIBRATION OF FLOW METERS FOR 2,5# GLYCERINE SOLUTION
1 LOW RANGE A 5 Table 3
Differential head weight' collected time to collect flow rate
(inches) lb oz (minutes) (lb/min)
CC1. /25> glycerine
1 14 8 4 3.622 22 0 4 5.50
3 26 8 4 6.624 31 12 4 7.915 . 35 12 4 8.916 38 0 4 9.50
7 31 5 3 10.418 33 15 3 11.319 35 4 ' 3 11.7510 37 8 3 . 12.5012 40 5 3 13.4114
. /■ 44 7 • 3 14.8716 47 13 3 15.9118 33 10 2 16.8120 35 8 2 17 .6 222 37 12 2 18.8524 , 38 14 2 19.41
2 HIGH RANGE A 5 Table 4
Differential head weight collected time to collect flow rate
(inches) lb oz (minutes) (lb/min)
CC1. /25% glycerine
^ 1 30 15 3 10.312 46 14 3 15.62
3 54 12 3 '18.25'
4 61 8 3 20.50
5 47 8 2 - 23.50
6 50 0 2 25.00
7 52 10 2 26.31
8 58 0 2 29.00
9 60 10 2 30.31
10 64 0 2 32.00
11 ' 67 10 2 33.81
12 70 0 • 2 35.00
13 36 5 1 36.31
i 14 38 0 1 38.OO
15 39 12 1 39.75
16 40 8 1 40.50
17 42 0 1 42.00
1
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CALIBRATION OF FLOV,r METERS FOR 45/? GLYCERINE SOLUTION
1 LOW RANGE A 5 Table 5
Differential head weight collected time to collect flowr rate
(inches) lb oz (minutes) (lb/min)
CC1. 'lh3?o glycerine- a- 1 11 4 4 2.81
2 20 4 4 5.06
3 27 6 4 6.01
4 30 8 4 7.62
5 34 0 4 8.50
. 6 38 4 4 9.56
7 30 .3 • 3 10.06
8 33 0 3 11.00
9 34 8 3 11.50
10 36 9 3 12.18
12 40 5 3 13.41
.14 • 43 2 . 3 14.37
16 45 6 3 15.12
18 . 32 14 2 16.41
20 34 0 2 17.00
22 36 0 2 18.00
24 37 8 2 18.75
26
2 HIGH RANGE
39 4
A 5 Table
2
6
19.62
Differential head weight collected time to collect flow rate
(inches) lb oz (minutes) (lb/min)
CC1. /K %  glycerine
. 1 28 14 3 9.62
2 42 11 3 14.25
3 51 12 3 17.25
4 60 0 3 20.00
5 66 15 3 22.31
6 48 0 2 24.00
7 52 14 2 26.41
8 55 14, 2 • 27.91
9 58 14 2 29.4110 60 4 2 30.12
11 64 a 2 32.25
, 12 67 8 2 33.75
13 70 6 2 35.18
14 • 72 10 2 36.31
• 15 75 0 2 37.50
16 77 4 2 38.62
17 78 10 2 39.31
18 80 10 2 40.31
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CALIBRATION OF FLOY/ METERS FOR ISO-PROPYL ALCOHOL 
An inclined mercury guage was used for these measurements. 
' ' - A. 5 Table 7
(inches) 
Hg/iso-propanol
lh oz ■(minutes) (lb/min)
0o1 " • 13 "5 3 4.41
0.2 21 9 • 3 7.18 .
0.3 27 6 3 9.12
0.4 30 12 3 10.25
0.5 33 . 9 3 • 11 .18
0.6 37 2 3 12.37
0.7 40 5 ' 3 13.41
0.8 42 15 3 14.31
0.9 • 47 2 3 15.37
1.0 48 9 3 16.18
1 .1 ■34 8 2 17.25
1 .2 36 6 2 18.18
1.3 37 2 2 18.56
1.4 . ' 38 14 2 19.41
' 1.5 40 0 • 2 20.00
1.6 41 2 2 20.56
’ 1.7 42 10 2 21.31
. 1.8 44 0 2 22.00
1.9 44 .12 2 22.37
2.0 46 2 2 23.06
2.1 48 ■ 0 2 24-. 00
2.2 48 0 2 24.25
2.3 50 4 2 2 5 .12
2.4 , 52 0 2 26.00
2.5 54 10 2 27.31
(
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APPENDIX 6
Calibration of digital sampling-unit
Two calibrations were performed:- 1 ) to establish the range of
output values over which the signal was linear, and 2) to calibrate the 
unit for the various runs. •
1) Range of linearity
It was shown in section 3»3 that the graph of output voltage 
from the sampling unit v. log of the lens aperture should be linear, and 
from the data tabulated below, and the graph of this plotted in fig A6.:.2' .1 
can be seen that the output is practically linear over the range 0 to 5*5 
volts, and thus all the output data was confined to these limits.
Output volts lens aperture mm
2) Calibration of the unit
Having determined the range of linearity of the output from the 
unit, the relationship between the voltage output and the film thickness 
was desired. It has been explained in section 3.3 that a perspex cell with 
an internal separation between the walls of 1.42 mm was taped to the wetted 
wall and filled with the. solution to he tested. If undiluted dyed solution 
was placed in the cell, then the output corresponded to 1.42 mm of film 
thickness, hut if the solution was diluted with undyed solution, to say 
50?o of the dye concentration in the film, then the output would be equivalent 
to a.film only half as thick, ie. 0.71 mm. The calibration results are 
tabulated below, and also appear plotted in fig /vG.Mt
It is to he noted that the same dye concentration was used
0.00 
1 .75 
2.90 
A, 06 
5.25 
6.28 
6.88 
7.01
58
5Q
45
40
35
30
25
20
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DATA FOR WATER Re„ = 1 20
$ cono. of dye in cell on the 
basis of 100$ dye in film.
50.0
33.3
25.0
12.5 
0 . 0
DATA FOR WATER Re, = 270 and 375
$ conc. of dye in cell on the 
basis of 100$ dye in film.
- f .
50.0
33.3
25.0
12.5 
0 .0
voltage output 
volts
5 .0 0  ' 
3.45
2.55 
1.15 
0.00
■voltage output 
volts
4.55
2.85
2.30
0.95
0.00
DATA FOR 45$ CrLYCERIHE SOLUTION Re, = 18.4 and 52.6
voltage output 
volts
$ conc. of dye in cell on the ‘ . 
basis of 100$ dye in film.
. 50.0 2.95
33.3 ‘2.05
25.0 1.65
12.5 0.70
0.0 ' 0.00
DATA FOR 45$ GLYCERINS SOLUTION Re,~= 48.8
$ conc. of dye in cell on the 
basis of 100$ dye in film.
50.0
33.3
25.0 
1 2.5
' • 0.0
voltage output 
' volts
2.50
1 .6 5  
1 . 2 0  
0.60  
0.00
_J
O WflTSifi {?eu := ,l2 .0
.J. W t f f e r f  & e ^ 2 n o  2  3 7 i T
. -<4f-;/i (*^Jct£ftuJ£ S'32*4
o d\p%&t-yc£#ide £e = '43- 3
+so -{­100
PERCENTAGE CONCENTRATION OF DYE IN C E L L  RELATIVE TO 
CONCENTRATION OF DYE IN FILM
C A u & M T t e N  P o d o  ItrlTtft- S i < l M  P L  I  t v  6- T
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in runs at different Reynolds numbers using the same liquids in some cases^ 
and thus some of the calibration results were used in more than one series of 
experiments at any given Reynolds' number'.
The slope of the lines in the graph of voltage output versus dye 
concentration in fig A(?\ 1 can be used to find-the relationship between the 
computer output and the film thickness: -
1) Water at Re^ - 120 ■ .
When the cell was filled with liquid containing the same 
concentration of dye as the film then the light absorbed in the cell was 
equivalent to the light absorbed by a film of thickness 1 .42 mm. It thus 
follows that when the dye concentration in the cell was half of that in the 
film, then the light absorbed by the dye in the cell was equivalent to the light 
absorbed by a film of thickness 1.42/2 =; 0 .71 mm.
From fig A b'A it can he seen that when the cell was filled wit'h 
a solution vdth only.50/ of the dye concentration of the film, then the output 
voltage from the sampling unit was 5*00 volts in this particular case.
The sensitivity of the.system was therefore 5.00/0.71 = 7*04 volts/mm.
The computer printed 10 units of film thickness for every volt of the signal 
in order to avoid the use of decimal points, and hence the computer output 
must he divided by 70.4 in order to convert it to mm in this case.
2) Water at Re^  - 270 and 375
Using the same method as above
a dye concentration of 50$ of that in the film was equivalent to 4.33 volts
during these runs, and therefore 0.71 mm was equivalent to 4.33 volts.
The computer output must therefore be divided by 10x4.33/0.71 = 61.0
3) 45$ glycerine solution at Re^ = 18.4 and 32.6
A dye concentration of 50$ was equivalent to 3.06 volts under
these conditions, and therefore 0.71 mm was ecu!valent to 3*06 volts.
The computer output must therefore be divided by 10x3.06/0.71 = 43*1
4)'45$ glycerine solution at Re., = 48.8
----------------------------------------------------i ——    ----------------------------------------------------------------------------j .
A dye concentration of 50$ was equivalent to 2.45 volts at this
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flow rate, and therefore, 0.71 mm was equivalent to 2.45 volts.
The computer output must therefore be divided by 10x2.45/0.71 = 34»5
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The variation of the calculated surface area with the number of 
densitometer traverses in each direction
It is of some importance to establish the degree of error caused 
in the value of the calculated surface area by the use of average lengths 
across the surface based 011 a.finite number of traverses across the photographi 
plates, rather than the theoretically required infinite number of traverses.
In order to examine this dependance, the surface area for the water 
runs at the base of the column has been recalculated talcing first one 
traverse in each direction, and then two equally spaced, and so 011, until 
a picture of the required dependance has been built up.
The calculations • . '
In section 2.3 it was shown that the surface area S - AX + BY - AB 
where X .and Y are the mean lengths across the surface in the directions 
b and.a respectively, and A and B are the lengths of the base in the directions 
a and b respectively.
Thus the increase in surface area per unit areaAS = AX + BY - 2AB 
and hence/kS = A(X-B) + B(Y“A)
APPENDIX 7
The percentage increase in interfacial area = /o/^ S - 
Thus $AS = 100 llzBi + (Y-A)
A(X-B) + b (y-a ) X  100
AB
a
Now x and y are the individually determined lengths across the surface 
from which the average lengths X and Y (respectively) are determined.
The quantities /x-B) and (y-A) have been printed out. for each traverse - 
across the plates in the computer output, and it is thus a‘simple matter' 
to calculate the surface area increase taking any combirfation of runs for 
a particular plate.
Example ■
Water at Re^.= 50 ) ( p 1?0)
The base lengths (A and B) are 1.253 x 10^ and 1.253 x 10^ in this case
10 runs were taken in each direction, and selecting the fifth in each 
direction:-
(X-B) = 42.767, and (Y-A) = 14.287
Hence /AS = 42.767 14.287
1 .253 x 10- 1 .253 x  105
x 100 = 0.045^
Talcing the third and eighth traverse in each direction and averaging 
these gives:-
(X-B) = K70.315 + AO. 551 ) = 55-43
(T-A) = K32.791 +.32.333) = 32.56 • .
Hence /Aja = 55.43 32.56 x 100 t= 0.0702/
1 ;253 x .10^  1 .253 x 10'
The remainder of thr results are summarised in A7:table 1, and
they are represented as a chart in fig (A7: 1) giving the percentage 
deviation from the final computer value in terms of the number of tracks 
used in each direction. The deviation must become aero when the final value
is reached, but the absence of large fluctuations after about 5 traverses
in qach direction is considered to be a. good indication that about 10 runs 
in each direction should'result in deviations being less than 10% from the 
true value.
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The following table refers to water a.t the base of the column (5ft 6in to 
6ft 6in below the distributor) •
Re^ number of traverses 
in each direction
50 ' 1 
50 2
50 5
50 '10
100 1 •
100 2
100 5
100 10
200 1
200 2
200 5
200 15
250 1
250 2­
250 6
250 18
750 1
750 2
750 5
750 10
A yTable 1
recalculated surface area final value 
percent
0.0455 
0.0702  
0.0686 
0.0794 
0.0875 
0.0986 
0.1077. 
©.1006 
0.1077 
0.2315 
0.2335 
0.2082 
0.1129 
0.3403 
0.2324 
0.2515 
0.6034 
0.6658 
0.6577 
0.6358
0.0794
It
0.1006
0.2082
I
0.2515
0.6358
tl
%
deviation
«42.7?o
- 11.6
"13*6
-13.0
- 1.9 
+ 7*1
-48.0/ 
+11.1 
+12.1
-55*0
+35*0
- 7*7
--5*1
+ 4 .7
+ 3 .5
T
II
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APPENDIX 8
Wave growth rates
Table Ag:1 below presents the measured displacements of the 
wave peak and trough envelopes from the mean thickness. The displacements are 
measured from fig£ 39/4-Pand in each case the slope of the response curve 
obtained from the densitometer traverse of the calibration wedge is given, from 
which the true displacementsrin mm are calculated. All the results refer 
to 45% glycerine solution. The recorder chart speed was 1 mm/s for the 
recording of the calibration curves and 3 mm/s for the recording of the 
wave profiles in order to obtain sufficient clarity.
In Appendix 1 it is shown that the. response of the system is
such that the displacement of the pen on the linear portion of the response
i
curve as the chart moves- through 2.52 cm is equivalent to 1 mm of film thickness
when the dye. concentration in the wedge is the same as that in the film. In
this part of, the work the dye concentration was high in order to reveal the 
low amplitude waves as clearly as possible, and the dye concentration 
in the wedgw was only half of that in the film. By the reasoning explained in . 
section 3*1} the displacement of the pen as the recorder chart moves through 
2 .5 2 x 2 = 5.04 cm will be equivalent to 1 mm of film thickness.
Table ASM !j
45/ glycerine, Re^ = 1 16 .0 j
On the linear portion of the response curve, the pen displacement was 4.2 cm
as the chart moved through 5.04 cm, and hence 4.2 cm on the chart is equivalent '
to 1 mm film thickness.
   --  ---- ewi/etof*? -   —   1
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Dist. below 
distributor 
cm
Peak^displacement from the mean 
on recorder chart actual 
cm mm
Trough^displacement from the mean 
on recorder chart actual 
cm mm
35 1 .8 0.43 1 .0 0.24
33 1 .0 0.24 . 0.65 0.16
31 0.6 0.14 0.45 0.11.
29 ■ 0.25 0.06 . 0.30 0.07
27 0.15 0.036 ■ j 0.20 0.047 .
\ .
• I* • , ■
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.Table A 8:1 continued
45f® glycerine, Re^ = 68.6
On the linear portion of the response curve, the pen displacement was 4.3 cm
as the chart moved through 5*04 cm, and hence 4*3 cm on the chart is equivalent'!
-j
to 1 mm of film thickness. \ ■ ' . I
B}i{JsuoPa
Dist. below 
distributor
cm
PeakAdisplacement from the mean 
on recorder chart actual
cm mm
Trough^displacement from the mean 
on recorder chart actual
cm mm
26 2„7 0.63 1-3 0.30
25 1.9 0.44 1.0 0.23
24 1.3 0.30 . 0.8 0.18
23 0.9 0;21 0.6 0.14
22 0.6 0.13 ' 0.45 0.10
21 0.45 • 0.104 . 0.35 0.081
20 0.30 0.07 0.30 0.07
18 • 0.20 0.046 0.20 0.046
45^ glycerine, F.e^  = 48.8
. - i
On the linear portion of the response curve, the pen displacement was' 4.25 cm j
.  i• !as the chart moved through 5*04 cm, and hence 4.25 cm on the chart is equivalent
to 1 mm of film thickness.
suveri-o P& emJe.LoP£
Dist. below 
distributor
cm
"eak^displacement from the mean 
on recorder chart actual
cm mm
Trough^displacement 
on recorder chart
cm
from the mean 
actual
mm
23 3.0 0.71 _ - _ *
22 1.7 0.40 1.3 0.35
21 1 .0 0.24 0.7 0 .16
20 0.7 ' 0 .16 0.5 Qo12
19 0.5 0.12 0.4 0.094
18 0.35 0.082 0.25 0.059
17 ’ 0.30 0.071 0.20 0.047
16 0.15 0.035 0.10 0.023
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kd ji glycerine, Re^ = 32.6
On the linear portion of.the response curve, the pen displacement was 3*5 cm 
as the chart moved through 5*01- cm, and hence 3*5 cm on the chart is equivalent 
to 1 mm film thickness. .
Table A 8:1 continued
IzSll/cLvfie P i
Dist. below Peak^displacement from the mean Trough^displacement from the mean
distributor on recorder chart actual on recorder chart actual
cm cm mm cm mm .
18 2.9 0.83' 1 .8 0.51
17 1 .6 0.46 1 .1 0.31
16 . 0.9 0.-25 0 .6 . 0.17
15 0.5 - 0.14 0.35 0 .10
14 0.25 ■ 0.07 . 0 .2 0.057
13 0 .1 5 0.043 0 .15 0.043
h-% glycerine, Re^ = 1 7 .7 :
On the linear portion of the response curve, the pen displacement was 3-9 cm 
as the chart moved through 5*04 cm, and hence 3*9 cm on the chart is equivalent
to 1 mm of chart thickness.
eU(JcLOP£
Dist. below Peak,displacement from the mean Trough^displacement from the mear
distributor on recorder chart actual on recorder chart ac tual
cm cm mm cm mm
11 .5 4.3 1 .1 - -
10.5 2.0 0.51 1 .1 0.28
9.5 0.90 0.23 0.65 0 .1 6
8.5 0.35 0.09 •0.35 0.09 •
7.5 0.15 0.038 0.20 0.051
Calculation of the amplification factor
The above wave growth'data has been plotted in fig (41) and the! 
slope of the lines was determined as shown below. The amplification factor 
c fy  wras thus determined, this being defined as the amplification experienced 
by a wave in'travelling 10 cm.
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45!$ glycerine, Re^ = 17.7
Referring to fig (41 ), the line for Re =17.7 drawn through1
the points representing the wave peak, displacement from the mean passes from 
0.02 mm to 0.82 mm as the distance "below the distributor increases from
5.4 cm to 10.4 ciju. The amplification experienced by the wave peaks in travelling
0 82through 5 cm is therefore = ^.5, and thus the amplification experienced
by a wave moving' through 10 cm is 42.5 x 42.5 = 1806. Similarly, the amplific­
ation experienced by the wave troughs at Re^ = 17»7 can be found:-
The trough displacement increases from 0.05 mm to 0.50 mm as the distance
below the distributor increases from 6.0 to 11.0 cm, and thus the amplification
i2C j
as the wrave troughs travel through 10 cm is [q q ^j =100
The amplification factor, , is equal to the sum of the wave
peak and trough amplifications, and is thus equal to 1806 + 100 = 1906
43$ glycerine, Re^ = 32.6 • •
Using the same method as that explained above
The wave peak displacement increases from 0.018 mm to 0.60 mm as the distance
below the distributor increases from 12 cm to 17 cm, thus the amplification
r  q
experienced by the wave peaks as they travel through 10 cm is] q^oT^sI ~
The wave, trough displacement increases from 0-.045 mm to 0.54 mm as the distance
below the distributor increases from 13 cm to 18 cm, thus the amplification
To 5experienced by the wave troughs as they travel through 10 cm is -— -yd = 144
Thus c / l = 1108 + 144 = 1252 
45!$ glycerine, Re^ = 48.8
The wave peak displacement increases'from 0.034 mm to 0.26 mm as the distance 
below the distributor increases from 16 to 21 cm, thus the amplification 
experienced by the wave peaks as they travel through 10 cm isl_0.034j
The wave trough displacement increases from 0.03 mm to 0.15 mm as the distance
below the distributor increases from 16 cm to 21 <;m, thus the amplification
fb 1 5*]2experienced by the wave troughs as they travel through 10 cm is]q’qz] = ^5 
Thus c/l = 58.5 +25 = 83.5 ‘ ‘ "
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45$ glycerine, Re^ = 68.6
The peak wave displacement increases from 0.034 to 0.16 mm as the distance 
below the distributor increases from 17 to 22 cm, thus the amplification
=  22.1ffr. 1 65 [0.034experienced by the wave peaks as they travel through 10 cm isj 
The wave trough displacement increases from 0.035 mm to 0.11 mm as the distance 
below the distributor increases from 17 to 22 cm, thus the amplification
• ' F' 1 i"l2experienced by the wave troughs as they travel through 10 cm is =9.8
Thus CA  = 22.1 + 9.8 = 31.9 
45$ glycerine, Re^ = 1 16 .0
The peak wave displacement increases from 0.045 to 0.18 mm as the distance 
below the distributor increases from 27 to 32 thus the amplification
p
0 18experienced by the wave peaks as they travel through 10 cm is — — — = 16
0 . 0 4 b
The wave trough displacement increases from 0.054 to 0.12 mm as the distance 
below the distributor increases from 27 to 32 cm, thus the amplification
• fo 1 2 *Fexperienced by the wave troughs-as they travel through 10 cm is Jq*q^| = 4.9 
Thus c H  = 16 + 4.9 = 20.9
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APPENDIX 9 ' '
Physical properties of the liquids used
Values of the specific'gravity, surface tension, and viscosity 
are available from published work, but it was necessary to carry out some 
practical determinations in order to investigate the effects of the nigrosine 
dye upon the physical properties of the solutions. The dye concentration 
varied from run to fun in this work, and no simple means of checking this 
concentration was available. It was thus decided to carry out the determinations 
of physical properties at a representative mean concentration,' estimated to be 
0.75 g/1. , • ' ' . " •
•' ' ' •!Density measurement . .
Values of the density were obtained using a 25 ml specific gravity
bottle, and the following results were obtained at 20°C.
‘Dye concentration 0.75 g/l* .. :
liquid (containing 0 .75 g/l.. nigrosine) measured density density of vmdyed liquid 
, - . . • . . . . • v from the literature.
45$ glycerine 1 , 1 1 1 g/l 1.1128 g/l (70 )
25% glycerine w/,\j -| .060 g/l 1 .0598 g/l (70 )
mains water . 3.0009 g/l 0.99823 g/l (71
iso-propyl alcohol 0.789 g/l 0.7854 g/l (7 0 )
(containing alcohol soluble nigrosine)
It can be seen from the above that the effect of nigrosine dye
, • |
at the concentrations used in this work on the density of the solutions is
neglegible.
Viscosity measurements
The.measurements of viscosity were carried out using the solutions 
as above containing 0.75 g/l nigrosine, A standard reverse flow U tube viscometer 
(B.S. 188 1957) type 1 suitable for opaque liquids was used.
The U tube viscometer operates on the-basis of timing the flow of i
an accurately determined volume of liquid between marks on the viscometer. The
equation normally followed in such viscometers (76) is}) = Ct + v- where- U
t is the time in seconds for the liquid to pass between the timing marks 
and1)) = the kinematic viscosity . C is a constant for the viscometer
and B is a correction term to allow for the finite kinetic energy of the liquid. 
It is stated in B.S. 188 that Insufficient knowledge of the variation of B 
with physical conditions is available in order to predict its value for reverse 
flow viscometers which are used to determine the viscosity of opaque liquids.
For type 1 viscometers, errors due to ignoring B will be neglegible (76) if 
the viscosity of the liquid to be tested is greater than 1.8 cS. It was thus 
not possible to determine the viscosity of dyed water, since the viscosity 
of water is less than this figure.
The value of C was determined using an accurately made up undyed 
U-dfo glycerine solution, and the method recommended in B.S. 118 was used.
The flow time for 45fo glycerine solution at 20°C was 1250 secs.
The viscosity of 45? glycerine solution at 20°C (73) is 4.218 cS (4*692 cP)
Thus 4*218 = 1250C,. and hence C = 0.003374
Thus j/ = 0.G03374t •
This formula was used to determine the viscosity of 455& glycerine solution 
containing 0.75. g/l of nigrosine, and of pure iso-propyl alcohol containig '
0.75 g.A of alcohol soluble nigrosine. The viscosity of the dyed glycerine 
solution was found to be 4.251 oS, and since the density was found to be 1.111g/c 
(see above) the absolute viscosity is 4.251 x 1.111 = 4.722 cP. The corresponding 
value obtained for dyed iso-propyl alcohol was-3.137 cS = 3.137 x 0.789 cP 
= 2.475 cP. The viscosity of pure iso-propyl alcohol at 20°C is given in the 
literature (7.4 ) as 2.37 cP. It can be seen that the effect of the nigrosine dye 
upon the viscosity is very small, and thus the values-of viscosity 
for 25/ glycerine solution and water were taken from the literature:- 
viscosity of water at 20°c = 1 .0050 cP (7 2) •
viscosity of 2jfo. glycerine solution at 20°C = 2.176 cP (73)
Surface tension measurements
. The surface tension of the liquids was determined using a du Nouy
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tensiometer ('70, the follov/ing values being obtained.
Liquid
Mains water • ■ .
Mains water (0.75 g/l nigrosine)
43% glycerine solution 
4%  glycerine (0 .75 g/l nigrosine) 
25% glycerine solution '
23/o glycerine (O.75 g/l nigrosine)
surface tension
71 .8 dynes/cm
70 .4 dynes/cm 
68.6 dynes/cm
68.0 dynes/cm 
7 0 .2 dynes/cm
70.0 dynes/cm
20 .4 dynes/cm
20 .4 dynes/cm
iso-propyl alcohol
iso-propyl alcohol (0 .75 g/l nigrosine)
It can be seen from the above that the effect of the nigrosine dye 
on the surface tension.of the liquids used is very small.
4
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APPENDIX 10 
The digital sampling unit circuit
The circuit of this unit is drawn in fig A 10:( and is 
composed of the following systems 
t) The detector head
2) The main amplifier
3) The pulse generator
It-) The storage amplifier \
5) The differentiator
6) The rejection level unit
7) The polarity determining „ '' ■
8) The counter drive
1 . The detector head .* .
The detector head consisted of a silicon photovoltaic photocell 
Ferranti type MS9BE feeding into a very high impedance pre amplifier 
consisting of a field effect transistor type BFX63 and giving a low 
impedance output via a transistor type 2N3702,
The. output was fed to the main unit via 12ft of screened lead.
2. Main amplifier
The main amplifier was "based on a Burr-Brown .(81) DC operationaL 
amplifier type 3019/15 "but its response was limited to the range 0 - 500 c/s 
in order to avoid saturating the differentiator with high frequencies. The 
gain was adjustable from 23 - 250. The amplifier could be balanced to give 
zero output, but the balance control was very sensitive, and was made from 
a chain of fixed and variable resistors in the practical circuit, these 
being chosen to suit the particular unit.
3. The pulse' generator
The pulse generator provided the pulses to trigger and control 
the unit and consisted of four transistors to the right of the parity relay 
connections in fig A/O:1. The circuit gives rise to two types of pulse, one
■ASSti'OTT -
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v w
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CD a  0----------------------------------------2 :0
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of 23 ms duration (terminal A in the circuit) and one of only 100 micro sec. 
duration to trigger the digital voltmeter. This section of the unit was of 
the same design as the pulse.generator which was used to trigger the data 
logger at a steady rate (adjustable by means of the 1M ohm pot.) during 
the scanning of the photographic plates using the densitometer.
If. The storage amplifier.
The output from the main amplifier was passed into a field 
effect transistor type 2N3829 and this drove an amplifier type F17 (Computing 
Techniques), although the Burr-Brown type 3019/15 would be equally suitable. 
The object was that this amplifier would become operative only during the 
period when the gate of the field effect transistor was energised by a pulse 
from the pulse generator. During this period the charge on the capacitor 
across the amplifier would follow the signal from the main amplifier, but 
when the pulse decayed, the field effect transistor would become of such 
high impedance that it effectively switched off the input to the storage 
amplifier and the capacitor would hold the charge equal to the last signal 
level before decay of the .pulse. The output of this amplifier fed the digital 
voltmeter which drove the data logger,- and the capacitance was chosen of 
such value that its charge decayed so slowly through the system's impedance 
that an error of no greatex- than 1$ would be caused by this decay at the 
sampling rate of if per second.
5. The differentiator .
The differentiator was necessary in order to sense v/hether the 
wave slope was a rising or falling one. This system was of conventional 
design, except that the feedback'resistor was composed of a diode bridge 
which ensured that its output was insensitive to the input level, but 
depended mainly on the rate of change of the signal, Thb.output was then 
fed to a zero crossing detector (Burr-Brown type 4002/16) and this provided 
an output of either +5 volts or -5 volts.depending on whether the wave slope 
was a rising or falling one.
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6. The rejection level
The number of samples taken on the rising and falling slopes 
was required to be displayed on individual counters, and at the time of 
planning this apparatus it was thought to be of some advantage if the 
number of counts above an arbitrary film thickness could be read off the 
counters, and. hence a facility was included to allow the counters to be 
operative when the signal level was greater than the value set by the 
rejection level control, but this facility was not used in the work.
7. The polarity determining bi^stable’
It was vital that the sign of the wave slope and the amplitude 
information- should be recorded at the same instant, and to this end a 
special bi-stable was designed which can be seen at the bottom right hand 
corner of the circuit diagramm fig AW.1 . The output of the zero crossing 
detector was passed into the'bi ..stable via a 2N3702 transistor and two ' 
2N3M7 transistors, but the state of the bi stable was not changed until 
the transfer pulse from'A had collapsed and the bi-stable thus took up 
the state appropriate to the sign of the slope of the waves at the same 
instant as the amplitude was recorded. The output signal was coupled to 
the data logger by breaking the polarity determining lead from the digital 
voltmeter and coupling the bi-stable output to the punch drive side of thi 
lead.
8. The counter drive
The bi-stable drove an 0C200 transistor which energised a reed 
relay fitted with change over contacts. This relay diverted the signal to 
the appropriate electromechanical counter, thus giving a record of the 
number of samples taken onvthe rising and falling slopes respectively.
In addition a third counter was connected in parallel with the other two 
in order that the total count would be displayed, but this is not shown 
on the circuit. •
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The MS9BE silicon photo-cells
Tlie information given below is obtained from the Ferranti data 
sheet on MS9A and MS9B photocells, issue 3 Bee. 19<$A 
MS9BE photocell
2 *55 mm x 1*2 mm 
-50 to + 85°C 
about 1 microsecond
0.85 microns
The graph below shows the open circuit response (ie. the cell feeding an 
infinite impedance) and the response when the cell is feeding an impedance 
which gives the maximum power output (V optimum load)
APPENDIX 11
Active area 
Ambient temp range 
Rise and Fall times 
Peak spectral response
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T h e  unbroken  portion  of the V o/0  cu rve  and the  co rrespond ing  part o f the V 0 /L  cu rve  
are applicable on ly  to  MS9B and M S9BE.
It can be seen that the voltage output of the cell Varies linearly 
with the log of the incident illumination when the cell is open circuit (o/c) 
but severe deviation from linearity results if the load falls to the optimum 
value. Details of the optimum load are given below:-
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Th e  unbroken portion  applies to  MS9B and MS9BE only,
The impedance presented to the photo-cell was about 6x10^ 
and this was sufficient to ensure linearity of response.
ohms
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Testing of the microdensiometer using a standard density strip
A standard density strip was obtained and the plot overleaf shows 
the microdensioometer output at the various calibrated densities on the strip.
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An Algebraic operation from section 2.3
• APPENDIX V3
/ *0. 
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APPENDIX 14 
Al4:a Expansion of the (/'function
i
. From equation pll
(1+lJ) - (it!#
' 7 d ^ ) 3
This may be expanded in ascending powers of by long division:-
C t -f Z ef) -  t-i ■+
C u r c f f  -  t+  •?</ + 3 / 2 ■+ <£*
  f + -2)* <£ ( ■+&) - <£ (2^  -I2tr+l&\+d f&t-let -f >S) 21)
+<2^  't<£ J  !i-2z ft ^
4 l2 i 'Z y rfQ '-y ) ~/3 
f e e  - 3)
(, t + 0  -4 % -t -S’)
-$& £'-122: i-ts} )
■ - 4 ^ ' ^ 4 " ^ 0  - • • ■
</ ( bi L- 2 - C > & f - t $ } j -4% ■ • -  ■
tietiC B  [ j /~  ( j i - ^ 4 ) ■ V f g ^ ^ O  -21}
This equation was modified in section 5»^ to give:-
i j  ~ (/J& < 4)''k£> +  4 ( lz ~ X )+ 4 Xf e '2-t ~ ' e ) - 21)  '"
This equation can be integrated as follows:-
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A14sb Integration of the modified (/'''function
Substitution of the modified^ function into equation fioj
leads to:-
Energy absorbed =
k>k&Y*- <X=
Ignoring harmonics,^^Sin(nx) from equation fU-l]
The integrals of ascending powers of Sin(nx) are therefore required in order 
to integrate this expression. '
c >  -
J-J S i^ sc)4 k= = - ^ ' ^ ^ >, ~  o
'o
r>
j,\ > u-Jjf ft - 
-M . ' L 4-r\ _
- _L “  <2.
J.> A
£> 
r>
S ^ f £ / < jc -LA — -§aej 6^  3£/i
-6wix —  ^   ^2 C-=> HX
** 35? “ X T '
-r>
_2_
~  C>
Therefore., Energy absorbed = H  t &z~&>*+ i s ) 1'"
Phtting z = 3, then:- f
Energy absorbed = "*
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. Al^ : c Plotting the 'F1 function
When z = 2:-
When z = 3?-
. f  = ^ [ 2  ~ < *h*3 £  i~*fO
~ K
F can now he calculated in each case for selected values of
7 ^ Sc^ A-8°s -  2^- 1cP< (1-<><V
5/2
F
when z = 2
F
when z =
0.05 0.35 0.40 0.02 0.045 1.64 0.932 0.932
0.1 0.7 0.80 •0.08 , 0.18 1.38 0.90 0.90
0.2 1.4 1.6 0.32 0.72 0.92 0.818 0.995
0.3 2.1 ■ 2.4 0 .72 1 .6 2 0.62 0.761 1.50
0 .4 2.8 3.2 1.28 2.88 0.48 ■ 0.89 1.10
0.5 3.5 2.00 0.50 1.42
0.55 3.85 2.416 O.56 2.11
A theoretical treatment of the flow of liquid films in the region of the 
Reynolds number of inception
A system in a state of static equilibrium always attempts to 
achieve a minimum free energy (56).
In liquid systems free energy is expressible as the product of 
.surface tension and free surface area, and, in the absence of other forces, 
a 3-iquid will form spherical droplets which possess the minimum surface area 
per unit mass.
It occurred to the Author that in a very thin and therefore slow 
moving film of liquid, the fulfilment of this criterion may suppress the 
formation of ripples, since the film would be approaching static equilibrium 
and would resist any attempt to increase its surface area by the-formation o'f 
ripples. The film would, however, be unable to collapse to spherical droplets 
because of the force of cohesion between the liquid and the wetted wall.
It was thought that it may be possible to calculate the minimum
Reynolds number of inception, Re^ based on the above treatment.
Consider a thin lamina of unit area and thickness dy
in a falling film.
For steady flow'.
.2
Hence:- — ^ e -  A 1 r-1
dy2 S *
where v( and v^  are point velocities in the film in the 
x direction.
Integrating equation A/5! 1
dv _ _PZL + C, 
dy y t e  '
\Vhere is the integration constant. •
Let the film thickness be a, hence, when y = a , then
d v  *—  = 0. if there is no surface traction, dy /
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*1
Jc j
/
t r
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Hence
Therefore 0  = (a-y)  A 1 5 :
Integrating equation AI5/2 :~
v = ( w - 2-} + c2 ,
is the integration constant.
When y = 0, v = 0, and therefore, = 0
Hence the average stream velocity, T  can be found
c a 2 2
v = I (ay-. 2-) dy = Srf2-
>  Jo 2 >
** A- o_3( 2 2  _ 28^) dy
 ^ y A 2
The kinetic energy of unit mass of the film may be found as follows :-
O » 2 “
KE = |v =2 ptTa
. -jHow the free surface area per unit mass is — -r- where a is the film thickness.a 0
cr'Hence the surface energy per unit mass is ~~7T^
In calculating the total energy of the system, the viscous energy loss and 
the potential energy degraded may be ignored, since for an equilibrium state 
they are equal and opposite.
The kinetic energy and surface energy can how be sketched as 
graphs on co-ordinates of energy (E) and film thickness (a), and they can 
be seen from the above to take the forms of a fourth power expression in 
'a’ and a rectangular hyperbola respectively. The curves are sketched in 
fig Ai£: 1, but it is not necessary to calculate any values since the equations 
are general and only the form of the graph is of importance. The total energy 
curve is also added in fig A>51, this is obtained simply by adding the 
kinetic and surface energy curves. The minimum in the total energy curve can 
be found by calculus as follows:-
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film thickness (a) 
Fig AtSi 1
p" 2 ^ /•T*Total energy (E) = a-—  +
differentiating
dE
da
a? 0 ~
dEPutting —  = 0 in order to find the minimum value of E
a5 = 15 A 15:3
Now in this work, Re, is defined as -%rr^ ~ =
• i  y
Substituting for 7  
t  3
then Re^ = y?a- 0 .......... ..-tX- A 1 5 A.
Eliminating 'a' between equations AfS:3 and A«s: 4
(* =  lS0~.Cc"* - e V
■ . ^  . 2
Hence ( & 0  —  0-2/T* — p <y ........................ A1 5: 5
Now this minimum energy conditxon may be of some importance since it marks 
a turning point in the system as it changes from being surface energy 
controlled to kinetic energy controlled. It follows that the Reynolds number 
as given be equation k t $ A v/ill be the greatest at which the film is surface 
energy controlled and likely.to resist the formation of waves by the reasoning
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given earlier in this appendix. Re^ in equation A1 5: 5 can thus be considered
to be equal to Re^ the Reynolds number of inception, below which waves
will not form.
sr 3
Thu si/ r o . \ =  0-2 IT - (> <7
Grimley (1R) has pbtained an empirical correlation for Re^
Q , ^ i )-  3-33
A similar expression has also been derived by Kapitsa by a totally
different route:to that used here:-
(+(Uc)" =
The similarity between these expressions is marked, and it
is thought that the. treatment given here may be of some interest in illucidatin;
- ’ ’ ! 
the reasons for the existance of a critical Reynolds number of inception.
No experimental work on this phenomenon was undertaken in .
* * * * ithis work due to,the difficulty of observing the inception of very low' • _ | 
amplitude waves on a large column, but an inspection of the equations reveals
that the Authors equation gives a Re. rather higher than that given by the-*•
other equations.
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APPENDIX 16 
Initial microdensitomet-er work -
Two points were to be established:-
1) The resolving power of the system.
2) The linearity of the track from the negative image of-the wedge 
containing dyed liquid.
It was explained earlier in section A-2 how a negative was 
prepared with black and clear strips of diminishing vddth and separation, 
and the densitometer tkack produced from this negative appears in fig A16:2. 
The width of the strips on the negative was 2mm, 1mm, 0.5mm, and 0.2mm, 
and it can be seen that there Yfas no loss of amplitude with the closely 
spaced strips.
The remaining densitometer track, fig A16:1, shows the first tracks 
from the negative taken by transmitted light through a liquid wedge, as 
described in Chapter 4* Three traces appear, made with microdensitometer 
slit widths of 0.072mm, 0.102mm, and 0. 1^ 60mm, although there is little 
apparent difference between them. The traces are sufficiently linear, but 
exhibit a certain ammount of ’noise'. This 'noise' did not appeal- on later 
traces (fig 10), probably due to the use of a different microdensitometer 
as detailed earlier.
fc NSITOM FTER
O P T IC A L  M ACfN I^ C , ** ' P R O P O R T . C O N T V
O B JE C T IV E  P O W E R  * 2 2
S L IT  tA C T U A L )
0  0 72 
O t n P
W ED G E R A N G E
F E E D B A C K  S E T T IN G ; R A T IO
lo/i/u
At-
K tT G R D tN G  
ODENS f l  O M E T E R
IlitCRdAbiNO' JiiVJjt'
I-
F l^ A 0 > 7 Z .
O P T IC A L  M A C N lfC . =  
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